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Dear hammam owner,

Dear hammam manager,

Dear hammam massage specialist,

Dear hammam client,

Dear architect, urban designer, donor for cultural heritage, economist,

social scientist, specialist in Arab or Turkish studies, ecologist, historian,

religious teacher, future researcher: 

The topic of  this reader is highly interdisciplinary – and highly contro-

versial. The hammam, this urban convivial space, is found from Morocco

all the way down the Silk road and up to the small village of  Bo Ai in the

Chinese province of  Henan: Every region, every country, every urban

neighbourhood will give it special features, and yet it is part of  the

collective memory of  dwellers and scientists throughout the Muslim

world. 

We hope that our reader contains ideas and analysis that further promote

the awareness for the value of  the hammam; and in the best case, it may

be a contribution for the revival of  this great cultural attainment.

Heidi Dumreicher

Coordinator of  the projects hammam and hammamed, 2004–2011
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introduction

As the hammam is meant to be a place where the clients are welcome and

their needs and wishes are respected, this chapter stands at the beginning

of  a manual for rehabilitation.

Different types of  users 

One important section of  the clients is the regular customers: the Sunday

clients, the Tuesday clients… they have an established relationship with

their preferred special staff  member, and there is no need of  assistance

from the side of  the managers. Yet, it is important to know their special

wishes and to maintain them as regular clients. Many hammams survive,

mainly, from this regular clientele who assures that you have a general

idea about the amount of  people to expect, so that you can vote for a

smooth management. 

A lot of  attention needs to go to the »anonymous first time user«. This

may be someone who has never been to a hammam before – a special

situation, for instance in Damascus, where new hammams are opening 

in recent years and where new clients, especially young ones, starting

interested again in this ritual. It may also be a client who comes, for the

first time, to this specific hammam – maybe she or he is new in town;

maybe she or he was attracted by some special detail to try out a new

hammam. These clients need special services, and an introduction to the

specific rules and rituals of  this specific hammam. 

A good manager knows the sequence of  day and clients: There is the

day of  the weekly market (Souk hebdomadaire); Saturday and Sunday are

mostly the days for civil servants. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday are

reserved for the housewives.

In previous days, there was the special clientele for Thursday evening

Heidi Dumreicher

The Queens and Kings 
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and Friday morning – the clientele who came for doing their Friday

ablution. This ritual seems to diminish in the last years, at least in Rabat

(Morocco). In hammams that operate on a daily rhythm (mostly during

the day the women, in the evenings the men), there is an intense cleaning

session when the women’s session is over and the men’s session starts.

The Clients for Special Occasions: 

Celebrations, Mulids, Religious Festivals 

Religious Holidays:

The yearly rhythm of  a Muslim society is greatly reflected in the context

of  the hammam. The Ramadan has its traditional hammam sequences. 

– Ramadan 

During Ramadan, the regime between men and women changes: whereas

throughout the year, the hammams are mostly open for women during

the day and in the evenings and at night for the men, this system is turned

over during Ramadan: now, the women stay at home during the day,

preparing the meal for the »eftar« (fast breaking), and come when their

task is fulfilled. 

Important hammam days during the 30 days of  Ramadan:

– The evening before Ramadan starts (La veille) 

– The night of  destiny – La nuit du destin (this is day 26 of  Ramadan; the

hammam visit takes place the night before, namely the 25th). 

– Ait fetre/Eftar : this Ait (holiday) has a specific kind of  prayer and is

held 3, 4 days before the end of  Ramadan: on this day, it is forbidden to

fast. You have to eat! (interdit de jeuner – il faut manger ) 

Mulids and Aids:

On many other religious or semi religious holidays, the hammam is

opened before the festivities – so that the believer is well prepared; but also

after the festivities: after the »dirty things that happened« (»après les

saletés«, as the Moroccans say).

Aid kebir / ait adha (sacrifice):

Ashura (day 10 of  the lunar new year – remembering the assassination of

Husayn ibn Ali, the grandson of  the Islamic Prophet Muhammad).

Different other Moulids that have regional or supra regional character (for

instance celebrating the birth of  Mohammed – 23 day of  3 month 3 of

Hedjira)

Occasions that accompany the lifecycle 

and are semi religious, semi profane: 

Men: the celebration of  circumcision (the age varies; today's tendency is

to hold it quickly after birth). This ritual is in risk of  disappearing, as
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people prefer to have the circumcision done at a hospital or an infirmary. 

Men also hire the hammam for a feast before marriage: the groom invites

his friends the evening before the marriage or the morning before. 

Women: The »hennah night« – two nights before the marriage. All

women who are in friendly relationships are invited – the family as well as

the friends. The celebration takes place in the hammam, with candles,

with dancing, with singing. Three or four women wash the bride; the

women also do the usual hammam experience. The evening before the

marriage: the bride comes with one or two persons who wash her, and she

goes back home.

Giving birth:

Hamam ennefisa: this ceremony takes place two weeks after giving birth.

The hammam managers prepare solutions with plant derived antiseptic

products. Some hammams offer special recipes: they boil henna, Oregano,

pomegranate rind extract for the intimate toilette. Two men proceed to

wash and massage the new mother. The massage should help the body to

find its previous form, to help the woman to remain »intact«, also by

means of  a strong bandage. The women feed the young mother with dry

fruit etc., so that she can properly breast-feed her child.

Hamam arbain: takes place forty days after giving birth. This is a day of

feast. The woman has gained back her strength, she left the one way

street, everything passed fine (alhamdulillah). Consuming special cakes

and fruits is part of  the day. 

The widow’s bath (hakallah – she is under the law of  god): the widow is

supposed to respect four month and 10 days of  mourning, dressed in

white, with no direct contact to men, she should avoid to go out. The only

outdoor place she may go to is the hammam (on Saturdays or Tuesdays).

Kat glaa (to take off  the white): the widow goes to the hammam to take

off  her mourning. She bathes, takes hennah: she is now free from the

engagement that she had with her husband – she can now marry again,

she is free vis-à-vis her husband and also vis-à-vis the good god. Her

friends bring gifts and new clothes.

Conclusion: New celebrations, reviving existing hammams

For a mother whose child is younger than 5 years the hammam organises

instrumental music in the hammam; the child gets hennah on its feet and

special clothes as presents. After the hammam, the family goes to the

marabout praying for the child never to have any pain. 

11
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Another new ritual takes place in Morocco and Algeria:

A new mulid is organized for orphans: hundreds of  children gather and

clothes and money is offered to them. This is considered a religious

benefit and people are eager to do this gesture.

When families or groups of  friends want to got to the hammam in a

mixed group, they share the Guelssa (entrance room) and have their

hammam visit separately: first the women, than the men. Such hammam

evenings are organized by management groups, football teams or youth

clubs.

Acknowledgement:

This article is based on workshops held in Fez (December 2010 and March

2011). Participants: Heidi Dumreicher, Mohammed Bouzaiane, Khadija

Kadiri
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introduction

The architecture and sequence of  the spaces in the hammam have 

their own rhythm, a precise series of  rooms and steps; the visitors go 

from cold and dry to hot and wet rooms before retracing their steps 

back to cold and dry. 

The sequences, the architecture, the activities in each space and 

the interior design vary from city to city, from country to country; 

but common elements are always found.

The editors’ introduction

The Hammam, 
an Indoor Journey 
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The journey through the hammam has many layers. We will have a guide

for the journey to the hammam: Heidi, the researcher and outsider,

accompanies Khedija, the insider, in order to understand what the

hammam may mean for a person who is culturally linked to the place and

who has a tradition of  many years of  hammam management in a Town 

in Morocco. We respect her wish for anonymity, yet respecting her way 

of  describing her hammam experience: we will simply follow her way

through her hammam. She knows the topic: she is the Masul (the Kahyim),

in short, the manager and owner of  a hammam in Rabat, Morocco.

Let us join in her effort forgiving insight into the sets that for her

represent the hammam journey. For her, this hammam journey starts

long before you stop in front of  the hammam door…

At home: The house in which I stay is very noisy; but today, this does not

disturb me: I know that this is my hammam day – I go every Wednesday,

whether at home or abroad – and I am looking forward to this weekly

experience of  relaxation and enjoyment. I am preparing to leave – and I

assemble the things that I will take with me: the towels, the soap, the stool,

fresh underpants, an orange, money for the entrance fee. These things

find their place in my hammam bag; and if  I forget something I’ll buy it.

In the street: I’m in the Medina, a town I visit for the first time. To go to a

hammam that I don’t know is a rather strange feeling. Will the hygiene be

convenient? Will the massage be agreeable? Are the hamamji and their

massage reliable? Will the clients know how to behave? I’m asking myself:

is it now the women’s opening time? The men’s time?

Conclusion: I need somebody with me who knows the place; I will have
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my hammam experience together with somebody else, a friend of  mine.

She will help me to choose the most appropriate hammam for the two of

us. We have the time, we will have to go in, and once we are inside, we

cannot go out again.

Skifa: I’m in. I have done it. Now it is clear that we’ll do that. There is

something joyful waiting inside.

Guelsa: This room is so complex. And again, many things happen, many

people are always there- the staff. Some of  them are here sometimes – the

clients. I get rid of  my clothes. It feels a bit strange to be nearly naked in

front of  women I do not know. Here I start to breathe in a different way. I

need to see who the other people are. 

I feel the need for something beautiful coming up, something stable

that is always here, something tangible, and also people... I would need

support, these people who are always here, to guide my friend and me.

Now I am familiar with the atmosphere in this hammam, and I’m ready

and happy to start my hammam journey. I will get out of  this room.

Barrani: This thing continues. I’m going slowly. The space guides me.

Everything is so uncertain. I’ll close my eyes. I don’t want to see the other

clients, but I know they are still there. I can hear their voices, the noise of

water, from the next room. There is a faint smell of  hot vapour in the air.

My body is shifting. I continue.

Wastani: I feel much better. I’m ok. I’m happy to be here. There is

something happening here, the other women wash, relax and prepare for

the very hot last room. It is good. I feel fine. I need time. 

Dakhli: A very complex space. It is the place where I should be. It is not

easy: so hot! I really need time to arrive here. I feel protected. I can

breathe. I feel a balloon around me, it hides me, it protects me. The hot air

touches me as if  it were clouds. Wonderful. I would like to stay in this

feeling.

Slowly, I start to go back.

Wastani: It is still great, now I know it, it is ok.

Barrani: I don’t know where I am exactly. What is in front of  me? What is

behind me? I need some time to leave this experience, to leave these spaces

behind me.

Guelsa: It’s ok. We are in a happy mode, relaxed, I always sense people

around me. I experience a feeling of  having done a similar thing, a

somewhat special thing that we have communicated. I have to be prepared

to get out; I have to protect my hair, put the hijab on my head.

To the skifa, then out to the street: 

I would like to stay here for a while, to talk with a friend in this in between

space. I am out to the normal street life. I feel great and I feel hungry.

16
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Glossary

Skifa: A small corridor behind the hammam door, an intermediate space,

the threshold space between the street, the public realm, and the

hammam itself. The Skiffa assures that no curious eyes can follow you

into your hammam experience.

Guelsa: The changing room, where the client meets the managers,

changes, hand over her cloths, chooses her massage woman, and changes

back to normal after her hammam experience.

Often, the skiffa has a mirror before you enter the skiffa: the women

control whether they are decently dressed, especially if  the hijab sits well,

before they go out on the street.

Barrani: The cold room. This is the transition space where body and mind

get accustomed to the new atmosphere; it is the space between the guelsa

with its normal temperature and the warm and hot rooms where different

activities take place.

Wastani: The warm room. This is the space for relaxation before and after

spending your »hot time«. This is where you get your massage, where you

wash your hair, where you feel comfortable in a convenient temperature.

Dakhli: The hot room. Every client stays here as long as she or he feels

fine. You know that you can leave if  it is getting too hard – the Wastani is

just next door. The Dakhli with the Boulma, the hot water reservoir, with

its hot walls is the centre of  the hammam, its heart. It is from here where

heat, vapour, bien-être, everything spreads to the other rooms.

Remark

These insider impressions of  a woman’s journey through the hammam

are based on the results of  a workshop held in Fez, December 2010,

conducted by Heidi Dumreicher and Christl Lieben. They follow the steps

that Khedidja described during the exercise »Systemic Structure

Constellation«.
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Continuous entering: this is what comes to my mind as an architect when

answering the question: what is the surprising element in a hammam

experience. From the new city one must enter the old city, sometimes

through ancient gates. Many shops blatantly announce themselves and

often spill out onto the street, but the entrance to the hammam, although

sometimes grand and impressive, still hides itself  around corners and

nearly out of  sight. One enters , often through a low entrance and passage

into a glorious domed windowless space, dramatically illuminated by

geometric patterns of  quammeriettes whose daylight pierces through the

dome. Sitting at benches one sheds all the trappings of  the outside world

as others are doing the same, and is draped with towels or robes and given

a few simple accoutrements – soap, a loufa scrubber, a small bowl, which

are all one needs into this journey to an inner world.

One begins the journey by passing through a heavy door, weighted to

slowly close by itself, into a lower darker space - humid, smaller with

whiffs of  steam, past other bathers with a peaceful aspect as they begin to

emerge from the inner sanctum. One is led into another space where the

steam is more evident, warmer and more humid, where bathers lying on

marble benches are being scrubbed down and massaged. One then enters

the last space, this one much hotter and more humid than the one before,

with steam so thick that one can barely see the other bathers sitting

quietly around the edges of  the vaulted room. The room has an almost

magical light as the suns rays launched by the qammariettes slash their

way through the steam and finally disperse in a fog just before reaching

the floor. One takes a seat on the hot stone bench and basks in the

pervasive heat and through the exquisite pain of  this intolerable pleasure,

with sweat struggling to escape from every pore. 
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Although almost naked among strangers, all inhibitions dissolve into the

intensity of  the experience. One breathes it in as long as possible and then

when the intensity can no longer be sustained, with the highest reluctance

and greatest relief, one feels expelled by this womb back into the warm

room. One is now ready. The pliable body now almost a melted puddle is

draped on the marble slap. The attendant takes the loufa and soap and

scrubs mercilessly as the used up flesh is released from the entire body and

is washed to the floor like rolls of  grey clay. The body is doused over and

over with hot water scooped by the small bowl. 

When the flesh has been well prepared, the body is kneaded, rolled,

pounded and stretched and just when you think you can’t take anymore,

you are doused again and a pat on the back tells you it is over. You get up

very slowly and drift out back through the heavy door and are released

into the domed dressing space. You take your seat on the bench, have your

damp towel removed and are wrapped with a fresh towel and a silk robe.

You have absolutely no other desire but to just sit there quietly in a

timeless space and just blankly stare at the muqarnas – the abstract,

arabesque patterns that make the dome. As you sit a small glass of  tea is

served. It is both tasteless and infinitely soothing. After a nameless time

you slowly – very slowly – retrieve your clothes and those belongings that

will provide you access to the world of  matter, which somehow might still

be there, and leave the protected place with glowing skin and a warmth

that knows of  no problems, and slowly – ever slowly – that other world

comes into focus, but it is not the same – at least for a while.

There are all manner of  hammams and hammam identities, and all

manner of  hammam services and experiences. At its best the hammam is

a journey to another time, another space – a place without time. It is the

experience of  mystery without the thought of  mystery. It is the space

talking to body and senses and the senses weighing without thought on

the mind. It can be a solitary experience or an experience to shared among

friends. It can be quiet or raucous. The depth of  the visual and sensual

experience is a removal from the continuity of  everyday life. 

The hammam is built of  heavy masonry construction with thick walls

leaning into domes and vaults as they first form and envelop space and

then are disembodied under the force of  vapour. As you progresses deeper

into space and experience, you continuously enter into, you even

penetrate to a realm of  emptiness and disembodiment, where the

intensity of  the formed spaces, their light, heat and humidity envelops and

captures the body and for a time liberates the mind. 

20
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The plane has just landed at Fez Sais Airport. As I step down the stairs a

sense of  excitement overwhelms me. Not only have I arrived to North

Africa, but I am also going to attend a long waited for event: the reopening

of  hammam Seffarine, one of  the most beautiful hammams in the medina

of  Fez!

Having passed through emigration and security, I collect my suitcase

and leave the airport terminal. The smell of  jasmine hits me as I wait for a

taxi and the air is familiar. Having grown up in neighbouring Algeria, the

blue sky, the palm trees, the bougainvillea all are reconnecting me to this

part of  the world and bringing back happy childhood memories. The

journey between the airport and the medina of  Fez reminds me of  my

grand mother who, if  she were alive, would have been very proud of  her

first grand daughter and her work on hammam Seffarine. I can still see her

smile as she prepares for her visit to the hammam, an occasion she would

prepare for every week and would not miss no matter what!

As the taxi approaches my hotel, I cannot wait to drop my suitcase, take

my already prepared hammam bag and head off  to the Seffarine square. It

is three o’clock in the afternoon and the copper and brass smiths are still

banging their pots on the square, under the majestuous tree. Large

multicoloured banners hang above the gate of  the Qarraouiyyin library

announce the reopening of  hammam Seffarine. As I approach the new

entrance of  the hammam at the upper street leaving the square, I meet a

large group of  women and children from the neighbourhood waiting by

the newly refurbished entrance with its beautiful cedar wood gate and

green tiled awing, waiting to reconnect with their hammam. As I look

around anxiously to find my female friends from Morocco, Egypt, Syria,

Austria, with whom I have been working long hours for the past three
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years , brainstorming about rehabilitating the hammam for the future

generations, my eyes get closed by a hand of  someone stood behind me!

As I turned around, Heidi and Ursula from Austria, Dalila from Egypt,

Sarab, Roula and Aisha from Syria , Naima, Siham and Rachida from Fez

and are all here with big smiles on their faces. Finally we are all going to

bathe in one of  the most beautiful hammam of  Fez, together with the

women from the neighbourhood. 

As we step down to the waiting area with its beautiful tiled masonry

bench and enter the Guelssa, my breath is taken away by the splendid

central space with its four slender marble columns with arches supporting

the most beautiful dome with its intricate white stucco decorations, and

multicoloured glass bulbs allowing sun rays to enter the space. The smell

of  cedar wood from the freshly restored wooden ceiling above the

changing areas is overwhelming. The sound of  the running water in the

mural fountain next to the entrance of  the bathing spaces is inviting us to

enter the hammam and enjoy its spring. As we undress, put our clothes,

shoes and belongings in the beautifully carved cedar wood lockers, we

wrap ourselves in fresh black and white towels handed over by the

hammam attendants and head to the entrance of  the bathing space. A

heavy wooden door with a small glazed opening separates the Guelssa

from the wet bathing spaces.

As we pass through an intermediate area, we each collect our two

vividly coloured buckets and enter slowly the berrani, then the wasti then

the dakhli, passing through spaces of  increasing temperature and steam

and decreasing natural light. We collect warm and hot water in our

buckets from the two water tanks connected to the furnace and go back to

the Wasti where the heat is more bearable. We lay out plastic mats on the

floor along the red Zellige stripes separating the white marble tiles and

align our buckets, defining our private bathing territory. We rinse our

bodies and apply to them the Moroccan soap, then go back to the hot

room to enjoy the heat and allow our skin to perspire and open its pores.

As we sit along the wall against the furnace, we can barely see each other

but we can talk. After ten minutes of  sweating and sharing some anecdo-

tes we head back to the Wasti where each one of  us is scrubbed by an

attendant using a rough textured kassa, shedding layers of  dead skin that

is being washed away quickly into the drain as we rinse our bodies

scooping water from our buckets with a brass tassa. We return to the hot

room to collect more water in order to continue the cleaning of  our

bodies. The spaces are getting busier and the sound of  women chattering,

children screaming and the brass bowls hitting the marble floor, the

splashing of  water and the smell of  lemon and henna all remind me of  the

happy hours of  bathing spent with my grand mother in a hammam in

Algiers. Suddenly the light changes in the warm room as the sun shines
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outside and the sun rays come down piercing through the thick steam. I

realise that some time must have passed but have no idea what time it

must be now and I do not really care. As I rinse my hair from the shampoo

and open my eyes, the sight of  a baby being tenderly rinsed on his grand

mother’s lap brings a smile to my face. Yes! This child will carry the

memory of  the hammam into the next century. The hammam is alive.
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About this chapter

This text gives some general remarks concerning the historical and urban

context surrounding the foundation of  hammams in five cities that we

have had the opportunity to visit and to find out that they represented five

different situations: Cairo, Ankara, Fez, Damascus and Constantine. This

is an introduction targeted at political decision makers in city- and town-

administrations as well as governmental bodies concerning town reno -

vation, cultural heritage and the supreme councils of  antiquities. It may

also help defining policies for contemporary urban regeneration and as a

guide for tourism managers. It will also be of  interest to the scientific

community, in particular the urban designer, urban historians, religious

scientists, architects and sociologists.

Today, after different field experiences (conducted as part of  two

successive ec Programs, hammam and hammamed) focused on the

rehabilitation of  traditional hammams, it is possible to present a general

historical, urban and social approach of  the traditional bath in the

Mediterranean region.

Some of  the hammams that survive to this day are between seven and

eight centuries old (in the case of  Syria) and only a limited number of  very

rare published studies exist on the topic. The four that are well known are

by Pauty, Ecochard, Grotzfeld, and Martin Dowe do we have and dates);

although considerable unpublished material, PhD thesis, Masters

diplomas, and the like, exist on the subject. In the procedure of  rehabilita-

ting hammams, and raising awareness towards their cultural heritage, it

was important to know the historical background and urban structure of

these historical buildings, as it was necessary to understand the continui-

ties and changes in their usage and built fabric.

Sarab Atassi

The Hammam in the
Mediterranean Region:
Architectural, Urban 
and Social Dimensions — 
A Multidimensional Approach 



The urban context and the architecture

The selected cities for our research represent examples in regions and

lands (even if  Cairo and Fez were built in the Arab period date), that have

known since Antiquity a tradition of  Roman thermes and baths. In the

Byzantine period it was noticed that a new typology of  bathing came into

being with the baptisterium; in parallel, the baths became smaller than the

Roman ones, they had fewer rooms, and they influenced the future

architecture of  hammams (cf. Sergilla/Byzantine site in northern Syria).

Such an important tradition does not vanish with the decline of  its

civilization, it survives into different regions and transcends political

dynasties. The transformations of  bathing that developed slowly in the

first centuries of  Islam must have taken hundreds of  years until a notion

of  ritual developed becoming traditional by the early Middle-Ages.

Fifty to eighty years ago the common use of  traditional public bathing

was extended to all cities in the Mediterranean region, but with the

gradual introduction of  private baths the situation has changed, in

different ways, in all the regions that we have studied 

We know very little about hammams before the Ayyoubid period (12th

Century); and from the Umayyad glorious epoch (7thCentury) we know

mainly those of  the palaces of  the desert of  the Sham region, but their

early history is still unknown and we know only from surviving texts that

they existed in large urban centers. 

In many of  our studied cities, hammams are located in the proximity 

of  mosques, and in residential quarters or in the vicinity of  commercial

sectors and souqs. One reason for this is linked to the Islamic obligation to

purify. The baths also offered a public service, enabling large populations

to live hygienically within large cities. 

The quantity of  hammams in a city has been regarded as a sign of

development and civilisation (and sometimes as an indicator of  its popu -

lation/Raymond). Their distribution, as the distribution of  the sabils,

constitutes in large cities an important element of  the pattern of  the

urban settlements. Important villages also had their baths: usually one

hammam next to the mosque often with the same architectural qualities

as the urban ones. Many examples can be found in the villages surroun-

ding Damascus.

The distribution of  hammams in the city may also give some indicati-

ons on the social and economic level of  a quarter. If  we look to the

distribution of  hammams in Constantine we notice the absence of  these

facilities in the southeast part of  the city which is a poor district.

The hammams of  Cairo were rather distributed in the rich districts of

high density and it is noticed the absence of  traditional baths in the

suburbs of  Cairo, which were inhabited by populations of  modest means. 

In Damascus, hammams are located in a regular proportion next to
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large mosques and important madrasas outside the city walls; while inside

the city walls we find hammams close to the Umayyad Mosque, but most

of  them are distributed all over the souqs and in the residential quarters;

In Damascus, Fez and Constantine we have many small baths dissemina-

ted mainly in middle class quarters. 

Most of  the hammams that we have studied remain in their original

urban context : Near hammam Seffarine in Fez, we have a religious

school, a library, metal workshop, commerce, houses… and the great

mosque al-Qarawiyyin is not far; the quarter of  Uqayba surrounding the

modest hammam Ammouneh in Damascus, still conserves its traditional

fabric and almost its traditional social and economic networks.

The Ottomans established what is called Imaret, or külliye which is a

sort of  complex housing a variety of  different uses and functions. One

might find a mosque, a religious school, a hospital, a public kitchen, a

mausoleum, a covered bazar, a khan, a water fountain, a public bath, a

coffee house, etc all within the same building… (cf  Aleppo) this was

especially the case in large cities and capitals.

The construction and structure of  the hammam building were

generally conceived starting from the interior workings towards the

outside, the research of  balance is clear in the fitting of  the first room, the

reception room (Mashlah, Maslakh); then in the hot room. We can find

this regular and harmonious layout inside the religious buildings and even

in traditional houses.

Architecturally the double hammam is the real particularity of  Turkey,

even if  we also can find simple ones elsewhere. A double hammam is the

term given to one with distinct areas for men and women. Only one

double hammam was found in Cairo. There were no twin hammams in

Damascus, just single baths open to men or women at different times (this

is the general case in the region of  Bilad al Sham). Hammams are much

more modest in Constantine, and as such we do not have double

hammams. 

In Cairo the architecture and spaces of  hammams can be impressive,

and it is regrettable that they have declined, making it all the more urgent

that the very few that are left are saved. They have many specific characte-

ristics, mainly the presence of  basins, or hot pools, called maghtass, and

that must be due to the absence of  underfloor heating (hypocaust), and

the polygonal solid mass located in the middle of  the hot room, partly

comparable to baths found in Turkey. 

Concerning the rituals inside the hammam, there are some differences,

such as the plunge pools in Cairo. The hexagonal mastaba used to sweat,

scrub and wash, is also not found in all cities. Where the mastaba is not

found, these services are given while lying or sitting on the floor
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(Damascus). Private wooden cabins have been introduced in Turkey in the

first changing hall sometimes on two levels, while in the hammams in

Bilad al Sham you have sitting mastabas all around and sometimes on two

levels.

Most hammams share certain similarities in their plan arrangement,

despite different periods, which is due to their similar way of  functioning.

The plan of  the hammam is divided into two distinct parts, one intended

for the reception and rest, the second being the parts reserved for the bath,

sometimes the warm, medium room, being reduced.

The double hammam (observed in Turkey) has section for men and a

section for women, organized parallel to each other in a symmetrical way

and contained in an almost square building block topped by many small

domes. While the entrance to the women's section originally is a door on

the side of  the building, the entrance to the men's section is on the main

facade to the hammam. Some have an inscription of  foundation in verse,

praising the building and its patron. 

The domes, are the most distinguishing characteristic of  Ottoman

baths (i.e. Ottoman architecture), they dominate the monument; still, the

dome covering the main hall has sometimes been replaced by tiles, or

wooden structures: we noticed in Cairo that the brick cupola was replaced

a long time ago, by a large wooden ceiling surrounded by windows and

topped by a lantern. In general, the domes and vaults survive in

Damascus, Aleppo, and other cities in the region.

As for the bathing spaces we find that the hot room in the hammams in

Turkey have rich interior layouts with many private spaces, this is the case

of  hammams in Cairo and in Damascus. 

The furnace of  the hammam is located behind the hot rooms in the

back of  the building block. It heats the water directly, as it heats indirectly

the bath's floors, by means of  an ingenuous system, the central conduct

that we have in Bilad al Sham and the hypocaust with the floor suspended

on pillars (in Turkey). Both systems create a space through which the hot

gases and smoke circulate before the flues in the walls and chimneys draw

out the gas and smoke. In Cairo we do not have this under-floor heating;

only the water is heated in a tank and transferred with pipes to different

spaces. In Fez the system is still preserved because they still use wood

shavings for heating the hammam and its water, while today gas is used to

heat the water in Constantine.

While observing the urban structure of  the studied cities and the role of

the hammam in this urban context, it was also necessary to know how

these spaces were administered.
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Al Hisba, an important function regarding the administration 

of  cities and public buildings as hammams.

The Muhtasib was the adjoin of  the judge or qadi, he was a sort of

religious civil servant. His importance changed with time, in Cairo and

Damascus in the Ayyoubid and Mamlouk periods he was the main

authority in the souk and in public monuments. 

It is generally starting from 12th century that one notices the presence of

treaties of  hisba, explaining the duties and responsibilities for the muhtasib. 

Thus the handbooks of  hisba inform us in detail about the control

exerted by the muhtasib on hammams, the moral codes to be observed,

the cleanliness of  the buildings, the good behavior of  the users and the

workers of  the bath. The texts of  hisba announce the application of

regulations relating to ahl Al dhimma, these measurements fluctuated

according to the periods and circumstances. 

In Constantine and in Algeria during the Ottoman period as in al-

Maghreb, there were several administrators beside the principal Judge

(Cadi). All the residential quarters in Algiers were under the indirect

authority of  Shaykh al-balad, he had the charge of  the upkeep of  buildings

and the collection of  tax. In Constantine, the crafts were under the

authority of  Qaid al-Balad who proposes to the Bey the representatives

(amin-s) of  different corporations, for his approval. The organization of

the work follows the known hierarchy: mu’allim, sani’, muta’allim‘, this

hierarchy that we still find in Bilad al Sham, as a remnant of  the organisati-

on of  craftsmen in their different specialties. 

We have watched in Morocco, a continuation of  the traditional

function Muhtasib (and the Amin), it helps to keep a traditional manage-

ment and control for the hammams in Fez. This function is nowadays

official, it is a kind of  syndicate for workers or tenants and it helps to

maintain a proper management of  the hammams, regulated by the Amin.

It was also important to investigate the water distribution and manage-

ment, in a research relating to the development and history of  hammams:

The mosques and different religious foundations, the baths with the

fountains or sabils counted among the important public buildings of  the

Islamic cities: providing clean drinking water was always considered an

act of  piety.

The studied and visited cities relied on rivers with adequate systems of

irrigation (Damascus, Fez, Ankara), on private or public cisterns

(Constantine, Algiers) and also wells to complete their large need of

water; even in the presence of  important rivers as in Cairo the transporta-

tion of  water needed congregations of  carriers to provide the water to the

public and private buildings. 
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We have noticed the importance of  the function of  al saqa or the man

who carries water on an animal or on his own shoulders. They were

organized in corporations in Cairo, and in Istanbul where in the 17th

Century nearly one thousand fountains existed and more than 9,000 saqa

worked intensively carrying water to the houses.

In Cairo, water was supplied according to a system which combined the

bearing of  water by water carriers (saqqa’in) and the storage of  water in

the cisterns of  the public fountains or sabils that formed important

monuments in the city. Water was also carried to the cisterns of  rich

residences. Drinking water brought from the Nile was sold by water

carriers in the streets or in shops. Water carriers existed also in

Constantine, the inhabitants used to bring water from the river using

mules or donkeys.

Fez and Damascus had the chance of  being served by a system of

irrigation that brought water to every monument and house, and to many

public fountains.

The water of  Oued Fez was distributed in all the city of  Fez, and it is

more than 1000 years old. In Damascus, the Barada river used to play a

major role, making up for the lack of  adequate regular rainfall, and

channels running from the six main canals were successively split into

smaller by series of  distributors. 

In Cairo, only one old aqueduct, restored at the beginning of  16th

century served the Citadel. The absence of  aqueducts was due to the

technical problems raised because of  the differences in level of  the Nile

between the dry season and the season of  the flood. In Constantine

because of  the natural configuration since the Roman period the water

was transported to the city via an aqueduct.

The hammam, its social context from the past to the present 

In the past hammams fulfilled important functions enabling the inhabi-

tants to maintain their personal hygiene, and on a religious level, they

permitted the Muslims to perform the full body ablution (ghusul), which

is necessary to restore ritual purity (tahara). Traditionally, Thursday

nights and Friday mornings were the busiest times for baths before the

Friday communal noon prayer. 

hammams were considered a good economical investment, they were

opened to all classes of  people, although the rich clients had privileged

spaces and special care from the tenants and workers in hammams. The

other religious communities in the city used the same hammams with

some imposed restrictions concerning the use of  distinctive signs, towels

of  their own , special days or hours etc.… Private hammams existed very

rarely, only in palaces or in very important houses.
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Many baths were established within the framework of  a charitable

endowment waqf. The role of  waqf  or habous in Arab cities, permitted 

to these cities to function in the lack of  a real urban administration and

public services. We have seen that most of  case studies hammams are 

still the property of  the Waqf  administration (Saffarin, Shengul, and

Ammouneh) but others are privately owned, as in Constantine where

waqf  property hasn’t been mentioned.

– In the social context the Hammam visit was, for the women, one of  the

few legitimate occasions to leave the house to socialise with other

women. The bath was also a location for certain rites marking significant

events in the life cycle; these events were often occasions for festivity with

music and food. 

– Life for women outside their home was limited, although, visits to the

public baths and to cemeteries were regarded as a woman’s right. Visiting

the hammam for women created an opportunity for an outdoor trip and

entertainment as it was also an important »matrimonial market«.

– All these habits and rituals were common to all hammams from Ankara

to Fez with slight differences: nowadays we noticed that these traditions

are kept in Morocco, and in a certain extent in Algeria although they have

decreased in Turkey or in Syria, mainly in Damascus where it became rare

to have sequence for women, while in Hama and Aleppo it is still very

present. Today the use of  the bath is tending to be restricted to the role of

leisure and relaxation. In addition to the massage and scrub, some beauty

services (Ankara and Cairo) or henna and tattoo for women (Fez) are now

provided.

In the West of  the Mediterranean the hammam continues to constitute

a basic necessity for the inhabitants and remains accessible to all. The

tradition is very vivid and we watch a number of  new hammams built in

the Moroccan and Algerian cities, where it remains a part of  the lifestyle

for most of  the people. For example, public baths in Constantine still offer

essential services to people living in poorer conditions. 

In the East, in the region of  Bilad al Sham, the hammams are archi-

tecturally quite important and attractive; in Ankara, Istanbul, Aleppo,

Damascus, they do not constitute a basic necessity any more, but mainly 

a site of  sociability, relaxation, and festivities accompanying weddings.

Besides, the advent of  tourists in search of  exoticism provides all the

hammams with a new source of  income (Istanbul). 

In Cairo the situation is difficult, the hammams are less and less used,

because of  the lack of  hygiene, they are also used sometimes as un-official

hotels, while this service is recognized in Constantine and frequently

practiced. More recently, tourism has turned the baths into a service

marketed at foreign visitors. This should not change the bathing culture
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that is to be preserved and adapted to be shared between the locals and the

new visitors.

In Morocco, some new baths are developing an extremely varied

program in order to attract a new clientele. Prices are very high in these

new exotic hammams, and you can find them installed in traditional

houses that have been renovated and transformed into guesthouses. 

This is different from what we can see in Turkey and more recently in

Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli… where some traditional hammams are

rehabilitated into hygienic clean spaces with affordable entrance fees to 

a middle class population. 

Recommendations

Today we can see little by little an awareness towards the preservation of

hammams and their traditional patrimony. Further work is required to

raise awareness towards a sustainable rehabilitation; unfortunately some

people are still erasing the past and destroying precious environments.

Among the historical public buildings, hammams are vivid records of  our

tangible and intangible civilization; approaching their historical and social

background was one way to express the patrimonial value of  these

traditional baths and also the necessity to rehabilitate them in their

context. 
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The Hammam 
is a Social Space 

About this chapter

These findings are interesting for people who have a daily relationship to

the hammam – the managers, the owners, the staff, and the clients. They

are based on the vivid experience of  the hammam ritual itself  and on the

discussions with managers and clients in six Mediterranean countries:

here, we present ideas and concepts that come out of  a daily experience in

using and/or managing a hammam. The reader finds results from our

discussions with hammam managers and clients in six Mediterranean

cities, so you find a daily life perspective of  the hammam and its meaning

for clients and residents.

As there are so many views considering the hammam as an architectural

jewel, our information concentrates on the social quality of  the hammam

as place for recreation and socialisation between the clients. In our visits to

the Islamic Mediterranean countries, we have seen what a lively place this

jewel is: a meeting place for people from the neighbourhood, but also

from far away districts of  a town, and even for tourists who would like to

get insight into this traditional ritual, where they can meet history today. 

It became clear for us that this institution highly depends on the quality

of  the people who are responsible for the organizational framework and

those who take care of  the clients: if  the owners, the massage (kese)

people, the attendants and the extra service providers create an attractive

atmosphere through their professional and personal knowledge, their

hammam is – or can become – an anchorage point for the neighbourhood

life. 



The hammam and its perceived qualities 

In the Mediterranean city, and especially in the medina, the hammam is a

safe place to meet under sometimes difficult conditions, or in difficult

surrounding urban conditions. The clients and the staff  consider it as a

place that stands under social observation, with strong rules of  behaviour

and with normative societal regulations that assure a peaceful and joyful

hammam visit. This is of  special importance, as the person undergoing a

hammam ritual finds herself  in the unusual situation of  nakedness (or

nearly), you are exempt of  protection; you expose your body to this

environment in the scope of  a joyful experience. 

The local and regional cultural interpretation of  the body plays a strong

role in the way behaviour is perceived in the hammam, both by clients and

staff. This interlink with culture, in the Islamic context also with religion,

causes changes overtime concerning the rules of  the body treatment,

especially for women. The hammam is an indicator for the changing

behaviour codes in the present Islamic society, reaching from new

restrictions within the religious codes, but also including new standards

for hygiene and body treatment. In the great diversity of  countries that we

studied, the clients in different Arabic countries describe the use and the

non-use of  the hammam in connection with body, health and with their

perception of  the women’s role. 

The hammam as a societal place and space also reflects the social

situation in the neighbourhood, asking for social rules that enable the fact

that clients from different social milieus and backgrounds meet in the

hammam, and within the various forms of  behaviour, the clients still

respect the rules, evolved over time; they also know the traditional social

practice of  their specific place. But the hammam is also a space with

inherent contradictions: a semi public space with many very discrete and

hidden characteristics. A place where the »secret«, the »not outspoken«

has its stake – but the rule of  the hammam, on the other hand, is publicly

known, so that people are able to deal with this very specific societal

institution. The reputation of  the hammam is continuously under

discussion and the rumours of  the place and the ongoing life in the

hammam are narrated between clients and non clients. In order to make

these remarks more grounded in reality, we give some examples from our

local studies, so that one can learn lessons from the different situations of

contemporary hammams.

Hammams: a growing awareness for its tangible and intangible values 

If  the hammam should find its p lace in a concept for the urban future, the

awareness raising needs to reach several societal levels: on the one hand

the neighbourhood dwellers – the clients; on the other hand the authori-

ties – the Habous, the Waqf, the renovation departments, the cultural
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heritage departments, sometimes even the tourism departments at local,

regional and/or national level.

The tangible heritage in the context of  the old medina, like the mosques

and the hammams in the neighbourhoods, constitute a »heritage from long

ago, from the old ages«. The residents are aware of  the fact that there is little

awareness of  this heritage, but »it belongs to our heritage« and they

emphasise that it has a special meaning. When, at a Cairo meeting, the

hammam project showed examples from international renovation projects

that preserve hammams as living cultural heritage in Morocco, Algeria

and Syria, the visitors commented that »these countries are aware of  their

treasures, but we in Cairo are not«. They were surprised how much effort

other cities put in the renovation of  their heritage, whereas in the Bab al

Bahr district, these cultural heritage elements do not get any attention. 

Word of  mouth:

the example of  the hammam Bab al Bahr, Cairo (Egypt)

The neighbourhood Bab al Bahr that our study deals with is commonly

referred to as »balady« – poor, miserable, described as a place where an

affluent person does not go. The sociological field study gives a much

more differentiated picture, and we – the researcher’s team – found a

neighbourhood that, besides the evident need for upgrading the physical

environment, shows a high level of  conviviality and social potential as part

of  the intangible heritage of  the hammam. Yet, the neighbourhood

desperately needs public or semi public meeting places like the hammam

Tambali – a former hammam of  the neighbourhood, which was closed for

several years, was; right now, there are the mosques and the street cafés,

but the latter acceptable only for men. The neighbourhood is very lively,

but when looking at it more carefully, most of  the livelihood refers to the

daily or weekly shopping activities on the market and in the small shops. 

The hammam Bab al Bahr could be supportive of  more extended urban

usages. Today, everywhere in Cairo, the hammam for women is in decline.

It has become a »forbidden« place, because it seems unacceptable that a

woman might see the other individual woman in a nearly naked outfit; in

fact the evidence showed that they were not naked, but dressed in

sportswear, underwear or other suitable clothes. This is a hint for the

management about the importance of  the hammam reputation: if  the

»word of  mouth« delivers arguments that go against the usage, this will

have severe consequences. But when well managed, the hammam has an

impact on the personal well-being not only for the individual body, but

also for the personal feeling of  trust, security and safety. 

Our experience in the district shows that people, when confronted with

the values that the research puts at discussion, start a process of  reflection

and become aware of  their heritage. Residents confirm, that the ham-
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mam Bab al Bahr as a building as well as a social entity needs upgrading to

contemporary features – this concerns the hygiene, but also the aesthetic

value of  the building itself; it also concerns the socio cultural service that

it may offer. As a cultural heritage, it will enhance local identity provided

the dwellers find a place for it in their day-to-day-life.

Experiencing history in the hammam: 

the example of  Sengül, Ankara (Turkey)

Life within the walls of  Sengül hammam in the district of  Istiklal, the

former center of  Ankara, gives the impression of  a very well organized

endeavor, in contrast to the difficult life outside, where the neighborhood

is under stress and renovation of  the houses are at stake. The Ankara

neighbourhood Istiklal appears as an area where the historical awareness

of  the place is living and connected with the contemporary life, a quality

that is rarely recognized by people outside. The neighborhood is under an

economical threat, poverty and unemployment reduce the possibilities for

the residents. People living and working in the neighborhood showed

several strategies of  how they combine two topics together: the old basic

urban fabric with the social and technical features of  modern life. 

The clients finds a convenient bathing situation; women find enough

private space for changing and resting, and in their view, a good spatial

organization .The female staff  members are aware of  their own qualities:

one of  them describes herself  as a »peace maker«, and the whole team is

glad to have her: she keeps the peaceful atmosphere among the massage

women which is a basic condition for their work itself  as well as for the

atmosphere they offer the clients. One of  them is appreciated as a story

teller and her clients see this quality in the context of  the tradition in the

hammam which, in former times, included story telling, singing and other

cultural activities. Hammam Sengül has decided to serve clients from all

over the city, thereby neglecting the possible connection to the neighbor-

hood, although many of  the staff  members live in the district. This gives

the hammam a special place for clients who appreciate the popular

massage workers on the one hand, a rather high service standard on the

other: Tarih kukuyor – it smells of  history.

The study shows the present conflict of  the hammam users between the

religious values and their contradiction, sometimes non acceptability in a

modern life. For users who decide to include the hammam in their

lifestyle, the hammam, by offering more and diverse modern services

could contribute to the survival even of  the traditional functions of  the

hammam within a modern setting, at least in the view of  the residents. In

this way, Sengül finds a balance between tradition and modernity, an

equilibrium that the clients know to appreciate.
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In both concepts of  running a hammam, the hammam assures to be a safe

place, as a meeting place for the neighborhood or a place where tradition

is linked with the modern life. In both concepts, the person managing the

hammam and the staff  represents the safe environment and guides

through the traditional hammam rituals. 

The hammam is a social institution in the neighbourhood 

There are several functions that the hammam takes over for the neigh -

bourhood, both socially and economically: it is a meeting point for

neighbours and a specific meeting place for women with their family

members and friends, and it is also a place of  personal hygiene for the

craftsperson and workers of  the neighbourhood. We have seen numerous

social activities that find a place in the hammam, like networking between

women, intra-generational exchange between different peer groups,

activities supporting underprivileged people of  the neighbourhood. The

social network woven in the neighbourhood of  a hammam, this central

building in the quarter, will give the city a very special social institution.

In order to illustrate the different Arabic hammams, we give again

examples from the local case studies, this time Constantine (Algeria),

from Fez (Morocco) and Damascus (Syria).

A running hammam as a potential for cultural heritage: 

the example of  Constantine (Algeria)

People see the medina as an amalgam of  famous places on the one hand,

the neglected places and ruined houses on the other: but there are also

functional places like the shops, the Mausoleum, and in our case: the

hammam. In Constantine where the mere idea of  a rehabilitation and

renovation of  the medina is a non subject and more or less unthinkable,

the hammam might serve as a starting point for the implementation of  a

concept of  »living cultural heritage«. This option was discussed with the

local team, but also put on the poster for the final public presentation – to

the surprise of  the group of  social scientists, this proposal was not taken

as a joke (which we were afraid would happen), but our guests added to

this idea and some of  the voluntary associations working in the medina

actually took over the idea and announced that they would take it into

consideration in their next meetings.

Woven into the urban shape of  the old medina: 

the example of  hammam Sefarine, Fez (Morocco)

The golden triangle sets the neighbourhood for Saffarin hammam in the

centre of  the medina: the hammam is situated close to religious as well as

profane urban spaces. It serves the sellers and buyers of  the nearby Souk

and the adjacent handicraft workshops. It is a religious centre together
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with the Quran School, the Kharaouine library, the Friday mosque and

the Moulay Driss Mausoleum, a place where the historical awareness is

present as an appreciation of  the medina. This is also a place for the

coppersmith artisans and the daily market – this hammam serves religious

practices as well as very practical ones. The coppersmith workers pass by

the hammam before they go back to their families and leave all the dust

and dirt behind; farmers for the market can stay here overnight to be

present at the market in the early morning, and everybody can come for

cleaning rituals before going to the mausoleum.

Renovating a hammam: 

the example of  hammam Ammouneh in Damascus (Syria)

The hammam Ammouneh, situated in Al Ukaiba (a quarter extra muros)

is an example how a good management can activate, reanimate and

reorganize a hammam in decline: in 2008 when the hammam study started,

the place was in desperate need for renovation – this concerned the

hygiene, it concerned the aesthetic value of  the building itself; and it also

concerned the socio cultural aspects: the female dwellers expressed their

wish that it should re-open for them. Changing from a mens to a womens

hammam asked for a good renovation strategy. Not only was it necessary

to raise the building standards, but it also asked for well trained staff  – and

for a good »word of  the mouth« to announce that the hammam was going

into a new phase. The solar panels on the roof, visible from the square and

from the whole hara, are a symbolical object to announce the changes to

the dwellers. Today, several years later, the hammam Ammouneh as a

building is embedded in the patterns of  the neighbourhood, the »hara«: in

invigorates the hara as an important local, spatial and emotional

dimension to the dwellers of  the Al Uqayba district. 

In its new appearance, the hammam Ammouneh corresponds to the

local people's wishes: on the one hand they are aware of  the historical

value of  their place; on the other hand they get into conflicting situations

through the drive of  modern life. They are re-telling the historical stories

of  Damascus as a garden, with orange trees, ace trees in every hara, with

courtyard houses and the smell of  the Jasmine. The new hammam fits

into this memory of  Damascus as a wonderful garden and oasis, with the

hammam as a healthy and happy place where people met to dance and

celebrate: the new hammam, a success story. 

The hammam is a women’s place 

In present and historical times, the hammam was always a place for

women. This was confirmed by all our local case studies. In the Muslim

Mediterranean city, the public places for women are limited and use of

public space for women is under high social control: there is a lack of
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possibilities for women to meet outside their houses except for strictly

defined places and situations. A women is supposed to have the right to go

to one of  the rare female working places, she is welcome to do daily and

weekly shopping as well as activities related to children’s care. In the

actual societal changes occurring in the Arabic countries, the hammam is

under discussion and under threat: only in some of  the cities that we

studied, it is a socially accepted place.

Into the hammam the women mostly come in groups, and the streets

around the hammam show the daily hammam rhythm: from the clothes

as well as from the buckets and from the little chairs that the women carry

with them on their way to the hammam. Women often take their children

with them, and the small babies sit in the black buckets in the hammam

and enjoy the atmosphere. The clients are very aware of  the connection

for women between the outside and the inside: going to the hammam

needs preparation within the public places – buying Ghassoul, gloves,

tasse – and before they leave the hammam, they prepare very well to find

an equilibrium between »looking so fresh and good« and the ritual that a

women should only show her attractive features to her husband. Thus,

the last look into the mirror before changing from the closed environment

of  the hammam to the public sphere is an important moment of

transition, leaving the semi public space of  the hammam and entering the

public sphere of  the Medina.

Seven scenarios for future hammams 

Yes, the hammam has a historic value as a cultural heritage. And also yes,

the hammam has a future value with specific functions and target groups.

And yes to combine these different tasks is a big challenge for a hammam

owner. The manager of  a hammam, who thinks about a renewal of  his

place or a new owner of  a hammam, can decide which kind of  hammam

she or he would like to have – according to her or his own vision, but also

in accordance with the possible extension of  the clientele. 

The following seven scenarios show different focus and possibilities to

develop a hammam, with a certain marketing idea, considering specific

social function for a certain target group. The scenarios are based in the

social study of  the existing hammam and show ways of  different social

and economic designs of  running a hammam.

1. Neighbourhood hammam 

2. Hammam for the youth 

3. Celebration and marriage hammam 

4. Wellness hammam (bien être)

5. Religious – hammam and halal hammam

6. Tourist hammam

7. Intercultural hammam in Europe
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1. Neighbourhood hammam: the hammam is part of  the 

neighbourhood and embedded into the urban environment

The general aim of  the neighbourhood hammam is to serve living in the

neighbourhood: the hammam is a central building for the neighbour-

hood. Most residents use the hammam at least once a week. The

hammam, is simply a place and an activity that is part of  daily or weekly

life and follows the rhythm of  the Medina calendar, including the religious

festivals. The hammam is oriented on the neighbourhood functions and

needs. With the hammam activity, the hammam supports the social

coherence and the hammam is a place where possible empowerment

activities for the neighbourhood can take place for residents, for instance

when public health information is available at the hammam. The

hammam serves the neighbourhood as a meeting place for all residents

and dwellers: women, men – elderly and young as well as children, all who

are living in the neighbourhood should use the hammam as a meeting

place for the neighbourhood live. The function of  the hammam as a bath

is a functional combination of  historical and modern adoptions. 

The case study hammam Seffarine in Morocco shows us aspects of  the

neighbourhood hammam: The hammam Seffarine itself  is well integra-

ted in the neighbourhood. Seffarine is connected with the craftsmen, the

residents of  the medina: The work of  handcrafts could not be done

without the service of  a hammam because of  reasons of  occupational

health. The hammam supports the centre as a religious place, where the

possibility to take part is also part of  the whole spirit. This living centre is

also a place where the visits of  tourists can be integrated in the life of  the

Medina. In Fez, the hammam can build on a commonly accepted

awareness of  its value throughout Morocco. Even in newly built modern

neighbourhoods, there will always be a hammam that is in usage. 

2. The hammam for the youth: 

a new fashioned hammam attracting young people

The general aim of  the hammam for the youth is to serve interests of

young people: the hammam is developed into a place where young people

like to meet, and use the hammam as a bath with modern features of

bathing culture. The young people are potential carriers of  change, but

the sometimes see the hammam as a place for their parents and grandpa-

rents, and not for themselves. The interests of  young people represent a

specific contemporary value system, and claim for new standards

concerning hygiene, architectural features and services. For the older

generation the hammam is part of  a different value system and older

people find the hammam attractive to go there regularly, from architectu-

re to the rituals. The young discuss the value of  the hammam in the

contemporary society and it is not clear how the hammam could
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contribute to a modern life. For the female young generation and

hammam with attracting modern objects could support a reborn of  the

hammam while developing »new rituals«. The main characteristics of  this

type of  hammam could be, that it is using modern objects – such as new

designed towels, gloves, and products. Also modern architectural features

could serve a modern bathing culture. The hammam invites its guest with

a transparent visual system guiding through the hammam and provides

internet access. The tendency of  the market concept from this type of

hammam will reduce the daily usage and develop the concepts for special

occasions, integrated into the challenges of  modern life. 

Important target groups are young girls and young women, maybe also

children, from the whole city and young men. 

The case study hammam Constantine in Algeria shows us aspects of  the

interest of  young women: the favour of  the new hammam Constantine

our interviewees have shown us their favourite new hammams: a safe

place in a living quarter, just one store in a building that has normal

apartments so that it is not so evident that the visitor is heading towards a

beauty service; good and friendly staff  that is knowledgeable of  old

traditions - like the ritual for women 40 days after giving birth, bill boards

that give the rules for usage, and a set of  well accorded new services like

the sewing entity that provides wedding clothes, and a small wellness and

gymnastic studio.

3. Celebration and marriage hammam 

The knowledge about history and historical life on the one hand and the

openness for new developments on the other, could be a potential for a

cultural heritage like the hammam, just as well as the local acceptance and

knowledge of  the residents could be a resource for a future development

of  the whole district, and should be mentioned for future activities in the

neighborhood, where houses and streets, could be developed as places for

social encounters of  the residents. The general aim of  the celebration and

marriage hammam is the safeguarding of  old traditions, conserving

historical awareness and practice old weeding ceremonies. The hammam

in this concept is an introduction into history of  the hammam and rituals

for marriage. The hammam is supporting the traditional architecture

with its hammam functions. In combination with features for cultural

events such us exhibitions, performances and cultural events, the

hammam is also a traditional stage for photography and filming, a

coulisse for traditional cultural rituals. The characteristics of  this type of

hammam are to serve the environment for the traditional hammam

features – kese and soap in combination with special food and beverages.

The hammam also serves music with traditional instruments and belly
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dancing for the cultural ceremonies. Target groups of  this type of

hammam are families -women, men, children – all very familiar, from the

whole city with interest for the traditional cultural life, the audience for

culture and heritage events. 

The case study hammam Ammouneh in Damascus in Syria is a famous

example for combining old traditions in a new surrounding. This also

includes a shift from the traditional role of  the hammam as part of  the

daily life hygiene towards the approach of  its linkage to special events

which are present in the Syrian tradition, such as cultural events like

marriage and child birth. There is an also new demand for leisure activities

in Damascus, for men as well as for women, on evenings as well as on

weekends. This type of  hammam can extend the services based on old

traditions and it may attract a new clientele. These events can represent a

new spectrum – like the »event« of  a foreign guest coming to see his or her

Damascus relatives and where, already now, a visit to the hammam can be

part of  a programme that brings together the foreigner and the insider.

4. Wellness hammam (bien être)

The general aim of  the wellness hammam is to serve the individual health

of  men and women and focuses the awareness of  body functions. The

hammam is a traditional cultural setting to serve the public health. The

luxury of  water was served for all groups of  residents in the hammam. As

a washing place the hammam always served this basic offer to travellers

and guests. This type of  hammam combines the traditional features of  the

hammam with modern features and health products, for body and hair

including gymnastics, fitness and training. 

The hammam here is a place where the body treatment is central aspect

and the luxury environment invites into a safe and health promoting

setting. The hammam could also serve services for touristic places like

hotels or health and body treatments like a fitness or sports club. Target

groups are women and men specially interested on a health life style,

where body functions should be trained and supported. The hammam

could also develop to a cure centre and attach to health services. The

clients for this type of  hammam can come from the whole city and region

and include tourists, e.g. health tourists from the whole country. 

5. Religious hammam and halal hammam

The general aim of  the religious hammam is to serve the bath as a place

for religious practice. Hammam rituals have a religious origin and

hammam rituals respects the religious year and supports religious

practice (fastening, Ramadan): believers are invited to the hammam after

circumcision fro men or forty days after giving birth for women. Also

widows go to the hammam forty days after death of  their men. There are
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also rituals for special days during Ramadan and other religious festivals.

The religious hammam is supporting the spiritual aspect and the water

treatment corresponding to the rules of  religious cleanliness.

In addition the hammam as a meeting place can serve interlinked

services to religious practice like the library or the Koran school. Such a

hammam could offer special days where a religious teacher, who sees the

hammam as a positive possibility for believers; the preacher could give

advice about the correct application of  rules from the religious texts. The

religious characteristics will be highly differentiated according to local

context, and generally spoken the hammam is under discussion. The

target group for this type of  hammam are religious persons - women,

men, old and young, people from the whole country.

For further information to the hammam rituals see also chapter history

(Sarab Atassi).

6. Tourist hammam

The tourist hammam combines the special feature of  the traditional

hammam for a specific group of  clients, the tourists. The hammam is

based on the historical awareness for the cultural heritage and is safeguar-

ding traditions. The main character of  the hammam is to serve the

traditional hammam features, the special food and beverages of  the

hammam and the music with traditional instruments and belly dancing. 

In a new interpretation of  culture and tradition, the hammam can be a

key institution: in some countries the hammam is part of  a sort of

coming-back tourism: Islamic migrants who go back to their towns like to

use the hammam there – but only if  it is organized according to contem-

porary standards. This is a new kind of  appropriating the old culture and

tradition used in a hammam to live a new personal experience. This very

personal experience is embedded and built upon the collective memory

site. In most of  the case studies, the hammam is part of  a set of  places that

have evolved over time and guarantee the liveability of  the Islamic

Mediterranean city as a whole: the public fountain, the public bakery, the

Koran school, the library and the hammam. The tourist hammam could

be interlinked with a hammam museum and serve special introduction for

tourists. Target group are tourists, women and men from the whole

country and internationals.

7. Intercultural hammam in Europe

The general aim of  the intercultural hammam in Europe is combining

traditional hammam bathing practice with and European bathing

tradition. This hammam represents health and wellness orientation with

traditional cultural elements. It contributes to the leisure society and is a

place for spare time activities on evenings and weekends. The hammam
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serves also a swimming pool and an adjacent tea shop open to the public

where all clients are welcome and can enjoy some hammam spirit. The

hammam is inspired from the Islamic architecture; but you can also serve

a European »Bio-Sauna« and its light-games. The intercultural hammam

in Europe invites migrants in European countries and interested

European clients. 

For migrants the hammam is of  special interest: in the traditional

hammam there is still an opportunity to feel cultural origin and tradition.

The hammam is observed as part of  »my own history«. When people,

who live in the urban environment, go back to their village of  origin, they

consider a visit to the hammam in their original home place as part of  the

evident programme. People who live outside their countries of  their

cultural background – for instance a Muslim in a non Islamic European

country – they would like to go back to the hammam in the hope to find

traces of  their origin. In some countries the hammam is still there and

finding traditions is still possible. The intercultural hammam invites

immigrant Islamic Mediterranean communities and their friends and

families to traditional cultural experience in host countries. In Europe, we

also observe a growing openness and interest for otherness, where the

hammam could be part of  it. Residents, who experienced the hammam as

tourist in an Arabic country, could go for a similar experience in their own

urban environment. This type of  hammam is a place where one experi-

ences an intercultural experience at limited risk: it invites for encounter

under social control. The hammam can be a one-day event that offers the

chance to enter into a foreign culture, without having to actually go there.

Recommendations

For the hammam as well as for the neighborhood, our observations

indicate a local potential to establish strategies also in the future develop-

ment of  the hammam building as well as of  the district. During the

fieldwork, we could observe several social interactions, proving that the

residents showed their acceptance and appreciation of  traditional objects,

of  the old urban structures and historical houses.

The hammam is not only a space with its architectural features, but a

social microcosm with its own social life patterns, including norms, values

and social rules that are typical for this cultural heritage. We studied a

daily life perspective to each case study hammam, including its communi-

ty meaning for the local residents in the neighbourhood. It became

evident, that all case study hammams should be maintained as a living

institution and need maintenance, but also changes. As a place for the

body, the hammam is strongly interlinked with the cultural interpretation

of  the body and a carrier of  a collective memory, a common cultural

understanding and »story telling«.
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New services, new standards are coming up worldwide, and the

hammam has to relate to these novelties in order to fulfil its role in a

contemporary society. The hammam is part of  a set of  places that have

evolved over time and guarantee the livelihood of  the Islamic

Mediterranean city: the public fountain, the public bakery, the Quran

school, the library, the hammam. The hammam is an important place for

the neighbourhood, in social aspects but also economically. The hammam

is also a place for intangible cultural heritage: it is a carrier of  a collective

memory, even if  someone has never used a hammam, she or he still has an

opinion about it and is part of  the common Arabic-Islamic »story telling«

about this historical institution. There is a common understanding of  the

hammam as an important cultural value, from Ankara to Fez: undoubted-

ly for the old generation but also for the young generation, the hammam

could gain value. But the hammam represents being part of  »my own

history«, a new kind of  appropriating the old hammam could be a new

personal experience, built upon the collective memory.

The manager of  a hammam who thinks about a renewal of  his place or

a new owner of  a hammam can decide which kind of  hammam she or he

would like to have – according to her or his own vision, but also in

accordance with the possible extension of  the clientele. The seven

scenarios of  future hammams should inspire ideas to develop the

hammam into a contemporary place for young and old clients. 
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The hammam living traditions –
Between tangible and 
intangible heritages

About this chapter

Keywords: Mediterranean Heritage; hammam traditions; local communi-

ty values; sustainable hammam heritages preservation

This chapter is of  particular relevance to a broad audience: firstly to the

for heritage community members benefiting from the hammam living

traditions and responsible for its appreciation, preservation and transmis-

sion to the new generations and to a broader public of  hammam clients;

secondly to the heritage experts and local authorities dealing with new

dimensions and multiple-layered concept of  hammam heritages in a

challenging and evolving context of  tangible and intangible heritages.

The authors introduce concepts such as new definitions of  heritage values

linked to individual and collective perception; the role of  local communi-

ties in the heritage preservation and transmission; shared practices and

construction of  identity in relation to the cultural context and the history,

and link them to the hammam realm.

This chapter aims to spread the values of  the hammam living tradition,

and to raise awareness on the need to preserve hammams as part of  a

shared heritage of  the Mediterranean basin. This would enable increased

benefits from and enjoyment of  the hammam by the local population and

the future generations. This paper explores a new definition of  the

hammam as a novel expression of  Heritage, in which the tangible and

intangible components are collectively appreciated by inhabitants of  the

neighbourhood and outside visitors. The focus of  this paper is to

underline the role of  hammam users , i.e. individuals that recognize

specific values and attach particular meanings to the heritage object. To

support the concept of  a new heritage perception, this paper focuses on a

particular socio-cultural context, which in turn defines a specific heritage:



a precise location and time-frame which then allows the group to identify

certain heritage values based on a shared sense of  place or collective

history. The collective history is made up of  the personal stories of

individuals grouped in a segment of  the community; these stories are

transmitted and disseminated via collective narratives. Hammams are an

example of  a recipient of  individual and collective memories. When

stories and memories are tightly linked to a place, this makes the place

valuable for the individual and the community: the sense of  place and its

significance depends on each individual's memories and attached

meaning. The ›place users‹ perception and significance of  that place varies

from user to user. The idea of  a new heritage has to do with the recogniti-

on of  heritage not as static, but following the changes of  people’s

perception. Heritage management is therefore to be directed toward a

management of  change as opposed to the idea of  a static preservation and

conservation ›à l’identique‹. This study presents to the reader a new vision

of  heritage and the hammam, our study aims to transfom the idea of

›hammam-as-object‹ to the practice of  ›hammam- as- action‹. Heritage is

not only what has been designated worthy of  preservation by heritage

experts, but perhaps more importantly, what is deemed valuable by the

community. In this perspective the hammam’s value contributes to

identify a community, its specificity, diverse values and particular identity.

The heritage community is therefore at the centre of  the discussion on

heritage values, as ›heritage user‹ and ›heritage maker‹. This study closes

with a look at the potential of  heritage to generate revenue instead of

expenses, and the prominent role of  a cultural tourism in contributing

towards the construction and dissemination of  the heritage and values of

the local community, enriching intercultural dialogue and interaction. In

conclusion, heritage is a tool for multicultural development and dialogue.

Introduction

Traditional hammams are an expression of  tangible and intangible

cultural heritage in the Maghreb. The tangible is represented by the

physical buildings themselves, of  often outstanding architectural beauty,

and the intangible are the roles and rituals associated with a ›place‹ of

purification and social interaction. The traditional patterns of  behaviour

are still very much alive within the local population and are a valuable

resource for foreigners and visitors. As noted by El Kerdany, the hammam

is »a good example of  Folklore and Folk-life in Islamic society. […] It

includes traditional art, beliefs, traditional ways of  work and leisure,

adornment and celebrations« (El Kerdany 2008, p.33). Hammams in the

Maghreb contribute in their spatial dimension to preserving traditional

construction techniques and use of  space; in daily life hammam rituals are

a composition of  traditional practices and contemporary lifestyle, hence
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the hammam heritage can be defined as a ›project in progress‹: it has to be

perceived with a changing approach to traditional rituals and uses of

space, adapting to the will of  new users and visitors.

Expression of  a cluster of  heritage values the hammam represents a

valuable element of  Mediterranean cultural heritage. As underlined by

Nourissier, Reguant, Casanovas, and Graz, the Mediterranean population

produce a socio-cultural dynamism and the richness of  context it is still

particularly alive in the South Mediterranean. 

»the Mediterranean is a complex environment which is deeply en-

rooted in our social and cultural imagination, impossible to grasp if  it is

disassociated from its global context. It is a reality, made up of  tangible

material as well as highly revealing immaterial factors.« (Nourissier, G.;

Reguant, J.; Casanovas, X.; Graz, C., 2002, p. 1 )

Why is the hammam to be considered as heritage? Whose heritage? And

in which sense can it represent the Mediterranean cultural heritage?

These issues are of  complex definition nevertheless we can approximate

the concept of  Mediterranean as a multifaceted and complex reality

embedded in tangible expressions of  art and art-crafts as well as in the

intangible human behaviours and history. The hammam is a public

institution deriving from the Roman and Byzantine baths; upon the

arrival of  the Muslim Arabs the bath tradition was dispersed and

redeveloped to respond to different needs, traditions and religious beliefs

(Sibley 2006, p.1); so then the hammam is a heritage transferred from one

civilization to another, and it’s use has been transformed and re-adapted

throughout the centuries. Following the history of  evolution of  bathing

traditions it is possible to compile maps of  therms and baths all around

the Euro-Mediterranean, from which we can conclude that the hammam

heritage has partly disappeared: in the contemporary Maghreb, ham-

mams are still part of  a living tradition and symbolise to a certain extent

the local identity. Shifting the accent from an elitist appreciation of  the

relaxation and beautifying practices peculiar to wellness and beauty

centres, the bath is a democratic heritage for a broader local community

re-appropriating traditional wellness habits and rituals of  cleanliness and

meditation. Hammams in North Africa have an intrinsic potential as

community catalyst, a place for fostering social interactions and sharing

experiences at the neighbourhood scale, as noted by Kolb and

Dumreicher, »The contemporary public baths, […] appear as socio-cultu-

ral institutions and provide time, space and opportunities for individuals

to share social activities, habits and traditions on a weekly or monthly

basis.« (Kolb and Dumreicher 2008, p 17)

So then members belonging to a specific community reproduce and

interpret the traditional rituals of  this irreplaceable segment of  a shared
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Mediterranean cultural heritage on a regular basis. The hammam

practices as well as its tangible expression (architectural elements and

tools), form part of  a living cultural and symbolic capital of  the Medi -

terranean basin in which the relations between the individuals constitute

a particularly fascinating slice of  life. A place of  iteration of  memories and

innovation, the hammam is a stage for reviving the symbolism of  water

and light and revives particular usages of  the space between tradition and

contemporary practices.: old and young, locals and foreigners, the entire

community finds a suitable space and time for gathering in the hammam

scenario. 

In its architectural expression contemporary and ancient hammam

buildings follow codified compositional rules: a central or linear organiza-

tion of  the bathing spaces bring the client gradually from the cold to the

hot spaces (Sibley 2006, p.2). Along this parcours the visitor is offered a

multiple scenario from a semi-private and semi-public space (entrance and

dressing room) to a private and intimate space passing by transitional

spaces and ancillary units for individual cleaning activities and rest rooms.

Men and women in turn share intimacy in a reciprocity of  glances, talks

and even dance in special religious festivities. Direct zenith lighting from

the dome reveals a dense steam and the play of  shadow creates an a-

temporal dimension of  relaxation and silence. Bathing is an experience for

all senses: natural perfumes and soaps are elements of  unique know-how.

Henna, olive-soap, clay, argàn and orange oil are products testifying the

local roots of  the hammam rituals and elements of  its cultural-symbolic

capital. Fragrances and textures accompany intense conversation and

exchange or seep into a personal meditative moment. 

The Maghreb is experiencing a cultural revival of  hammam rituals and

a renewed focus on traditional practices of  personal care and beautificati-

on. The meditative dimension of  the self, a religious practice of  purificati-

on and spiritual enlightenment project the hammam user into a collective

ritual as part of  a ›living cultural heritage‹. 

»The term ›living cultural heritage‹ designates the contemporary social

life, the traditions, rituals and habits, which are practised in a traditional

bath and which are attached to this building type throughout history. Like

the intangible life within the tangible building the living culture of  the

traditional bathing, peeling and massage with their specific objects and

artefacts and associated social interactions, within the historic hammam

makes this cultural heritage part of  the contemporary social live.« (Kolb

and Dumreicher 2008, p 18)
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Defining the Hammam Heritage. 

The context, the sense of  place and the history.

Hammams are defined by Kolb and Dumreicher as ›living‹ heritage:

inherited from the past in its tangible and intangible expressions, the

hammam tradition is given to us to be continuously improved and

customized in our daily life. In this perspective the high or outstanding

quality of  an heritage building, as often qualified by heritage experts and

conservators, is, in the case of  the hammams, demystified and offered as a

›common‹ good and property:

»The word ›patrimoine‹ proved to have unexpected resonances. […] it

connoted anything that made people that they had roots in a particular

place and links to society as a whole. Hence ›le patrimoine‹ was a sacred

treasure, a precious heirloom to be handed down from generation to

generation. It descended from roofs of  cathedrals and castles and took up

residence among forgotten customs and ancient techniques, good local

wines, songs, and dialects. It left the museums and invaded parks and

cobbled streets. […] thus the ›patrimoine‹ could evoke the worthy and

modest contribution of  humble folk to that great collective treasure,[...].«

(Nora 1998, p 625)

Hammam buildings and objects, hammam procedures and habits are

all potent tools for the transmission of  traditional cultures and practices,

unveiling social behaviours and customs inherited from the past but still

living in the contemporary life. The hammam ›living traditions‹ are

therefore more than a bridge between past and present: if  vividly

transmitted and interpreted, they will lead towards a sustainable

preservation of  crucial values of  present and past generations in the

future. As Nora points out there is a ›common‹ and popular component of

heritage that enlarges the potential of  heritage itself  as an instrument of

collective representation and benefit.

Hammam buildings represent an important component of  the

Mediterranean, and in particular the Northern Africa cultural and

symbolic capital: groups and individuals attach values and significance to

the space and the intangible repertoire of  practices is lively reproduced

and reconstructed alongside diverse personal and collective narratives. 

Hammams are valuable places for a variety of  users: the neighbours,

the hammam personnel, the weekly customers and foreign visitors; so

then borrowing a definition from Nora, hammams are »›lieux‹, symbolic

instruments rather than a physical ›site‹« (Nora 1998, pp. 632), places of

representation of  human interactions and self-representation. Hammams

are places of  construction of  identity of  a group or a small community

built over the repeated frequentation and the sharing of  a common space

and rituals. As underlined by Kolb and Dumreicher the physical surroun-

ding contribute to the creation of  socio-cultural interactions and ›polar‹
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buildings or spaces offer a symbolic means to foster human rituals in a

particular atmosphere: 

»The space and the spatial surrounding materialised in the building is

the built environment for the human being in general, social interactions

between individuals and a space and opportunity for specific cultural

rituals the space is an important environment creating a certain atmo-

sphere, which can support or contribute to a social interaction between

individuals« (Kolb and Dumreicher 2008, p 19).

As ›polar‹ buildings in the urban plot, hammams are part of  a specific

urban ›story-scape‹: within a cultural landscape are embedded and

reflected individual ideals and expectations, these compose a ›story-scape‹

that makes every urban paysage unique. The hammam values are

reflected, hosted and embraced by the peoples narratives, memories,

stories and personal or collective associations to a defined hammam

building. Its physical presence conveys the hammam heritage values that

are continuously projected onto the hammam building and reconstructed

over the passing of  time. 

The hammam as recipient of  collective will and memories. 

The values of  the present times.

As noted by Nora memory is a dynamic agent enabling continuity

between past and future: we are who we are, not in reflection of  our past

or our inherited values, but as result of  a process of  continuous con-

struction and reconstruction of  our identity through our memory. In this

perspective the collective memories of  a neighbourhood are linked to the

hammam as a polar point of  social interaction and the memories and

present interaction build the local community identity reflected in the

specific sense of  place.

The community constructs the present as a result of  processed

memories: important events and stages of  the human life, pre-wedding

ceremonies, childbirth and circumcisions, as well as regular cleaning and

beauty practices take place in the hammam. This way, by attaching

specific values to a symbolic, local place, the individuals contribute to

shaping the local identity and the sense of  belonging to a defined

neighbourhood or socio-cultural capital. 

»Traditionally, the hammam plays a significant role in arranging

marriages. In conservative communities such as in Libya, women who are

looking for suitable brides for their sons would go to the bathhouse for

this purpose. It is also customary, in many parts of  the Muslim world, for

the new bride to be taken, with her friends, to the hammam where she is

prepared, groomed and applied the henna.« (Sibley 2008, p.101)

As noted by Sibley, the hammam in the Maghreb is still a place of  social

encounters and interactions: to a certain extent it is a place, among others,
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where a collective will is enforced and represented following codified

procedures, a place which revives memories. The socio-cultural capital of

a community or a limited group sharing common ideals and convictions,

is persistent in both traditional and also newly designed hammam

buildings: here the building is a recipient of  collective will and memories

as aforementioned and represents a valuable scenario in reinforcing social

cohesion and awareness of  the potential of  groups living the neighbour-

hood.

»[...] ›social capital‹ activities depend on appropriate spatial frames or

settings – places that are conducive to them – and many of  these, in turn,

are outside the home, ranging from churches through coffee shops and

bars to street corners, undeveloped lots, and park benches. Within specific

communities, activities need specific places, and the loss of  these quite

particular places could therefore have a local impact.« (Kaufman 2009, p.44)

The narratives of  a place and particularly the urban narratives are

continuously re-constructed and reinvented: there is not a universal

meaning in the past of  a place, nor of  a heritage building, instead a place is

interpreted and customized according to the will and needs of  contempo-

rary individuals as a result of  their cultural memories – the community

memories. 

A hammam building represents a singular piece in the construction of

urban narratives due to its physical persistence and its continuous

exposure to a defined group of  users, it can be recognized as a sacred

landscape. The present time interferes with the interpretation of  a

heritage building and its role adapts accordingly. As Boniface argues »the

rudiment to most successful heritage interpretation does not lie only in

historicity; it lies as much in sensitivity to the present« (Boniface P. and

Fowler P.J, p 152). To some extent history or a building does not exist in

itself: in the case of  the hammam, its values and history is constructed in

the present, as an individual or collective projection of  what is created and

recognized as such today. Values result from a variety of  factors such as

socio-cultural context, age, personal or collective experiences and visions

of  the present, so that an individual interpretation of  the hammam

values, makes a daily experience of  cleanliness and relaxation, a voyage

through many different ›dreamlands‹ (Horne 1984, Prologue p.1 quoted in

Boniface P. and Fowler P.J, p. 163).

The living heritages of  the hammam are echoes of  earlier voices, songs,

and images, not only of  voices heard in the childhood but also of  the

reverberations of  ideas through cultural history. Every individual has a

personal story-scape associated with important events, occurrences,

meetings or social actions, encounters, epiphanies or memories that are

still active at present. Story-scapes include buildings of  recognised

architectural value and more often include pieces of  cityscape that are
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unlikely to be recognised as ›sites‹ by others. Many traditional hammams

represent masterpieces of  architectural beauty and efficiency but others

do not respond to the canons of  arts and nonetheless these are recognized

as special places of  individual or collective narratives. The way of  people

collectively build awareness, resolve collective problems, convey

information and expand their network is a function of  places; the bathing

spaces are, since the Roman tradition, spatial frames for discussion and

special events regardless of  physical characteristics or function. These

practices are reported by travellers and novelist and Leo Africanus describes

the richness of  activities taking place in hammams in Tripoli: »People of

Tripoli like eating in the hammams and have parties there – i.e. wedding –

as they sing and dance inside. In each hammam, there is a barber...the

majority of  hammams is registered as a wakf  of  mosques and schools-

madrasa-s …« (Leo Africanus, 1956, p. 384 quoted in Sibley 2008, p. 96) 

The sense of  place and the spatial significance.

The hammam building represents the genius loci or sense of  a place

expressing the local cultural identity and its distinctive characteristics. The

hammam perception as a heritage building, or as a meaningful place, is

strictly associated with the individual or collective subjectivity, sympathy,

emotional interpretation and aspirations. It is an institution and a service

increasing everyone's quality of  life so that the local communities and

›users‹ have also the responsibility to foster their relationship with the

place and act toward an inclusive appreciation and usage of  the hammam.

As a place of  weekly frequentation, the hammam buildings can be of  an

›ordinary‹ or ›local‹ significance, maintained in its values and usages

during the passing of  time by the customs and the hammam employees;

but at the same time it responds to the needs of  a variety of  individuals

merging a contemporary lifestyle and changing values with traditional

practices and meanings. Hammams embody multiple, subjective and

often conflicting symbolism, an ancient monument and place for

relaxation, purification and meditation for some, for others an enchanting

space for social encounters. 

The hammam building is often a special landmark in an urban plot

determined by a dome recognizable from the roof  terraces, but represen-

ted discreetly at the street level, in a way that only attentive visitors or

customers would recognise it. Some hammams are linked to mosques or

public fountains and in this case their relevance as polar elements in the

urban landscape is less recognizable. Exterior architectural elements

respond often to requirements of  privacy and intimacy and only the

central dome-covered space expresses the magnificence of  the building.

Accordingly the space is introverted, the exterior façades are blind and its

entrance is inconspicuous, avoiding any sign that might capture the eye of
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a non-local. Moreover, as reported by Sibley, shop or service entrances are

avoided in the vicinity of  the hammam entrance. Furthermore, as also

widely used in the residential units or palaces, the traditional kinked, ›S‹-

shaped entrance constitutes an effective filter, avoiding direct views inside.

The entrance room multiplies the movements to access the interior, an in-

between-space often controlled by a young boy, to maintain a physical and

psychological distance from the street, increasing the sense of  privacy. In

every element of  their vocabulary, hammam buildings transmit impor -

tant lessons about the history of  a place and its material significance, its

symbolic shape tells about the attitudes of  a community and their socio-

cultural level. 

New heritage and the management of  change.

The Council of  Europe Framework Convention on the Value of  Cultural

Heritage for Society approaches the concept of  ›new heritages‹ in a

changing reality encompassing »a broad, living heritage aligned with

sense of  place, landscape, sustainability and comprehensiveness, and

context, but which might now allow us to ›keep everything physically‹«.

(Fairclough 2008, p. 35). In this context the heritage values change as result

of  community understanding and appreciation in time so that a heritage

building can lose its original function or use but still be conserved and

preserved in its physical appearance while adapting its function. A

sensitive approach to heritage resources should therefore include the

management of  change: assessing adaptive re-use or adaptive actions

involving the communities in a process at the local scale, taking into

account the needs of  the changing society living around the heritage and

of  the heritage ›users‹. While addressing the discussion on hammam

heritages, particularly in its tangible expressions, it is relevant to underline

that new priorities, such as energy efficiency, might lead to the loss of

some heritage objects in favour others that better represent the local

cultures and identities. This practice could at first glance appear brutal or

inappropriate compared to a traditional pure preservation approach,

nevertheless it is demonstrated that an active re-use and an adaptive

conservation would better guarantee the long-term maintenance of  the

object and benefit for the heritage users.

In many traditional hammams, the lack of  extra activities such as a hair-

salon or beauty services leads the local population to search for these

particular services elsewhere: this can often result in the progressive

abandonment of  the hammam and in extreme cases, such as Cairo, to its

dilapidation. Moreover, the lack of  modern hygiene standards in certain

hammams with limited economic resources is also detrimental to their

popularity, affecting the general perception of  the hammam service in the

wider community. Hopefully, as reported by Sibley and as proven by the
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results of  cultural programmes such as EuroMed Heritage, there is a

growing interest in a new flourishing bathing tradition incorporating

»complementary amenity for the hammam... imagine when women

come bathing they need to leave their kids somewhere, it would have been

better if  it was planned as a community centre with multiple activities

such as nursery daytime, and community gathering place in the evening«.

(Sibley 2008, p.105). 

The Council of  Europe Framework Convention on the Value of

Cultural Heritage for Society defined heritage in function of  the heritage

users: so that in this constellation the audience attach a specific meaning

to heritage building and values are defined in accordance to the significan-

ce it embodies. In the same direction, Boniface noted that there is no

apriori existence or meaning for a heritage building in itself; the values

and the significances are recognised and imposed by people, this action of

recognition bring the heritage building in existence: »[...] because it has no

intrinsic ›meaning‹, heritage has no existence either. Of  course it is there

as bits of  stone and mud, metal and wood; but it only becomes ›heritage‹

when we, and we alone, give it a value-laden significance in anthropoge-

nic terms. […] A building, however, is but an assemblage of  materials, a

hill but a hill. Any ›meaning‹ beyond that is acculturated, that it is its

conceptualized by the human mind, applied to the object, and passed on

to other humans« (Boniface P. and Fowler P.J, p 157-8). 

From »hammam-as-object« to »hammam-as-action«

The human mind conceptualises a meaning and disseminates it to other

humans: heritage is the transfer from a physical object to a recognized

value, often symbolic value. This process is clearly visible in the case of

hammam buildings: it is a place for people to connect themselves to their

past traditions and memories sitting in a living environment of  a familiar

group of  customs. The hammam is part of  a living heritage in the

Maghreb: it is at one time a the stage for understanding, conceptualising

and appropriating the physical appearance – architectural form, the

specific tools, objects and practices – and the symbolism of  space and the

practices themselves. A hammam must be considered not only a tangible

object, but also a catalyst of  interests at various levels – bodily sensations,

emotional perceptions, sentiments of  religious respect or spiritual

meditation. As a heritage building the hammam is a place to be actively

preserved and maintained. A shift of  understanding is necessary of  a

heritage building as an object consuming resources – in terms of

maintenance, reconstruction, heating, repairs, …– towards an object

generating benefits for the community. In this perspective its rehabilitati-

on or usage are actions directed toward a collective good producing

collective benefits. Reviving the hammam is becoming a positive trend:
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Hammams in Maghreb enjoy renewed interest and are perceived in a new,

evolving perspective; from a place where grandmothers spend time with

their grand-daughters, to a place where it is fashionable to be seen, ›mtv‹

(m’as tu vu) places, a dynamic place where the building accompanies the

action and becomes part of  the action itself. 

Whose heritage is the hammam heritage? The hammam heritage goes

beyond the object value of  a historic building or monument in its urban

context; it is more than a tangible expression in the cityscape belonging to

the ministry of  Awkafs like other religious buildings. The heritage of  the

hammam is as a place for expressing the past and the present in an active

performance, it is a »special place for celebrating a special event and

sharing a festive meal. Beside the function of  bathing the hammam is also

a place where family, relatives and friends meet and come together« (Kolb

and Dumreicher 2008, p 17), so then there is a shift in attitude from a place

which consumes funds to conserve, to a place that people nurture and

maintain for their own benefit: the conservation become an attitude, an

action in time; the hammam is no longer an object, but an action!

The hammam values, diversity and identity.

Hammam heritages belong to the hammam users of  the past and the

present and its values are subject to varying needs and desires of  the local

community or group. Hammam perception and appreciation is an

individual and a collective cultural practice representing the group

specificities and particular identity. Individuals exercise their sensitivity

and emotional experiences of  heritage within a defined community and a

specific cultural landscape or context.

A group or society has the right to participate in the cultural life, in a

cultural milieu, and to access different heritages, independent from their

ownership or status; the right to heritage is the right of  enjoyment, usage

and benefit of  it in respect of  the collective freedom and universal rights. 

Hammams as components of  local socio-cultural heritage represent a

scenario for cultural identification, enabling the development of  new

meanings according to contemporary socio-cultural patterns and

represent diversity. Hammams in modern Maghreb embed a sense of

belonging and promote collective identity, values and meanings within a

specific community, regardless of  social status, property or power.

Profiting and benefiting from hammam buildings and hammam rituals is

part of  an individual and collective cultural right and as such it is owed to

the community to whom the hammam belongs to preserve its values,

enhance its significance and disseminate its meanings. It is of  paramount

importance to construct a larger consensus to enable current and future

generations to access the hammam, and feel represented and empowered

by it. Once again one can ask who does the heritage of  the hammam
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belong to? Which segments of  population feel represented in the

hammam practices? How can the local community influence the regional

authorities' decisions toward heritage management? Whose identity is

represented by the hammam?

Within a defined collectivity (local, national, regional or trans-national)

heritage meanings and values are attached to heritages according to a

broad variety of  interests – from the emotional to the financial, from the

spiritual to the functional. Heritage appreciation enhances cultural

diversity representing the values of  a defined group of  users and

strengthen the local identity in a permanent dialectic between ›the self

and the other‹. As argued by Fairclough, the heritage users often perceive,

›use‹ and appreciate the same heritage in a multiplicity of  levels and »our

individual reactions to the same experience demonstrate that not even so

few as two people will necessarily see the same thing the same way. […]

the same thing can mean different things to different peoples.« (Boniface

and Fowler 1993, p.149). As a result we can assume that there is a

multiplicity of  levels of  understanding and representations within a sole

hammam, its heritage manifests diverse values and identities.

»People and communities identify with or through heritage in a variety

of  ways, but one of  the strengths of  heritage, perhaps especially in its

intangible dimensions, is that most heritage objects or landscape can

accommodate different, divergent or even competing demands«

(Fairclough 2009, p. 37)

The hammam discourses offer a new way of  mutual enrichment in a

permanent process of  attaining a better understanding of  the diversity of

individuals or communities toward practices and rituals or physical

objects: »Indeed our vision of  heritage is fundamentally coloured by the

different ways in which successive generations have interpreted and ›used‹

it, adjust their vision to match changing social needs, which have often

changed the material substance of  buildings and artefacts.« (Gabi Dolff-

Bonekämper 2004, p.12). 

In conclusion as physical and symbolic tools, hammams refer to specific

values, support a diversity of  visions and practices in their usage by

diverse customs. In a diachronic perspective the history of  a hammam

building represents a specific group identity, and contradictory individual

identities:

»The interpretation of  the social traditions and rituals practised in the

hammam are strongly influenced by some current interpretations of  the

religion. In times of  the forbiddance to show the body in a semi public

space, the hammam can become a shunned place. As a secular institution,

in a period where society undergoes growing fundamentalist religious

interpretations, the hammam turns into an immoral place (›haram‹),

where nudity is presented in a forbidden mode. […] . The behaviour
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patterns in the public bath vary a lot according to the religious back-

ground in the country and in the neighbourhood: […]. In the context of

the contemporary lifestyle in each location, it is a focal place where some

societal changes become visible« (Kolb and Dumreicher 2008, pp. 22-23) 

The heritage community.

The definition of  the identity of  a group or community and its values is a

crucial element for awareness raising: the group engenders a specific

heritage which in turn returns values and benefits to the group. The role

of  hammams has to be evaluated and measured in respect to a group of

people that create the heritage values and who see themselves as part of

the particular cultural heritage. They constitute the heritage community,

a number of  individuals that have the honour and the responsibility of

preserving their heritage and also benefit from it. Among others, The

Nara Document on Authenticity underlines the central role played by

communities in heritage recognition and legitimation. The Council of

Europe Framework Convention on the Value of  Cultural Heritage for

Society put the accent on the existence of  heritage in function of  cultural

community, the heritage community. As reported by Meyer-Bisch the

›heritage communities‹ are cultural communities attached to heritage

values on the basis of  a multidimensional concept: a ›cultural community‹

is characterized by the attachment to a specific heritage that not necessari-

ly belongs to a specific community. To a certain extent the individuals or

groups of  individuals supporting the hammam, in its physical and

symbolic form, form the hammam community: they contribute to the

hammam’s revival and give it a new lustre and status, at the same time

benefiting from the specific qualities of  the hammam and in certain cases

benefiting from the resources engendered by the hammam itself. 

Heritage resources and heritage tourism.

Heritage implies a multiplicity of  values – cultural, aesthetic, social,

historic – and economic. The concept of  heritage has shifted from

heritage as ›resource consuming‹ to heritage as ›resource producing‹. In

other words heritage is often a driving force for development, bringing

economic benefits to the local communities and contributing to the local

economy as elucidated by Rypkema. The main economic effects of

heritage are on jobs and households, on small business start-ups and

heritage tourism development and urban revitalisation. 

Hammam refurbishment and restoration create a greater local

economic impact in comparison to new building construction: Firstly, the

rehabilitation process of  a building creates relatively well-paid and

specialized jobs, mainly locally, in the restoration and cultural tourism

fields. Secondly, small businesses are closely linked with the small creative
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and start-up businesses, often located in the surrounding suburban area

for people who cannot afford to rent a space in a high quality new

building, but can find a suitable location in the historic refurbished

buildings – high quality buildings of  relatively affordable rent. Creative

industries contribute to the revival of  the urban area, attracting diverse

segments of  population living in ›residential‹ or ›gentrified‹ quarters of

the city, in search of  topicality. 

Moreover in the case of  rehabilitation more local labour – carpenters,

electricians and painters – and materials are used. Besides local workers,

heritage attracts heritage experts, conservation architects, engineers and

skilled traditional building craftspeople, enlarging a local market of  a

relatively well-paid jobs. In this perspective heritage can be considered a

permanent resource producer for the whole community. As noted by

Rypkema »since most building components have a life of  between 25 and

40 years, a city could rehabilitate 2 to 3% of  its building stock per year and

have perpetual employment in the building trades« (Rypkema 2009, p115).

The financial rewards of  heritage and heritage tourism are distributed

throughout the community. Cultural tourism is a major contributor to the

global tourism and ›cultural tourists‹ stay longer and have a higher

economic impact per trip on the local economy. It is self-evident that

heritage resources are particularly vulnerable and a correct ›flux manage-

ment‹ is prioritised. Besides that consideration »when heritage tourism is

done right, the biggest beneficiaries are not the tourists, or even the

hotels, restaurants and petrol stations that service them. The biggest

beneficiaries are local citizens who gain a renewed appreciation of  their

city’s unique history and character« (Rypkema 2009, p117).

Delicate aspects of  economic development originating in heritage

buildings are part of  the process of  revitalisation of  historic city centres.

The existing high quality resources are the base for a new cultural and

economic re-development and revival of  abandoned central neighbour-

hoods. In a way it can be perceived as a sustainable process that does not

demand new soil consumption, new agricultural land conversion or

infrastructural services. On the other hand a gentrification process often

occurs: the population of  the central city area can take advantage of  the

raising value of  their properties, but often the economic pressure would

displace them to peripheral neighbourhoods. The heritage buildings are a

valuable resource once they become an object of  interest and regain their

functionality. Historic buildings no longer respond to the needs of

contemporary standards and requirements so that an attentive ›manage-

ment of  change‹, and ›adaptive re-use‹, respecting and preserving the

authenticity and integrity of  the cultural heritage ›without compromising

its inherent values‹ is recommended.
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»Tourists go to see, not just artefacts, but psychological artefacts, their

meanings created, differentially and a million and more times over, in the

minds of  each and every one of  us. […] Yet tourism is also the medium

enabling global villagers to visit their patch at the other ends of  the earth,

not just to go to see but to give buildings and the hills a significance, as

many ›meanings‹ as the villagers needs. Tourism is the mechanism; but

interpretation is the means, for everything has to be sifted through our

minds[...] each tourist … not only takes away a personal interpretation but

also contributes to the ›meaning‹ of  the heritage perceived«. (Boniface P.

and Fowler P.J, p 158)

In synthesis the heritage values are multifaceted and among others the

economic values of  heritage buildings is increasingly considered as a

source of  development and local community benefit. In this perspective

the heritage buildings are resource producers: as part of  a local cultural

landscape they can be appreciated by a large group of  individuals, who

travel and invest resources to appreciate and benefit from them. A

heritage building or a cultural landscape is subject to constant re-use while

its meaning is recognized and disseminated to a larger public. In this

regard visitors, tourists along with the local community, contribute to the

construction of  heritage via their appreciation and their cultural

experience. An informed public or tourism would not ›consume‹ the

cultural experience harmfully, on the contrary they would contribute to

its preservation, appreciation and usage.

Recommendations

»Whenever we organize a system for living which cuts us off  from contact

with a wide range of  people...we do a damage to ourselves, because when

we lose touch with the complexity of  human life, we are less and less able

to construct meanings which closely approximate reality« (Rowe, D., 1991

quoted in Boniface P. and Fowler P.J., p.152).

We contribute to the discussion on new approaches to heritage, in

particular focusing on the living tradition of  the hammam, in its tangible

and intangible aspects as a valuable resource for the community and of

particular importance as an expression of  local cultural heritage. After

briefly considering aspects such as the role of  cultural identity, the

diversity of  values represented and revived in the hammam, the role of

the heritage community and the significance of  the place within a specific

cultural landscape, it is reasonable to draw some final remarks. The

hammam discourse opens the way for new definitions and perceptions of

heritage as a core component of  the present reality. The heritage users,

constructing their own reality and projecting their needs and expectations

in the heritages recipients, represent inherited and re-constructed

memories, attaching themselves to local values, enforcing local identities
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and embedding their daily cadre de vie in a scenario of  past voices. ›Le

patrimoine‹ no longer stands for the overall collective identity of  the

society as a whole; instead, it has become a constituent part of  a subgroup

identity, of  a social category perceived exclusively in terms of  its cultural

dimension« (Nora 1998, p. 632). As part of  a larger Mediterranean identity,

considering regional specificities and the importance of  local identities, it

is of  paramount importance to enhance a larger community participation

in the hammam living tradition and a broader appreciation of  the value of

the hammam. Individual perceptions and attached values lead to a larger

understanding of  hammam complexity, opening the collective sensitivity

to a variety of  identities, all equally relevant to the construction of  a

shared Mediterranean heritage. As noted by Graham, the civil society

involvement in heritage appreciation and transmission is crucial in

heritage survival; particularly because the hammam is built as »a mosaic

of  similarity – but also difference- that reflects the political reality of

overlapping layers of  empowerment.« (Graham 1998, p.45)
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Tiziana Destino and Magda Sibley-Behloul

Monuments: 
»architectural works, works of  monumental sculpture and painting, ele-
ments or structures of  an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwel-
lings and combinations of  features, which are of  outstanding universal
value from the point of  view of  history, art or science; groups of  buil-
dings: groups of  separate or connected buildings which, because of  their
architecture, their homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of  out-
standing universal value from the point of  view of  history, art or science;
sites: works of  man or the combined works of  nature and man, and areas
including archaeological sites which are of  outstanding universal value
from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of
view.« (Art. 1 of  the 1972 Unesco Convention Concerning the Protection
of  the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, p. 2)
(http://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-en.pdf, consulted April 2011)

»a cultural heritage is a group of  resources inherited from the past which
people identify, independently of  ownership, as a reflection and expression
of  their constantly evolving values, beliefs, knowledge and traditions. It in-
cludes all aspects of  the environment resulting from the interaction bet-
ween people and places through time; […]« The Council of  Europe
Framework Convention on the Value of  Cultural Heritage for Society,
Faro, 27 October 2005, in Heritage and Beyond, p. 212

Cultural Heritage Sites
»Cultural Heritage Site refers to a place, locality, natural landscape, settle-
ment area, architectural complex, archaeological site, or standing
structure that is recognized and often legally protected as a place of  histo-
rical and cultural significance.« (Definitions, p. 2 of  the Charter of  the In-
terpretation and Presentation of  Cultural Heritage Sites, Icomos, 2008).
(http://www.international.icomos.org/charters/interpretation_e.pdf,
consulted in April 2011)

Cultural Rights
»Cultural rights are the rights and freedoms that enable an individual,
alone or in association with others, and with and for others, to choose and
express his or her identity and to accede to cultural references, as well as to
such resources as are necessary for his or her process of  identification,
communication and creation.« (Declaration on Cultural Rights – Fribourg
Declaration, quoted in Meyer-Bish 2009, p.60)

Culture
»In its widest sense, culture may now be said to be the whole complex of
distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features that cha-
racterize a society or social group. It includes not only the arts and letters,
but also modes of  life, the fundamental rights of  the human being, value
systems, traditions and beliefs.« UNESCO, Mexico City Declaration on Cul-
tural Policies, 1982. (http://portal.unesco.org/culture/en/files/35197/
11919410061mexico_en.pdf/mexico_en.pdf, consulted in April 2011)

»culture should be regarded as the set of  distinctive spiritual, material, in-
tellectual and emotional features of  society or a social group, and that it
encompasses, in addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of  living to-
gether, value systems, traditions and beliefs« (Unesco Universal Declara-
tion on Cultural Diversity, fifth paragraph of  the preamble)

Heritage
»[…] the word ›heritage‹ is used in two separate ways – descriptively to sig-
nify those objects that we worry about preserving, but also in an active
sense for the process (and philosophy) of  looking after and exploiting

those objects. Thus, heritage is object and action, product and process. It
means not only the things (...) that we inherit, irrespective of  whether we
want to keep them: it can also be taken to mean the process by which we
understand, contextualize (physically and intellectually), perceive, manage,
modify, destroy and transform the inherited world.« (Fairclough 2008, p. 29)

Heritage Community
»a heritage community consists of  people who value specific aspects of
cultural heritage which they wish, within the framework of  public action,
to sustain and transmit to future generations.« (Art. 2.b, Definition, of  the
Council of  Europe Framework Convention on the Value of  Cultural Heri-
tage for Society, Faro, 2005, in Heritage and Beyond, p.212)

»All cultures and societies are rooted in the particular forms and means of
tangible and intangible expression which constitute their heritage, and
these should be respected.« (Art. 7, The Nara Document on Authenticity).
»Responsibility for cultural heritage and the management of  it belongs, in
the first place, to the cultural community that has generated it, and subse-
quently to that which cares for it«. (Art. 8, The Nara Document on Au-
thenticity, 1994)

History
»›History‹ is a story that has shaped each one of  us in profound ways. Yet
because of  it is much bigger even than all of  the individual memories of
everyone alive, it must be constructed, told, and retold in order to exist at
all. Without this continual retelling, we would see only the most recent ef-
fects of  history, never their causes, conditions, or connections. History
only exists in the telling. There are many ways of  telling history. […] but
places are also important in telling history. While places rarely ›speak for
themselves,‹ they are remarkably adept at prompting others to speak
about them. [...] Historical places bring people together across many kinds
of  barriers because their stories reach across those barriers [...].There is no
such thing as an exclusively local history: every local event relates to a big-
ger historical narrative. It is therefore quite feasible to keep history alive
through places that are intimately connected to our neighbourhoods,
though perhaps hardly visible outside them.« (Kaufman 2009, p. 49–50)

Natural Heritage
»natural features consisting of  physical and biological formations or
groups of  such formations, which are of  outstanding universal value from
the aesthetic or scientific point of  view; geological and physiographical
formations and precisely delineated areas which constitute the habitat of
threatened species of  animals and plants of  outstanding universal value
from the point of  view of  science or conservation; natural sites or preci-
sely delineated natural areas of  outstanding universal value from the point
of  view of  science, conservation or natural beauty.« (Art. 2 of  the 1972
Unesco Convention Concerning the Protection of  the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage, p. 2) (http://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-
en.pdf, consulted in April 2011)

Patrimoine (Patrimony)
»a profound change has taken place: [...] The past is no longer the guaran-
tee of  the future: that is the main reason for the promotion of  memory as
dynamic agent and sole promise of  continuity. […] the meaning of  ›patri-
moine‹ has shifted from inherited property to the possessions that make us
who we are.« (Nora 1998, pp. 634-635)

Story-scape
»each of  the sites that make up one's personal story-scape supports a me-
mory or pattern that in turn represents an important dimension of  one's
life. Together, they upload one's sense of  oneself  as an individual with a
specific set of  experiences, habits, and preferences. Some story sites can be
easily replaceable […]. yet for others there is no substitute: their loss
would cause an irreparable gap or disruption.« (Kaufman 2009, p.43)
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Jean Bouillot

Towards an 
Ecology-Sensitive 
Hammam 

Fire fuels and energy savings

The first basic element in the hammam is the means to heat the water 

in order to produce the steam. The traditional energy source is the

furnace burning diverse fuels, not always renewable and co2 productive,

including: 

– Vegetal, from all essences of  wood to saw dust, grains, nuts and leaves, 

woods from forest and woods scraps from joinery, carpentry, all sorts 

of  wood, etc…

– The hydrocarbon, oil and gas, non-renewable

The renewable energy sources available to hammams:

– The wind with Aeolian plants 

– The sun with pv panels and solar water catchers

– The geothermal 

– The hydroelectricity

– The planted and cultivated biomass 

The hammam is also an important energy consumer and two aspects

could limit the its survival: pollution and lack of  non renewable energy

sources. The future of  hammams depends on the availabilty of  energy,

with as much as much as possible renewable and cheap, as well as

responding to local conditions.

Appropriate building structures

Many different building structures have been employed for the hammam,

with the aim of  promoting air circulation inside the hammams; and the

basic principle is the curved line. Each city has its main building structural

tradition: 
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– In Ankara the domes can be built on square, oblong or hexagonal plan 

with pendants or squinches.

– In Damascus the domes can be built on square plan with four or eight 

squinches and many caldaria are covered with a long oblong vaults 

on four squinches so as to achieve hot air circulation.

– In Constantine the bathrooms are generally built with barrel vaults like 

in Suq Al Ghazal or mixed with a dome like in Belebdjaoui,

– In Fez, the most of  hammams use barrel vaults but domes are generally 

used in tepidaria.

All the entrance halls are covered with domes except the hammams 

of  Cairo which have flat roofs. 

Appropriate building materials

Two main values command the choice of  the building materials of  

a hammam in the active bathing area: 

1. A building mass for energy stocking and radiation; and 

2. moisture permeability for vapour migration and mould prevention.

Generally stone or brick is deployed for the structure. The more the

material is dense and heavy the less permeable it is. The quest is to find a

good balance with the local stone resource or develop an appropriate

cooking time for the bricks.

Limestone has a large density spectrum ranging from a very soft stone,

to a very dense texture. A medium density is preferred for hammam

useage. In Tunis the porous limestone »locavel« used for building is

perfectly adapted to the functional aim of  the structure.

The Middle-east has a long tradition of  brick building, from mud to

hard brick, used on many traditional building types. The raw soil brick can

be an interesting solution for the hammam due to the thermal mass,

porosity and insulating properties of  the material.

The use of  cement is absolutely prohibited on hammams, it forms a

strong barrier which stops the moisture migration and results in mould

forming on the internal surfaces. 

The top layer coating material is also very important internally and

externally. Inside the coating has to absorb slowly the excess moisture and

evaporate it through the stone structure. Externally it has to be water-

proof  protecting the structure from rain and snow. It must be renewed

often, at least once a year, depending on the local climate. 

A lime and sand coating is the best material inside and outside: the

delicate and crucial operation is the line finish lime which must form a

both solid and flexible crust able to support and react to temperature and

hygrometry ranges.

To reinforce – portland cement / concrete is absolutely prohibited.
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The warm air carries moisture with it into the roof  vaults, the surfaces of

the lower walls can be covered with ceramic tiles, which are easy to clean.

For the floor pavements it is advised to use rough stone so as to prevent

slipping and avoid the use of  marble and other hard smooth stones. 

Sanitary air control

The air treatment handling is an undeveloped device in the hammam;

amongst the eighteen buildings experienced in six cities, only two (both in

the same city), are equipped with static ventilation inside the active

bathing area.

One of  the main problems of  air treatment is the associated heat loss;

when you extract air to the outside you lose also the warmth with that air.

This is perhaps one of  the reasons for the absence of  ventilation inside

hammams.

It is possible to overcome this problem using a ›heat exchanger‹

whereby the heat from old stale air is used to heat the fresh air without

contaminating it. 

Maintenance

The maintenance of  a hammam is essential in ensuring its long life and

the health of  the users. Indeed, like anything and anybody, the hammam

needs to be cleaned everyday as thoroughly as possible. 
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The infection risks are very real due to the hot and humid atmosphere

(40–60°C and 90–100% H°) creating ideal conditions for the proliferation

of  virus, bacteria, and associated skin problems and mycoses, etc…

In addition, lichens and mosses grow on the upper surfaces of  the

vaults, insects, cockroaches and spiders live inside the water pipes, there

could also be rodent infestations – all of  these pests need to be eradicated

from within the hammam. The internal and external coatings must be

renewed regularly at least once a year and more if  necessary

The cleaning is very important and must be operated once a day, and

twice a day in the hammam alternating between male and female users.

The surfaces in direct contact with the users such as: pavements, basins,

bottom of  walls, all need attention. 

Non polluting disinfectant as chlorate solutions must be employed for

cleaning, attention being especially paid to the water runnels covered with

slippy soap film.

Linen washing and cleaning must be done in the best conditions inside

a special washroom or sent to an external laundry.

Recommendations

After this introduction about the existing hammam, two main questions

are raised:

The first one is: 

How to restore an ancient hammam?

The main points seem to be :

– Respect the existing building

– Pay attention to the cultural dimension

– Security of  people

– Energy and water saving

– Air control

– Maintenance

– Innovations, without betrayal of  the soul of  the building

The second question is: 

How to build a new hammam?

One can suggest the main points of  interest:

– Climate

– Building materials

– Innovations

– New techniques

– Mood
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Matthieu Guary 

Vers une Gestion Durable 
de l’Eau dans les Hammams –
Enjeux et Pistes d’Actions 
à partir de l’Exemple du Maroc

Résumé

L’utilisation économe de l’eau dans les hammams est un facteur de la

bonne gestion de l’eau en milieu urbain au Maroc. Le problème est

cependant complexe à cerner car la majorité des gestionnaires de

hammam ne payent pas l’eau consommée ou à un tarif  très avantageux.

La majorité des eaux utilisées proviennent directement de la nappe

phréatique par forage.

Il y a pourtant une justification morale et culturelle à une gestion plus

économe de l’eau au sein du hammam et une action est possible sans

remettre en question les fonctions sociales traditionnelles du hammam.

Le premier axe d’intervention est à développer auprès des consomma-

teurs. L’article expose les axes d’une action volontaire de sensibilisation et

présente les résultats d’une enquête auprès de la population de Marrakech

sur les efforts que les consommateurs sont prêts à engager.

Le second axe consiste à diversifier les sources d’approvisionnement:

recyclage des eaux grises et récupération des eaux pluviales peuvent

permettre, sous certaines conditions de développer des sources d’appoint

utiles.

Introduction

Bien qu’il soit étrange d’introduire une problématique en minimisant son

importance, il convient dès le début de cet article d’admettre que la

consommation d’eau dans les hammams n’est pas, et de loin, la cause

majeure des menaces sur la ressource en eau au Maroc, et sans doute dans

aucun pays méditerranéen. Les pertes en tout genre, liées à la dégradation

des réseaux de distribution, des systèmes de traitement, aux gestes

individuels et quotidiens, aux pressions touristiques et au développement



d’équipements touristiques de grand standing (villas avec jardins et

piscines, golfs…) contribuent d’une manière nettement plus significative 

à fragiliser la ressource en eau. 

Toutefois la prise en compte du développement durable dans la gestion

des hammams, telle qu’elle est engagée dans le projet hammamed, ne peut

laisser de côté la gestion de l’eau, qui est une ressource fondamentale pour

le fonctionnement du hammam. En outre, une gestion plus économe de

l’eau peut contribuer à une meilleure rentabilité du hammam tout en

constituant, s’il est convenablement abordé, un facteur d’attractivité pour

la clientèle. 

La principale gageure réside dans le souhait de proposer des pistes pour

une gestion plus économe de l’eau sans remettre en question les fonctions

fondamentales du hammam, lieu de détente, de convivialité, de générosi-

té. La réduction de consommation de l’eau doit se fonder sur des mesures

acceptables par le gestionnaire et la clientèle du hammam et faire l’objet

d’une concertation préalable.

Dans le cadre du projet remee (Redécouvrons Ensemble les Mémoires

de l’Eau en Méditerranée) soutenu par l’Union européenne dans le cadre

du programme Euromed Heritage iv, l’apare (Association pour la

Participation et l’Action Régionale – France) a engagé avec le cme de

Marrakech (Centre Méditerranéen de l’Environnement) une démarche en

faveur de l’amélioration de la gestion de l’eau dans les hammams de

Marrakech. Cette démarche s’appuie notamment sur une enquête

conduite à Marrakech en 2010 auprès d’un groupe de 200 personnes âgées

de 3 à 65 ans, usagers des hammams de la Médina. Sans avoir de valeur

statistique au sens strict, ce groupe paraît toutefois représentatif  de la

variété de population qui fréquente le hammam. Cette enquête nous a

permis de tester auprès des consommateurs un certain nombre d’appro-

ches possibles pour la réduction de la consommation en eau. Elle

s’accompagne d’une concertation avec les propriétaires et gestionnaires

de hammams qui doit permettre de valider des propositions pour une

meilleure gestion hydraulique.

Les pistes envisagées dans le présent article ont déjà pu être discutées

pour un certain nombre d’entre elles mais n’ont pas encore fait l’objet

d’une validation en bonne et due forme par les gestionnaires de ham-

mams. Elles doivent donc être perçues comme une contribution au débat,

comme des pistes de réflexion afin d’engager une véritable démarche

d’éco-responsabilisation des parties prenantes : propriétaires, gestionnai-

res, clients, pouvoirs publics.
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1. Problématique de la gestion de l’eau dans les hammams marocains

L’enjeu de la mobilisation des propriétaires

Le Maroc compte entre 5000 et 6000 hammams dont environ 250 à 300 à

Marrakech. La très grande majorité de ces hammams utilise l’eau de la

nappe phréatique, grâce à des forages et des puits privés. Peu d’entre eux

sont reliés au réseau d’eau potable. La présence d’au moins une arrivée

d’eau reliée au réseau urbain devrait pourtant permettre la consommati-

on d’eau potable par les exploitants et la clientèle du hammam –l’eau de la

nappe n’étant pas toujours potable- mais semble rarement prévue.

Lorsque les établissements sont reliés au réseau d’eau potable, ils

bénéficient d’une tarification préférentielle identique à celle des indus-

triels (source: Office National de l’Eau Potable)

La majorité de l’eau utilisée pour les ablutions, la production de vapeur

et l’entretien du hammam est donc la plupart du temps une eau gratuite

ou à très faible coût pour l’exploitant, et sa consommation n’est pas

réellement contrôlée ou mesurée. A la différence du chauffage, la

consommation d’eau est aujourd’hui un paramètre mineur dans

l’équilibre financier du hammam, ce qui ne contribue pas à responsabiliser

les exploitants dans une gestion mesurée de la ressource hydrique. La

prise de conscience des gestionnaires vient plutôt du lien entre la

consommation d’eau chaude et la consommation énergétique.

Un autre facteur de déresponsabilisation vient du fait que les exploitants

de hammams au Maroc ne sont la plupart du temps pas propriétaires de

leur outil de travail. Qu’il s’agisse d’un bien religieux (habbous) ou d’une

propriété privée, les décisions liées à la rénovation ou l’aménagement du

hammam dépendent rarement du gestionnaire, qui n’a donc pas d’intérêt

direct à engager des rénovations dont l’impact sur la fréquentation de la

clientèle ne serait pas immédiat.

Si on ajoute un relatif  désintérêt des autorités qui se concentrent

davantage sur la consommation énergétique des hammams, rien n’invite

aujourd’hui les gestionnaires de hammam marocain à réguler la consom-

mation en eau liée à l’exploitation de leur établissement. Seules les

agences hydrauliques et les exploitants de réseau semblent aujourd’hui se

préoccuper du sujet, comme le montre une étude conduite en 2007 à

Casablanca1. Mais cette préoccupation paraît davantage justifiée par les

problèmes de qualité des eaux liée à la dégradation des nappes phréati-

ques que par les volumes consommés.

Dans le contexte actuel, la mobilisation des propriétaires et gestionnai-

res dans la recherche d’une gestion plus rationnelle de l’eau doit donc

reposer sur un groupe volontaire de « pionniers » prêts à s’engager sans en

retirer un profit immédiat dans leur activité. 

1 Etude LYDEC, société délégataire de la distribution 
et du traitement de seaux à Casablanca, conduite 
en 2007
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Quelle consommation en eau 

dans le hammam?

L’absence d’une véritable mesure des

volumes d’eau prélevés rend extrêmement

difficile une estimation sérieuse des

consommations. Une estimation partielle

en fonction des modes d’utilisation de l’eau

est néanmoins possible, à partir de sondages

auprès de la clientèle, de mesures partielles

de consommations et d’observations.

Les trois principaux facteurs de

consommation de l’eau dans le hammam

sont : les ablutions, la production de vapeur

et l’entretien du hammam (y compris le

volet « blanchisserie »). Selon le niveau

d’équipement des hammams, il existe un

certain nombre de consommations

annexes, par exemple liées à l’utilisation

des sanitaires.

La consommation d’eau par personne pendant les ablutions est estimée

en moyenne à 160 à 260 l d’eau. Ces volumes sont assez proches des

volumes moyens consommés pour un bain (150 à 200 l). La consommati-

on varie en fonction du nombre de seaux utilisées et du volume des seaux :

la plupart des hammams mettent à disposition des seaux d’un volume

moyen de 20 l (entre 15 et 25 l selon les hammams) mais certains clients

utilisent leurs propres seaux d’un volume supérieur ( jusqu’à 30 l)

L’enquête conduite à Marrakech ne fait pas apparaître de différence

notable de consommation entre hommes et femmes. C’est essentielle-

ment la durée d’utilisation du hammam qui varie selon les sexes : de 1 à 3 h

pour les hommes contre plus de 3 h en moyenne pour les femmes.

2. Comment agir avec les usagers du hammam?

Le mode de gestion et de propriété propre aux hammams marocains ne

facilite pas des décisions qui nécessiteraient un investissement important.

La modernisation du matériel et des tuyauteries pour réduire la consom-

mation en eau reste aujourd’hui difficile à engager. Aussi est il aujourd’hui

plus évident d’agir directement sur la réduction de la consommation des

clients en prenant toutefois en compte les spécificités liées à la fréquentati-

on du hammam.

L’enquête de Marrakech met en évidence une prise de conscience très

progressive des clients puisque 33% des personnes interrogées considère

que la consommation d’eau dans le hammam donne lieu à des gaspillages. 
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Cf. fichier joint
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Dès lors, plusieurs types d’action sont envisageables en théorie :

– Sensibiliser les usagers

Le premier levier d’action réside dans une responsabilisation collective des

utilisateurs de hammams. Il s’agit d’augmenter la proportion de clients

sensibles aux gaspillages d’eau par des campagnes de sensibilisation

appropriées. La notion de gestion responsable de l’eau est présente dans la

culture marocaine, bien qu’elle se retrouve assez peu dans la fréquentati-

on du hammam où l’abondance d’eau est perçue souvent comme une

condition du confort du hammam. 

Il s’agit donc de faire appel à cette responsabilité inscrite dans la culture,

en montrant que la fonction sociale et le plaisir du hammam sont tout à

fait compatibles avec une consommation « raisonnable » d’eau. L’essentiel

étant avant tout de déterminer le point d’équilibre entre l’usage compati-

ble avec la fonction du hammam et les gaspillages.

Les supports classiques de sensibilisation (affichages dans le hammam,

distribution d’une plaquette d’information à l’entrée) doivent s’accompa-

gner d’une formation des gestionnaires aux discours de sensibilisation. En

outre, des animations spécifiques peuvent être engagées à l’intérieur du

hammam, avec le concours d’associations d’éducation à l’environnement:

démonstration du bon usage du seau par exemple. Dans la suite du projet

remee, une campagne de sensibilisation à l’échelle de quelques hammams

pilotes de Marrakech est envisagée, qui permettra d’approfondir les

messages clés permettant cette prise de conscience.

– Limiter la durée d’utilisation du hammam 

C’est la piste qui recueille le plus d’avis favorable de la part de la clientèle

interrogée (97% des clients sont d’accord pour favoriser cette piste). Il faut

toutefois noter qu’en première analyse, peu de consommateurs se posent

réellement la question du temps passé au hammam. C’est dans un second

temps que les personnes interrogées s’accordent à la qualifier »d’exagé-

rée«. La piste d’une régulation de la durée de présence peut s’engager sous

réserve que la durée »raisonnable« considérée prenne bien en compte la

spécificité du hammam, lieu de loisir autant que lieu d’hygiène, et ne les

transforme pas en »douches publiques«. Différentes voies peuvent être

explorées: 

– la mise en place de tranches horaires collectives (par exemple de 2

heures) qui impose que tous les clients d’une tranche démarrent en même

temps. Ceci revient à refuser des clients lorsqu’une tranche horaire est

engagée. Cette formule est simple à engager mais risque de rebuter une

partie de la clientèle;

– la mise en place de durées individuelles de fréquentation, définies par

chaque client à l’entrée du hammam, avec une tarification adaptée au

temps passé. Cette formule, plus souple pour le consommateur, nécessite
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cependant un contrôle régulier par les gestionnaires de hammams, le

risque qu’un client « dépasse » le temps réservé n’étant pas à exclure. Des

moyens de contrôle automatique (de types badges) peuvent être mis en

place mais ils nécessitent un minimum d’équipements (lecture électroni-

que du badge, réinitialisation des badges entre deux usages…)

– Augmenter les tarifs ?

Les gestionnaires de hammams interrogés tendent à privilégier cette

solution qui se justifie pourtant peu aujourd’hui vue l’origine de l’eau de

la plupart des hammams marocains. L’effet probable est la diminution de

la clientèle, le risque étant que cette diminution annule les effets de la

hausse des tarifs. La consommation en eau diminuera elle aussi probable-

ment mais l’équilibre économique du hammam peut être menacé. En

outre, cette solution pose de réels problèmes d’équité puisqu’une part non

négligeable de la clientèle est une clientèle populaire urbaine qui ne dispose

pas d’autre solution que le hammam pour ses ablutions importantes.

En 2004, une augmentation nationale de 25% des tarifs des hammams

marocains, réclamée par les représentants professionnels, a entrainée une

diminution importante de la fréquentation, atteignant parfois près de

50%, entrainant la fermeture de certains établissements. Le levier des prix

doit donc être manié avec la plus grande prudence. A noter que 63% des

clients interrogés rejettent cette solution.

– Limiter l’usage des seaux

Il existe un certain nombre de solutions techniques simples permettant de

limiter les débits des robinets (cf. § 3). Une réorganisation dans la distributi-

on des seaux peut également être engagée: limiter le volume des seaux

distribués dans le hammam à 20 l par exemple, interdire l’introduction de

seaux de volumes supérieurs à 20 ou 25 l. Il paraît en revanche difficile de

contrôler le remplissage des seaux d’eau à l’intérieur du hammam, sauf  à

transformer en vigiles le personnel du hammam. Là encore, il s’agit avant

tout de responsabiliser la clientèle par la sensibilisation.

3. Réduction de la consommation d’eau: quelques pistes techniques

En complément d’une responsabilisation des consommateurs, un certain

nombre d’investissements visant à réduire les consommations d’eau peut

être envisagé. Comme cela a déjà été évoqué, la plupart des décisions

d’investissement ne relèvent pas du gestionnaire la plupart du temps, ce

qui nécessite une véritable prise de conscience du propriétaire, loin d’être

acquise aujourd’hui.

C’est pourquoi la rénovation des plomberies des bâtiments anciens, très

souvent vétustes et à l’origine de nombreuses pertes reste problématique.

Elle peut toutefois être engagée à l’occasion de la restauration ou de la
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modernisation des bâtiments en particulier lorsque ces restaurations

bénéficient d’aides publiques. Elle est d’ailleurs très souvent indispensable

dans ces cas de figure, puisque les fuites liées dues aux canalisations

vétustes entraineront rapidement une dégradation des enduits et

maçonneries restaurés.

Quelques investissements simples à l’initiative 

des gestionnaires de hammams

Le gestionnaire peut de sa propre initiative entreprendre l’installation de

systèmes simples de régulation de débits avec des robinets temporisateurs

(ouverture du robinet déclenchée par un bouton poussoir et temps

d’ouverture limité) ou des réducteurs de débit2 (les volumes d’eau déversés

peuvent être réduits de 20 à 50% par aération de l’eau). Il s’agit dans ces

deux cas d’augmenter le temps de remplissage d’un seau complet, ce qui

peut conduire le consommateur plus pressé à moins remplir son seau ou

l’utiliser moins fréquemment. Le temporiseur permet également de

limiter les pertes liées aux robinets laissés ouverts.

Certains gestionnaires de hammam contactés lors de l’enquête à

Marrakech ont déclaré pratiquer la réduction de débit lors des périodes de

fortes fréquentations. Il s’agit plutôt dans ce cas d’une limitation du débit

au point de prélèvement ou de distribution ce qui revient à réduire le débit

de l’eau sur l’ensemble des canalisations du hammam. L’impact de ces

limitations de débits sur la consommation de l’eau n’a toutefois pas été

estimé par les gestionnaires.

D’autres équipements simples, comme les régulateurs de débits de

chasse d’eau peuvent contribuer à réduire les consommations. Lorsque des

douches complètent les équipements traditionnels du hammam, l’installa-

tion de régulateurs de débits et de minuteurs est fortement conseillée.

Les tarifs de ces différents équipements varient mais sont généralement

très inférieurs à €10,– pièce, ce qui entraine un amortissement très

rapide, dans le cas où l’eau est payante.

La récupération des eaux grises, un enjeu pour les nouveaux hammams?

Les eaux grises (eaux savonneuses après les ablutions) peuvent en théorie

être traitées relativement facilement. Elles sont en effet exemptes de

matières fécales et présentent de ce fait une faible population de germes

pathogènes. 

Un système de traitement adapté peut permettre leur épuration et leur

réutilisation pour une partie des fonctions du hammam: l’expérience

montre ainsi qu’une fosse septique peut permettre une retombée de

charge polluante (azote, polluants organiques) suffisante pour une

réutilisation partielle par exemple pour les chasses d’eau. Un traitement

supplémentaire par filtration (introduction d’une tranchée filtrante de

Schémas fonctionnels de réducteurs 
et temporisateur de débit

2 L’aérateur réducteur de débit régule le débit de 
consommation d’eau à un maximum (par exemple
6L/min). Il fonctionne grâce à un joint simple et
l’ajout d’air dans l’eau par effet venturi, ce qui 
permet de délivrer un volume (air-eau) identique, 
à une pression identique. Instinctivement nous ouv-
rons donc moins le robinet et consommons moins
d’eau. Le joint limite la pression à un maximum
donné. Il n’y a pas de perte de confort à l’utilisation.
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longueur variable selon les volumes d’eaux usées produits) et le stockage

de l’eau dans un étang de finissage à l’extérieur permettent d’améliorer

encore la qualité de l’eau. Cet étang de finissage peut faire l’objet d’un

aménagement paysager.

A ces conditions, on pourrait même envisager une réintroduction des

eaux traitées dans le circuit de distribution du hammam (hors eau

potable). La qualité de l’eau ainsi réintroduite est très souvent supérieure

à celle de l’eau puisée dans la nappe superficielle fréquemment utilisée

dans les hammams.

Toutefois ce procédé présente un triple inconvénient:

– Il nécessite de la place, en particulier pour l’organisation de l’étang de

stockage et ne peut donc pas être conçu en milieu urbain dense. Il n’est

donc pas adapté aux hammams historiques des Medina mais peut être

considéré pour l’aménagement de hammams en périphérie des zones

urbaines ou en zone rurale. 

– Il nécessite des investissements de départ élevés et n’est donc pas viable

dans le contexte actuel où le prix de l’eau n’est pas une préoccupation dans

la gestion du hammam. L’aménagement d’un circuit d’évacuation

spécifique pour les eaux grises et d’un circuit de réintroduction des eaux

après traitement nécessite des travaux importants. 

– Il nécessite un accord des autorités sanitaires, qui exigeront vraisembla-

blement des garanties sur la qualité suffisante et stable des eaux ainsi

réintroduites.

Malgré ces handicaps réels, de futurs nouveaux projets de hammam

pourraient intégrer de manière pilote un système de recyclage des eaux

grises dans le cadre d’une véritable coopération avec les pouvoirs publics.

Schéma: principe de traitement des eaux grises
Source: www.designecoconcept.com
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Il s’agit d’une piste de concertation intéressante à engager avec les

représentants des gestionnaires de hammams et les autorités. On note

aujourd’hui le développement d’expériences locales de recyclage des eaux

grises de piscines municipales (au moins 3 expériences en France à ce jour

à Levallois, Dijon et Yerres) qui démontrent la fiabilité technique de cette

solution de recyclage, sous certaines conditions.

Récupérer les eaux pluviales?

En théorie, l’eau de pluie stockée dans un réservoir fermé peut permettre

de conserver une eau compatible avec les usages domestiques, y compris

d’hygiène, sous certaines conditions qui seront développées ci-après.

La pluviométrie à Marrakech permet de récupérer annuellement 28cm de

hauteur de pluie par m2 soit 0.28m3 (280 l/m2) sur une surface plane. Une

surface de toiture de 200m2 permet donc en théorie une récupération

annuelle de 56m3.

Pour un hammam d’une clientèle moyenne de 100 clients par jours, les

volumes minimums quotidiens nécessaires pour les ablutions sont d’au

moins 20m3 sans compter les usages annexes (vapeur, entretien du

hammam, toilettes…), soit au minimum 7000 m3 par an. On voit donc par

là que la récupération pluviale peut permettre un apport ponctuel mais ne

peut en aucun cas satisfaire à la consommation quotidienne d’un

hammam sur l’année, même dans le cas des hammams aux toits les plus

étendus. En revanche, la récupération pluviale peut permettre de

satisfaire aux besoins annexes tels que les toilettes, l’entretien du

hammam, les lessives…

La réutilisation de l’eau de pluie s’appuie sur une série 

d’aménagements:

– La mise en place d’un système efficace de recueil des eaux de toitures :

réseau de gouttières et chéneaux (en zinc de préférence ou en matériaux

inertes tels que le plastique) ; toits entretenus régulièrement ; filtres

permettant l’élimination des déchets divers. Ce système doit être

régulièrement vérifié et entretenu.

– L’aménagement d’une citerne de stockage de préférence en béton ou

en pierre calcaire, afin de réduire les risques d’acidification des eaux de

pluies. Cette citerne doit être fermée, mais régulièrement entretenue

donc facilement accessible. L’eau doit être récupérée à quelques centimè-

tres du fond de la citerne, pour ne pas réintroduire des matières en

décantation dans le circuit. Dans la mesure où l’eau réutilisée ne sera pas

bue, il est inutile d’introduire des systèmes de traitement spécifiques. Seul

un système d’aération (selon le principe des aérateurs d’aquarium) peut

s’avérer utile en cas d’odeurs désagréables. Un système de trop plein, pour

éviter les débordements doit également être aménagé. Il est enfin
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nécessaire de l’équiper d’une grille afin d’éviter l’entrée d’animaux dans 

la citerne.

– L’organisation d’un système de redistribution de l’eau pluviale dans le

hammam. On peut envisager deux systèmes parallèles, l’un se substituant

à l’autre ou un système qui se greffera sur le réseau classique de distributi-

on d’eau, permettant de basculer d’une ressource à l’autre selon les

disponibilités en eau de pluie. Dans ce dernier cas, on doit prévoir

l’aménagement de clapets anti retour au point de jonction entre l’arrivée

d’eau pluviale et le réseau de distribution. 

On privilégiera l’utilisation des eaux de pluies pour le nettoyage du

hammam, les sanitaires, éventuellement les lessives, surtout à haute

température. Les volumes envisageables rendent l’utilisation pour les

ablutions peu réalistes, et au mieux très occasionnelle dans le temps.

Ces systèmes de récupération des pluies nécessitent eux aussi des travaux

relativement important, et des surfaces de stockage elles aussi importan-

tes. Ils sont donc difficiles à envisager en milieu urbain, sur les hammams

historiques, sauf  à pouvoir aménager les stockages en sous sols. En

revanche, ils sont tout à fait envisageables pour de nouveaux aménage-

ments de hammams, dans les nouveaux quartiers urbains, les complexes

touristiques ou en milieu rural.
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Energy and 
Thermal Performance 
of  Hammams

About this chapter 

This contribution describes a resent research effort to collect and analyse

data concerning traditional bath buildings (›hammams‹) in Egypt, Turkey,

Morocco, Syria, and Algeria. Thereby, the energy performance of  and the

thermal comfort conditions in five hammams were studied. Moreover,

empirically calibrated building performance simulation models were

generated in order to predict the consequences of  alternative thermal

retrofit measures. The results provide the opportunity for an objective

assessment of  hammams’ actual energy and indoor environmental

performance.

Keywords: energy performance, thermal comfort, traditional bath

buildings, calibrated building performance simulation models, retrofit

measures

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The early Islamic hammams consisted of  a relatively large changing room

and three successive bathing chambers, the latter two of  which were

heated. The designated room sequence was derived from the roman baths

consisting of  the apodyterium (changing room), the frigidarium (room

with cold water pool), the tepidarium (room with warm water pool), the

caldarium (room with hot water pool), and the sudatorium (sweating

room) (Grotzfeld 1970). The main constructive components of  hammam

buildings are rather massive and are either made of  stone (Limestone,

Sandstone, or Rubble stone) or brick. Vaults and domes are usually built

with brick. Frequently, lime was used for surface finish as well as for

mortar in the constructions (Orehounig 2009). In some regions (e.g.,



Egypt, Algeria), wood is also applied in the construction of  changing

rooms (especially the roof  structures). Floors are typically tiled by marble,

stone or ceramic tiles and, in the changing rooms, sometimes additionally

covered by carpets. Hammams generally use the same method to bring

daylight into the heated spaces. Numerous round, octagonal or stellar

shaped apertures are built into the dome overhead. Warm and hot rooms

are usually heated by a hypocaust system, already used at roman times.

Hypocausts are floor heating systems where the hot smoke from the

furnace passes under the raised floor in hot and warm room before rising

up through chimneys in the walls. Hot rooms are additionally tempered

due to hot water usage. 

1.2. Motivation

An increasing number of  traditional bath buildings (›hammams‹) in the

Mediterranean region (Dow 1996) either gradually dilapidate, or are

preserved with altered functionality (e.g. museum, restaurant, perfor-

mance space). It has been argued that these buildings should not only be

preserved because of  their historical value, but also should continue to

play the role that they have traditionally played as a kind of  health,

›wellness‹, and communication centre in the Islamic countries. A recent

eu-supported research effort focused on the collection and analysis of  data

regarding hammams in Egypt, Turkey, Morocco, Syria, and Algeria

(hammam project 2008). Thereby, buildings’ energy performance, thermal

comfort conditions, and the dependency of  indoor climate on outdoor

environmental parameters were studied. Moreover, empirically calibrated

building performance simulation models of  a number of  buildings were

generated in order to predict the consequences of  alternative thermal

retrofit measures.

2. Approach

2.1. Overview

The present contribution reports on five hammams located in Egypt,

Turkey, Morocco, Algeria, and Syria, for which data pertaining to energy

use and thermal conditions were collected over a period of  approximately

one year. Moreover, building performance simulation models were

generated based on collected information, and further used to test various

thermal improvement options via parametric simulation runs. 

2.2. Selected buildings

The five selected buildings vary in terms of  location and construction

period ranging from 13th century in Syria up to 19th century in Egypt.

Table 1 summarizes general information such as area of  the spaces, mean

outside and inside temperatures, as well as information regarding visitor
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numbers and water use. Note that particularly the latter two sets of  data

must be regarded only as order of  magnitude information, given the

uncertainty involved in their collection (specifically lack of  consistent

metering and logs). In this contribution, we use certain abbreviations to

denote distinct spaces within a hammam, namely CH (changing room),

CR (cold room), WR (warm room), and HR (hot room).

2.3. Indoor environmental data

Indoor climate parameters were measured in various rooms of  the

hammams over a period of  one year. Each building was equipped with

seven to twelve data loggers for regular measurements of  air temperature,

relative humidity, and illuminance. Additionally, we installed close to each

hammam a weather station to collect detailed information regarding

microclimatic conditions. 

2.4. Energy use

Information regarding the current energy performance of  the hammam

buildings was collected by Nigel Mortimer and Garry Jenkins (hammam

project 2006a, 2006b, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c). It is based on on-site energy

surveys, interviews with the staff, and readings from electricity and water

meters. Regarding water and space heating system (boiler, storage tank

and pipework for water heating, and hypocaust and chimneys for space

heating) additional information regarding temperatures of  the furnace

walls, flue gas emerging from the hypocaust vents, and supply water was

collected. Given the uncertainty associated with the short-term nature of

such surveys as well as the limited reliability of  metering information, the

collected energy use data provides order of  magnitude information rather

than precise values.
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Table 1. Overview of  the
selected objects (name, code,
general information, floor
areas of  different rooms,
average outdoor θe,m and
indoor θi,m temperatures,
visitors per day, and annual
water consumption)

Name

Code

Location

Century

CH area [m²]

CR area [m²]

WR area [m²]

HR area [m²]

Total area [m²]

θe,m [°C]

θi,m [°C]

Visitors per day

Annual water use [m³]

Bab el Bahr

BAB

Cairo

Egypt

19th

92.7

24.8

—

78.4

195.9

22.2

29.6

80

4 400

Şengül

SEN

Ankara

Turkey

16th

266

—

73.1

202.3

541.4

11.3

28.2

84

21 700

Saffarin

SAF

Fez

Morocco

14th

121

71.8

72.2

65.2

330.2

17.7

28.3

120

12 300

Ammouneh

AMH

Damascus

Syria

13th

62

6.8

17.3

34.3

120.4

17.4

—

27
3 100

SuqalGhazal

SAG

Constantine

Algeria

18th

77.5

30.0

—

78.7

186.2

15.7

24.0

21

900



2.5. Simulation study

Simulation calibration

The monitored indoor climate data was also used to calibrate digital

performance simulation models of  three buildings, namely bab, sen, and

sag. Initial simulation models were generated based on collected

geometry and construction data. Assumptions were made based on in-situ

observations and historical documents. Simulation assumptions

regarding construction data are summarized in Table 2. Assumptions

regarding opening and cleaning hours and detailed occupancy informati-

on were based on logs generated by the local partners in the aforementio-

ned eu project. Additional collected information pertained to water use,

energy use for lighting and heating, as well as water supply temperatures

and floor surface temperatures. Heating load assumptions for the

simulation models were estimated based on the aforementioned energy

use data. To run the simulations, weather files were generated based on

data obtained from the locally installed weather stations. 

Retrofit options

The calibrated simulation models were used to assess the thermal

improvement possibilities of  three hammams (BAB, SEN, and SAG).

Toward this end, a set of  five simple scenarios were established for a

parametric study (see Table 3). The first scenario (S1) represents the

existing conditions. As the air change rates in this case appear to be
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Table 2. Simulation
assumptions regarding
construction data (materials,
thermal transmittance and
surface density of  building
components)

Building

BAB

SEN

SAG

Component

Roof  HR

Walls

Floor

Glazing

Roof  CH

Roof  HR

Walls

Floor CH

Floor HR

Glazing

Roof  CH

Roof  HR

Walls CH

Walls HR

Floor CH

Floor HR

Glazing

Materials

Brick, rubble stones with lime mortar

Brick, rubble stones with lime mortar

Marble and limestone slabs

—

Timber, roof  tiles

Reinforced concrete

Rubble stone

Marble on compressed earth

Marble on stone

—

Limestone mortar, brick, wood, and tiles

Limestone mortar, brick, cement mortar

Limestone with mortar

Limestone with mortar

Tiles, limestone and soil

Marble, limestone and soil

—

U-value

[W.m-2.K-1]

1.8

1.1

1.6

5.8

0.6

1.8

0.8

1.3

0.8

5.6

0.4

2.2

1.0

0.8

0.7

0.7

5.6

m 

[kg.m-2]

315

750

317

—
128

1100

1620

2370

3670

—

582

409

1800

2400

1560

2490

—



insufficient (as corroborated by spot measurements of  co2 concentration

levels), a second scenario (S2) was defined involving an increased air

change level of  0.5 h-1, which – given the occupancy density and room

volumes – would provide for the hygienically necessary ventilation rate.

The remaining scenarios (S3 to S5) take this higher ventilation rate into

account. The third scenario (S3) involves the improvement of  the thermal

insulation of  the roof  construction. Scenario 4 (S4) involves the improve-

ment of  the thermal insulation of  external walls. The fifth scenario (S5)

involves the use of  double-glazing (instead of  the existing single-glazing)

for the buildings’ windows (CH) and roof  apertures (CR, WR, and HR).

The respective U-value and g-value assumptions (for roof, walls and

glazing) in these scenarios are summarized in Table 3.

Simulation-based inquiry into massive 

versus lighter construction types

Plans for new bath buildings deviate – mostly due to cost and space saving

considerations – from the highly massive construction styles of  traditional

hammams. It was thus of  interest to consider the implications of  a rather

low-mass construction style for the thermal performance. Note that in the

absence of  compensatory insulation, such low-mass construction results

also in a higher U-value. To explore this difference, we used simulation to

compare the performance of  the existing buildings with virtual counter-

parts that would resemble them in all aspects other than the high thermal

mass and the thermal conductivity value. Thereby simulation runs were

performed to obtain annual heating loads for all spaces. The respective

Table 3. Description of  the
simulation scenarios (S1 to
S5) with associated U-value
and g-value assumptions
regarding the pertinent
building components
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Building

BAB

SEN

SAG

Scenario

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Roof

U [W.m-2.K-1]

1.80

1.80

0.28

1.80

1.80

1.21

1.21

0.19

1.21

1.21

1.39

1.39

0.20

1.39

1.39

Wall

U [W.m-2.K-1]

1.1

1.1

1.1

0.6

1.1

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.4

0.8

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.2

1.4

U [W.m-2.K-1]

5.80

5.80

5.80

5.80

1.36

5.60

5.60

5.60

5.60

1.36

5.60

5.60

5.60

5.60

1.36

g

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.41

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.41

Glazing



sets for the simulation assumptions regarding air change rates, internal

gains, and heating set points are summarized in Table 4. 

3. Results

3.1. Indoor environment

Figures 1 to 5 provide an overview of  the thermal conditions in the

selected objects based on a monitoring period of  approximately one year.

It shows the cumulative temperatures during opening hours for objects

BAB, SEN, SAF, AMH, and SAG. Indoor air temperatures are given for

changing room (CH), cold room (CR), warm room (WR), and hot room

(HR). To further explore the thermal comfort conditions in the changing

rooms, psychometric charts (Figures 6 to 9) were generated with

temperature and relative humidity information for four months ( January,

March or April, July, and October). These charts also include SET lines

(Standardized Effective Temperature), which denote, according to the

adaptive thermal comfort theory (Szokolay 2004), desirable indoor

conditions for the corresponding time of  the year and applicable activity

and clothing assumptions.

To explore the thermal transition in the course of  progression from one

space of  the hammam to another, Figures 10 to 13 show the mean

monthly indoor temperatures (for four different months) in changing

room, cold room and/or warm room, and hot room.
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Table 4. Assumptions pertaining to air
change rates (ACH in h-1), internal gains
(W.m-2), and heating set point (°C) for 
the study of  thermal mass impact on the
hammams’ heating loads

Figure 2. Cumulative Indoor
Temperatures in CH, WR, and HR (SEN
women section, July 2006 to June 2007)

Figure 3. Cumulative Indoor Temperatures
in CH, CR, WR, and HR (SAF women
section, October 2006 to September 2007)

AHC

Internal gains

Heating setpoint

CH

0.5

10

25

CR/WR

0.5

10

30

HR

0.5

10

35

Opening hours

CH

0.3

0

15

CR/WR

0.3

0

20

HR

0.3

0

25

Closing hours

Figure 1. Cumulative Indoor Temperatures
in CH, CR, and HR (BAB, April 2006 to
March 2007)
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Figure 4. Cumulative Indoor
Temperatures in CH, CR, WR, and HR
(AMH, February 2007 to May 2007)

Figure 5. Cumulative Indoor
Temperatures in CH, CR, and HR 
(SAG, July 2007 to June 2008)

Figure 6. Indoor climate conditions in
CH in BAB for July and October 2006,
January and April 2007.

Figure 7. Indoor climate conditions in
CH in SEN for July and October 2006,
January and March 2007.

Figure 8. Indoor climate conditions in
CH in SAF for October 2006, January,
April and July 2007.

Figure 9. Indoor climate conditions in
CH in SAG for July and October 2007,
January and April 2008.



3.2. Energy use

Table 5 summarizes information regarding hammams’ annual energy

use for water and space heating as well as electricity.
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Figure 10. Temperature transition
between spaces in BAB (mean monthly
values during opening hours).

Figure 11. Temperature transition
between spaces in SEN (mean monthly
values during opening hours).

Figure 12. Temperature transition
between spaces in SAF (mean monthly
values during opening hours).

Figure 13. Temperature transition
between spaces in SAG (mean monthly
values during opening hours).

Annual energy use for

hot water

space 

heating

space heating 

& hot water

electricity

Unit

kWh.a-1

kWh.m-2.a-1

kWh.a-1

kWh.m-2.a-1

kWh.a-1

kWh.m-2.a-1

kWh.a-1

kWh.m-2.a-1

BAB

540 900

2 760

33 700

170

574 600

2 930

4 530

23

SEN

625 000

1 150

383 200

710

1 008 200

1 860

22 300

41

SAF

986 000

2 990

134 500

410

1 120 500

3 400

5 220

16

AMH

259 000

2 150

111 400

930

370 400

3 080

13 160

109

SAG

41 800

220

132 200

710

174 000

930

1 100

6

Table 5. Overview of  estimated annual energy
use (total and per net floor area) in the five
hammams



3.3. Simulation study

Table 6 and Figure 14 summarize simulated space heating demand for 

the simulation scenarios summarized in Table 3. Figure 15 shows the

simulated annual heating loads of  the hammam spaces for both light 

and massive construction styles.
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Table 6. Simulated space
heating demand (kWh.m-2.a-1)
for BAB, SEN, and SAG
(scenarios S1 to S5 as per 
Table 3)

Figure 14. Calculated space
heating demand [kWh.m-2.a-1]
in BAB, SEN, and SAG for
simulation scenarios S1 to S5
(see Table 3).

Figure 15. Simulated heating
loads (in kWh.m-2.a-1) for
historical (high thermal mass)
and alternative (low thermal
mass) hammam constructions

Building

BAB

SEN

SAG

Scenario

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

CH

65

53

47

49

52

237

228

208

190

217

45

47

43

35

46

Space heating demand [kWh.m-2.a-1]

CR/WR

112

112

97

99

108

491

520

340

480

518

299

299

259

292

294

HR

292

338

314

291

337

640

679

455

641

673

338

363

189

352

356

Total

164

177

162

155

176

395

406

302

367

397

167

176

114

165

172



4. Discussion

4.1. Indoor environment

In hammams, indoor temperatures in the hot room and the warm room

do not vary as much as those in the changing room (see Figures 1 to 5).

Hot rooms in all observed hammams provide a fairly stable and appropria-

te temperature range throughout the year (50% of  the time between

33°C and 40°C). Changing rooms and – to a lesser degree – cold rooms,

however, display at times temperature ranges that would not be thermally

appropriate for lightly clothed users. Specifically, cold rooms in BAB,

AMH and SAG are not heated. Moreover, changing rooms are heated only

in SEN and – minimally – in BAB.

Psychometric charts (Figures 6 to 9) imply a relatively good match

between existing and desirable indoor conditions in BAB and SEN.

Thermal conditions in changing room SAF and SAG are, however,

problematic, especially during the winter period, when they remain

unheated. 

Gradual temperature progression (i.e., increasing ambient temperature

as one moves from changing room to hot room) in spaces of  hammams

has been regarded as an important feature of  the thermal environment in

these buildings. Consequentially, monitored data have been examined to

see if, and to which extent, such transition is evident. Clear evidence for

such transition could be found in the hammams BAB and SEN (see

Figures 10 and 11). In SAF (see Figure 12), a gradual transition can be

observed only within a rather narrow thermal range: the major tempera-

ture gradient exists between the changing room and the heated spaces. 

A real transitional pattern is de facto absent in SAG (see Figure 13), as no

noteworthy difference in temperature between the changing room and

the cold room can be observed (Mahdavi and Orehounig 2009).

4.2. Energy use

Estimated total energy use for water and space heating of  the 5 hammams

varies from about 170000 to 1120000 kWh.a-1. Even after taking the

respective net floor areas of  these buildings into account, the total thermal

energy use still shows a wide range from approximately 900 to 3400

kWh.m-2.a-1. This variance can be explained in part by the differences in

the external climate, maintained indoor conditions, and use intensity.

Taking the small sample of  five hammams and removing the extreme

values, average energy use estimates for water heating, space heating, and

electrical equipment in hammams can be derived as shown in Table 7.

These values are very high. Partial explanations pertain to extensive

(hot) water usage, partly inefficient hot water heating systems, and the

high indoor temperatures (particularly in the hot rooms). The estimated

mean water usage (per visitor) in hammams amounts to 250 liters. This

Table 7. Average energy use [kWh.m-2.a-1] 
for water and space heating and electrical
equipment in hammams.
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Energy use for

Water heating

Space heating

Water & space heating

Electrical equipment

[kWh.m-2.a-1]

2 000

600

2 600

30



results, given the large number of  visitors (approximately 65 visitors per

day per hammam), in a considerable rate of  water usage and the

correspondingly large energy use for water heating. Given the rather

moderate outdoor climatic conditions, the space heating demand appears

to be extremely high. This may be attributed, in part, to the functionally

necessary rather high maintained indoor temperatures of  approximately

27°C (averaged over all hammam spaces). While both water and space

heating demand estimates point to unsustainably large values, the water

heating usage clearly represents the more dominant contributor to a

hammams energy requirement. Our data suggests that the water heating

constitutes approximately three quarter of  a hammam’s total thermal

energy use. Reduction of  water usage and the respective energy conserva-

tion potential should be thus the primary target of  thermal retrofit

measures. 

4.3. Simulation study

As mentioned before, we used the calibrated simulation models of  three

hammams to estimate the potential of  thermal improvement measures

for space heating demand reduction. Table 6 and Figure 14 summarize

simulated space heating demand for the improvement scenarios summari-

zed in Table 3. They suggest that the provision of  required ventilation

rates (S2) would actually increase the space heating loads, albeit slightly.

Improvement of  the thermal insulation of  the roof  construction (S3) was

– as expected – more effective in the colder climates of  SEN and SAG

(approximately 27% and 31% load reduction respectively as compared to

S2, versus 9% for BAB). Thermal improvement of  the wall elements (S4)

does provide a modest level of  load reduction. However, it must be noted

that such improvements are in many instances rather unrealistic: in

historically protected buildings such as SEN, the installation of  external

insulation is not possible. Moreover, many hammams are located in dense

urban settings with partially shared external walls with adjacent buildings. 

The improvement of  the thermal properties of  the glazing (S5) did not

further reduce the heating loads in a noteworthy manner. This is mainly

due to the rather low percentage of  glazing in the overall building

envelope area (Orehounig and Mahdavi 2010, 2011).

Overall, the simulation studies suggest that the improvement of  the

thermal insulation of  the hammams’ roofs could result in a heating

demand reduction of  approximately 20%. Assuming a proportional

reduction in space heating energy use, this would save approximately 

120 kWh.m-2.a-1 in energy use for space heating in hammams. If, on the

other hand, the hammams’ water usage would be reduced in the order 

of  50%, the resulting water heating energy use saving would amount to

approximately 1000 kWh.m-2.a-1.
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Regarding the comparison of  light weight versus massive constructions,

the simulation results confirm the starting point assumption. Traditional

hammams with their considerable thermal mass and higher thermal

resistance of  their thick walls appear to have a lower heating load as

compared to configurationally comparable buildings with light-weight

constructions. 

5. Recommendations

The present contribution provided a summary of  monitoring results,

energy use data, and the use of  simulation models pertaining to the

thermal performance of  five traditional hammams. 

Hygro-thermal conditions in hammams vary considerably over time

and space. We established that hot rooms in all observed hammams

provide fairly stable and appropriate thermal conditions, whereas

changing rooms and cold rooms could be at times (particularly in the

winter period) thermally uncomfortable. An evidence for the existence of

a kind of  thermal progression (sequence) could be found in most – but not

all hammams.

1. Collected data regarding energy use suggests that the water heating

constitutes approximately three quarters of  a hammam’s total thermal

energy use. Reduction of  water usage, together with more efficient water

heating systems should be thus the primary target of  thermal retrofit

measures, given the considerable energy saving potential involved. 

2. Parametric simulation studies suggest that the space heating demand 

of   hammams could also be reduced via addition of  thermal insulation.

Better insulated roof  constructions, for instance, could reduce space

heating demand in the order of  20%.

3. The potential of  renewable (primarily solar) energy to cover – at least

partially – the hammams’ energy demands must be further explored in

the future. Despite challenges associated with the urban context and

complex (roof ) geometries of  most hammams, the potential contribution

of  renewable energy is considerable, specifically given the relative

abundance of  solar radiation in the Mediterranean countries. 
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Mohamed Bouzaiane

Chauffage du Hammam
Traditionnel en Tunisie

Avant d’aborder la question énergétique du hammam traditionnel en

Tunisie, il est nécessaire de commencer par sa morphologie  et son mode

constructif.

En effet, la consommation de l’énergie au hammam concerne le

chauffage de l’eau et le maintient des températures des différents espaces

qui le composent. 

Ainsi, l’énergie débitée à partir de la source située à la chaudière

(appelée fournak ou firnak selon les régions tunisiennes) va servir à

chauffer la cuve d’eau et compenser les déperditions à travers les murs et

les toitures qui composent l’enveloppe des bâtiments. Une bonne partie

va être emmagasinée aux épaisses parois intérieures et extérieures.

De ce fait il y a une harmonie à trouver entre la conception morpholo-

gique, les matériaux de construction utilisés, les techniques de chauffage

et les différentes ambiances aérauliques à prévoir en fonction de la nature

d’usage des différents espaces.

Décomposition spatiale et terminologies 

du hammam traditionnel en tunisie

La morphologie la plus rencontrée du hammam traditionnel en Tunisie

correspond à celui de Saheb Ettabaa dans le quartier du Halfaouine à

Tunis dont ci-joint le plan architectural. 

La traversée commence à partir de l’entrée dont les conditions de

température et d’humidité correspondent  à celles de l’environnement

immédiat du hammam. De ce fait il y a une harmonie à trouver entre la

conception morphologique, les matériaux de construction utilisés, les

techniques de chauffage et les différentes ambiances aérauliques à prévoir

en fonction de la nature d’usage des différents espaces.
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Ainsi, on distingue les chicanes (Skifas=Sk) qui sont au nombre de deux

ou plus. Le nombre de skifas est préféré, car,  il permet une douce

transition d’ambiances du chaud vers le froid. La dernière skifa s’ouvre sur

une grande salle de déshabillage-habillage appelée Mahres(Ma). 

Cette salle peut avoir une, deux ou plus de vestibules (Maksoura= 1 ou

2) de petites tailles réservées aux VIP. Ces espaces qu’ils soient mieux

décorés, ils sont la plus part du temps plus frais que le mahres réservé au

grand public. Le mahres et ses annexes se situent entre les espaces

extérieurs et les espaces chauds (Sh1, Sh2,…) et humides du hammam. Et

on y accède en traversant une porte  qui se referme automatiquement

grâce à un contrepoids et une poulie.

Les salles humides et chaudes peuvent être au nombre de trois ou plus

la multiplication et maitrise du gradient de température de ces salles offre

un plus de confort tout en évitant les chocs thermiques pouvant rendre

malade certains clients.

La dernière salle humide donne directement sur la salle chaude(Sch). De

plus petite taille que autres les autres, Cette salle est la principale

destination des baigneurs.

Elle doit sa chaleur 

• A la cloison de la cuves d’eau qui s’chauffe jusqu’à 60°C par les gaz

chauds provenant de la combustion du bois ou d’un autre carburant. La

température de l’eau est aux environs de 50°C–60°C (en fonction du

temps de chauffage voulu).

Les parois couvrant la cuve d’eau chaude constituent un radiateur

maçonné pouvant atteindre 4 m².

• A l’hypocauste traversant la salle chaude et la salle humide qui lui est

annexée. La température du revêtement est sentie aux pieds nus des

baigneurs et peut parfois dépasser 40°C,

Cet hypocauste est une sorte de tunnel construit en briques réfractaires

par lequel s’échappe la fumée de combustion à une température

dépassant 350°C. La température mesurée au hammam de Testour

(ancienne ville andalouse en Tunisie) des cendres d’une combustion en

cour était de 250°C. 

• A la petite rigole qui emmène l’eau chaude au bassin en dégageant de la

vapeur d’eau. Cette eau peut atteindre 60° et la surface du bassin quelques

mètres carrées.

De ce fait, la chaleur sentie par le baigneur lui arrive par convection grâce

à la vapeur chaude qui entour son corps et au rayonnement des différentes

surfaces qui ont une température supérieure à celle de sa peau.

La réelle sudation peut commencer à partir de 36°C et devient gênante

dans une ambiance saturée de vapeur d’eau Humidité Relative très proche
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de 100% à partir de 39°C (mesures faites par l’architecte Bouzaiane

Mohamed en 1999 dans le cadre d’un travail de dea à l’Ecole Nationale

d’Architecture et d’Urbanisme de Tunis). Le baigneur peut sentir sa peau

mouillée à une température inférieure grâce à la condensation de la

vapeur d’eau sur sa peau plus froide encore que celle de l’ambiance de la

salle où il se trouve. La sécrétion de la sueur  débarrasse le corps du

baigneur des toxines secrétées par les glandes Sudoripares.

Cette ambiance chaude et humide, est souvent difficile à supporter par

les non acclimatés surtout aux périodes des grands rituels religieux (fêtes

de l’Aïd, mariage, circoncision, …) et profanes ( entrées scolaires,

fréquentations à l’occasion des souks, …).

Ainsi, l’augmentation du nombre de baigneurs engendre un plus grand

besoin en eau chaude et donc plus d’énergie pour son chauffage. Or une

grande partie de cette énergie va chauffer par rayonnement toutes les

parties touchées par les gaz chauds.

Les carburants des anciens hammams traditionnels étaient constitués

des déchets du quartier et des divers ateliers des artisans. Le hammam

servait d’incinérateur et débarrassait les villes de plusieurs déchets. 

Ce rôle n’est plus tenu à Tunis à partir de la publication de l’arrêté de

Monsieur le maire de Tunis en 24/12/1993 et le fioul et le gaz naturel en

certains quartiers ont remplacé les déchets de bois qui dégageait des

fumées nuisibles aux riverains du hammam. 

Consommation de l’énergie au hammam traditionnel en Tunisie

La consommation d’énergie est très souvent liée au besoin d’eau chaude à

mettre à la disposition des baigneurs.

Or, l’eau froide utilisée vient des puits peu profonds et dont la tempéra-

ture est comprise entre 19°C et 21°C. Cette eau est ensuite portée à 50°

ou 60°C donc un écart compris entre 29°C et 41°C chauffée dans une

cuve de 1800 litres (le hammam consomme plus de deux cuves par jour).

L’eau utilisée pour le lavage généralement une température est comprise

entre 29°C et 34°C soit supérieure de 10°C à 15°C à celle extraite du puit.

La quantité utilisée pour le lavage des baigneurs est comprise entre 90

litres (un sceau peut contenir de 7 à 10 litres) et 150 litres pour les hommes

et entre 130 et 200 litres pour les femmes aux températures ci-dessus

mentionnées.

Ainsi, le calcul des besoins en eau chaude dépend du nombre des

baigneurs, de leurs sexe et âges ainsi que de leurs accoutumances aux

ambiances du hammam qu’ils fréquentent.

Il a été remarqué lors de la même enquête sur la fréquentation des

hammams en 1999 que les usagers ne préfèrent pas les hammams froids et

qu’ils peuvent supporter les températures globales (convection provenant

par l’air+rayonnement provenant par les parois).
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De ce fait plusieurs hammamgis rencontrent des difficultés à régler

leurs factures énergétiques et se trouvent dans des situations de vente ou

d’abandon de leurs établissements.

Solution Solaire:

Sur proposition de l’Agence Nationale pour la Maîtrise de l’Energie,

certains hammamgis ont émis leurs souhaits d’utiliser de l’énergie solaire

en vu de réduire leurs factures. Après de dures discussions l’anme a

accordé une subvention de 50% du cout de l’investissement dans le cadre

du programme national prosol et le reste sera réglé par crédit bancaire

négocié.

On n’assiste jusqu’à ce jour à aucune action réelle mise en application,

car les hammagis n’ont pas de fonds à avancer au départ et il n’y a de forte

volonté d’organiser et de faire des opérations pilotes pour tester des

solutions d’amélioration.

De plus la mise en place des capteurs prend de l’espace aux terrasses ils

ne doivent pas avoir de masques solaires réduisant l’apport solaire surtout

en hiver. Comme il a été signalé par M. Bouzaiane Mohamed l’expert

auditeur, que l’apport solaire contribue au chauffage de l’eau mais doit

être soutenu par une autre source d’énergie pour le maintient des

températures intérieurs.

D’où la nécessité d’étudier à la fois le besoin en eau chaude(la tempéra-

ture de l’eau à la sotie du capteur est supérieure à 40°C), et en salles

chaude en insistant sur les études au préalable de l’efficacité énergétique.

L’efficacité énergétique se base principalement sur la maîtrise des pertes

de l’énergie à travers les enveloppes et par ventilations.

Ce travail nécessite des diagnostics et des enquêtes sur les ambiances

cas par cas, car l’intervention des experts sera orientée vers la maîtrise de

l’énergie tout en améliorant le confort. Toutes les interventions sur le

terrain doivent être faites entre le mois de mai et la fin du mois d’aout qui

coïncide avec la période de chaumage des hammagis.

Un premier travail a été engagé bénévolement par l’expert Bouzaiane

Mohamed mais n’a pas pu être avancé pour des questions multiples qui

dépassent l’engagement volontaire de quelques personnes qui veulent

innover et avancer.

D’autres tentatives seront utiles à engager.
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Hygiène et Sécurité
dans les Hammams

Résumé

L’objectif  de cet article est de tenter de porter la réflexion sur les problèmes

liés à l’hygiène et la sécurité dans les hammams à travers la lecture d’

articles et études parues à ce sujet et aussi au moyen des expériences et des

acquis quotidiens de chaque membre de l’équipe ader Fès. Nous espérons

que ce travail contribuera à élargir et enrichir davantage l’effort consenti

par l’ensemble des participants au projet hammamed.

Les quarante sept (47) hammams recensés dans la médina de Fès, jouent

jusqu’à nos jours, un rôle principal dans la cité historique. Au-delà du

besoin d’hygiène spécifique auquel le hammam devra répondre, il incarne

aussi un phénomène à portées, historique, sociale, religieuse, culturelle,

économique et sanitaire. Une majeure partie de la population de la cité,

toutes couches confondues, fréquentent ou ont fréquenté le hammam.

Au niveau sanitaire, les cliniciens affirment que hormis des problèmes

sérieux de santé, la température relativement élevée, calme les raideurs et

fatigues musculaires, facilite le repos et le sommeil. La sécrétion de la

sueur et l’élimination des déchets, décrassent l’épiderme… 

Le hammam, à l’instar des équipements structurant de la médina,

représente un espace caractérisant le tissu urbanistique. Il a été principale-

ment associé à la présence de la mosquée.

Le hammam traditionnel est généralement constitué d’un vestibule

appelé »El-guelsa« (correspondant à l’ancien apodyterium romain), lequel

donne accès à »El Berrani« (première pièce à température ambiante:

frigidarium romain), la pièce du milieu est appelé »El-oustani« (la salle

tiède ou tépidarium) où l’on se livre aux mains du masseur et enfin la salle

chaude »Dekhlani« ou caldarium.



La lumière du jour est traditionnellement dispensée à travers des

»Quamariate«, ou des fonds de bouteilles incrustés dans les voûtes ou

coupoles. Cette structure est restée la même jusqu’à nos jours. La

restauration des Hammams de la Médina touche principalement

l’habillage des murs et du parterre, de carrelage ou de marbre, ainsi

qu’aux installations de distribution d’eau chaude et froide. Au lieu d’une

vasque d’eau (borma), attenant à la chambre de combustion (fernatchi),

où les baigneurs remplissent leurs seaux, les nouvelles constructions de

hammams à l’échelle de la ville de Fès et plus généralement du Maroc

optent pour l’installation d’un réseau en tuyauterie et des robinets d’eau

chaude et froide pour chaque vasque installé pour chaque baigneur.

Les portes et les bancs sont souvent en bois et le(s) bassin(s) construits

en maçonnerie. Dans les nouveaux hammams on opte plutôt pour des

portes en menuiserie aluminium qui est beaucoup plus légère et facile à

entretenir.

L'architecture des hammams varie selon les différentes époques de leur

construction, le positionnement géographique (à l’intérieur des tissus

historiques ou à l’extérieur), les dimensions, la géométrie du terrain et les

techniques de construction (modernes ou traditionnelles). Néanmoins, le

principe d’agencement des espaces reste pratiquement similaire.

La chaleur, la vapeur et l’action mécanique de frottement par les mains

gantées ou pas, sont les éléments clés autour desquels s’articule toute

l’activité, ces trois composantes, favorisent le gommage et le nettoyage en

profondeur de la peau. La dilatation des pores et les sueurs abondantes

facilitent cette action et procurent une sensation de propreté et de

»légèreté« inégalée.

Cependant, et afin de garantir une durabilité de cette activité, dans des

conditions et des exigences d’hygiène et de sécurité, nous nous sommes

posés un certain nombre de questions, auxquelles les éléments de

réponses semblent parfois difficiles à cerner avec facilité. 

Exhorter les détenteurs des hammams à se soucier des règles d'hygiène

et à respecter la réglementation à ce sujet restera certainement l’un des

soucis qui endigue le développement futur de cette activité et une réelle

difficulté pour les pouvoirs publics et les communes afin d’assurer un

niveau »acceptable« et »normal« d’hygiène aussi bien pour les employés

que pour les clients. En effet et face à la complexité de la mise à niveau des

hammams déjà en activité, du suivi des recommandations et l’application

des décisions, se suffira-t-on aux arsenaux administratifs et juridiques à

même de contraindre les gérants et employés des hammams à se

soumettre au contrôle d'hygiène et de sécurité, avec toutes les difficultés

de la mise en œuvre de telles procédures? 

Il n’est pas inutile de rappeler l’importance du hammam pour les

masses populaires, pour lesquelles cet équipement représente la solution
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d’hygiène et de purification par excellence. En effet, plus d’une centaine

de milliers d’emplois directs et autant indirects sont dénombrés dans ce

secteur, ces chiffres informent sur l’importance de cette activité au Maroc.

Plus de cinq mille hammams sont répartis sur l’ensemble du territoire

national, nécessitant plus d’un million de tonnes de bois, selon une étude

menée par le Centre de développement des énergies renouvelables (cder).

Une »police des hammams«, relevant des communes, serait-elle la

solution appropriée pour imposer le respect des impératifs de l’hygiène et

de sécurité, ou devra-t-on se limiter simplement à des actions de sensibili-

sation dont les résultats seraient quasi incertains?

Il est clair que pour des raisons essentiellement pécuniaires, les

détenteurs des hammams s’opposeraient à l’application de certaines

mesures de contrôle et de respect des normes et précautions, jugées

souvent à tort, onéreuses ou contraignantes.

Une classification des hammams, à l’instar des hôtels, apportera-t-elle

une réponse partielle à ce problème?

Quelle est le nombre des hammams  autorisés à ouvrir leurs portes aux

clients et qui sont en situation de non-conformité aux normes prescrites

par les lois en vigueur?

Quelles sont les villes dotées d’arrêtés communaux qui obligent  les

hammams à se soumettre à l'inspection des services d’hygiène des

communes?

Autant d’aspects représentant une nocuité avérée pour les usagers des

hammams et pour son environnement.

Le contrôle préalable des plans et la délivrance de permis de construire

et de permis d’exploitation sont elles suffisantes pour décliner les risques

liés à l’hygiène et la sécurité? Les transformations ultérieures à l’ouvertu-

re, ne bafouent-elles pas les règles d’hygiène par des transformations

parfois non conformes aux normes ? …etc.

La problématique de l’hygiène au niveau des hammams en activité peut

être appréhendée sur le plan technique comme suit :

1. L’état du réseau d’assainissement,

2. La qualité de l’eau,

3. L’état des sols, des murs et des plafonds,

4. L’état de la chaufferie et de la tuyauterie,

5. L’aération des locaux,

6. L’état de l’éclairage,

7. Le dépôt de stockage du bois ou de la sciure. 

8. Le ramonage de la cheminée,

9. La qualité d’hygiène des bancs, sandales, des sceaux des serviettes 

et des produits d’hygiène mis à la disposition des clients,

10. L’état sanitaire des employés, notamment les masseurs, 
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1. Le réseau d’assainissement mal conçu et/ou peu entretenu pourrait

devenir un foyer par excellence des microbes, des blattes, rats et autres

insectes nuisibles à la santé, en plus des risques de dégagement des

émanations et odeurs nauséabondes.

2. Plusieurs hammams disposent d’un puits dont la qualité de l’eau n’est

souvent, ni contrôlée, ni suivi. L’eau provenant du puits, probablement

souillée, est rajoutée à l’eau provenant des régies d'eau et d'électricité.

Cette situation mérite l’élaboration de stratégie à base d’une réflexion

approfondie et une approche concertée, pour trouver des solutions et des

mesures incitatives à même de dissuader les détenteurs des hammams à

exploiter les eaux des puits sans pour autant porter de préjudice au

fonctionnement des hammams, qui connaissent actuellement des

difficultés économiques liées à la cherté de l’eau, de l’électricité et du bois.  

3. Les prélèvements réguliers de moisissure se trouvant sur les sols, les

parois des murs et plafonds, les bassins et toilettes sont à effectuer et à

envoyer au laboratoire pour analyse. Le non respect des normes sanitaires

en parasitologie et mycologie est considéré comme un aspect sérieux de la

problématique d’hygiène au hammam. Un hammam mal entretenu

pourrait devenir un vecteur de transmission des maladies. 

A ce titre, une étude épidémiologique faite  par des experts marocains à

Marrakech pour évaluer les risques professionnels liés à un échantillon de

hammams a conclu à ce qui suit:

Au niveau mycologique, les champignons pathogènes pour les humains

étaient présents dans les échantillons prélevés au sol. L’analyse bactériolo-

gique de l'eau de puits fournissant l’eau aux hammams et l’eau résiduelle

recueillie dans divers espaces internes a montré que les bactéries pathogè-

nes multi résistantes aux antibiotiques étaient présentes. L’enquête

médicale a identifié des maladies qui affectent différents membres du

personnel, principalement de nature infectieuse. 

Les problèmes les plus fréquemment observés étaient:

Les problèmes musculaires ou squelettiques liés à la posture, dermatolo-

giques, neurologiques, oculaire, respiratoires, l’oreille / nez / la gorge,

digestives, par voie orale, gynécologiques et urinaire. Souvent, les

travailleurs individuels souffrent de plusieurs maux associées aux

conditions de travail, il est évidemment important de mettre en œuvre

une surveillance médicale particulière des travailleurs dans les bains

maures, pour améliorer l’hygiène et les conditions de travail et d’assurer

l’éducation de santé et de la formation des personnes concernées.

4. La tuyauterie et la chaufferie représente le lot technique devant

respecter les normes et documents techniques unifiées (dtu).
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5. Une bonne aération/ventilation est très importante pour bien respirer

et ne pas avoir un brouillard permanent en suspension dans l’air. De plus,

le volume doit être séché dans son intégralité après fermeture du

hammam.

Il est recommandé de prévoir un espace de 1 à 2 cm sous les portes, et

de mettre en place des gaines de ventilation en partie haute du hammam

pour permettre à l’air de circuler et/ou des d’installations d’extraction

d’air mécanique (vmc) de 18m3/h par occupant, via une un ventilateur

d’extraction spécial installé dans le local technique.

Il est important que la brume extraite du hammam soit toujours

refoulée vers l’extérieur et que la condensation éventuelle de la gaine d’air

extrait soit évacuée via une conduite.

6. L’éclairage est assuré par des percées au niveau des plafonds et par le

réseau électrique interne (les lampes électriques ont supplanté les

techniques traditionnelles d’éclairage). L’éclairage insuffisant, pourrait

poser des problèmes de détection des saletés.

7. Quelle est l’importance de l’usage de la sciure, au lieu du bois, pour le

réchauffement de l'eau ou même parfois des pneus dégageant des

émanations provoquant une sorte d'asphyxie chez les baigneurs et à

l’entourage des Hammams ? Pour chaque entité urbaine, des études et

enquêtes sur le terrain sont recommandées pour identifier les comporte-

ments et les risques à ce sujet.

8. Le ramonage de la cheminée: Afin de garantir une bonne évacuation

des fumées et une meilleur combustion les conduits utilisés doivent être

préservés en bon état de fonctionnement et ramonés périodiquement, ces

opérations de ramonage doivent être assurées par un maître ramoneur: il

serait judicieux d’exiger par le biais de la réglementation la présentation

d’un certificat de ramonage attestant de la vacuité du conduit sur toute sa

longueur.

9. La qualité d’hygiène des bancs, sandales, sceaux, serviettes et produits

d’hygiène mis à la disposition des clients. Ces objets sont parfois utilisés la

même séance par plusieurs individus, exposant la santé d’autrui au risque

d’attraper des maladies contagieuses. L’usage individuel des sandales et

des sceaux pendant la séance en attendant leur nettoyage et désinfection

pour la séance suivante serait d’un grand impact hygiénique sur la santé

de l’usager.

10. L’état sanitaire des employés, notamment les masseurs, devrait

constituer un souci majeur pour la bonne marche de cette activité en vue
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d’épargner à cette catégorie d’éventuels problèmes de santé, et de

préserver aussi celle des usagers des hammams.

Un programme de formation continue dans le temps au profit des

employés en matière d’hygiène, contribuera à améliorer la qualité et la

vigilance vis à vis de cette problématique.

Sur le plan technique, il serait d’une importance primordiale de mettre

à la disposition des professionnels du bâtiment, un guide concernant les

revêtements des sols antidérapants, enduits et peintures des murs des

hammams, ne favorisant pas la rétention des germes et saleté et facilitant

le repérage des malpropretés.

Dans le cas où le hammam est en situation de non conformité avec les

règles d'hygiène, la commune devra envoyer une injonction écrite au(x)

gérant(s) dans laquelle un délai devrait être fixé pour parer aux remarques

émises. Dans le cas où le refus d’obtempérer est dûment constaté, la

fermeture du hammam devrait avoir lieu, ces mesures sont à même

d’instaurer un climat de confiance entre utilisateurs et détenteurs de

hammams.

Aujourd’hui, la préservation de l’activité du hammam passe inélucta-

blement par une stratégie visant l’amélioration de la qualité d’hygiène

devenue une exigence aussi bien des usagers, des employés que des

pouvoirs publics. Si le hammam a disparu totalement dans certains pays

de la méditerranée, avec le développement des salles de bains privées, la

pratique demeure encore d’actualité au Maroc et doit faire l’objet

d’études et de réflexions continuelles.

Cependant de nombreux hammams, malheureusement, sont problé-

matiques du point de vue de la question de l’hygiène. C’est pourquoi nous

concluons cet article sous forme de recommandations issues des éléments

de notre diagnostic.

Recommandations

– Entretien régulier du réseau d’assainissement

– Amélioration de l’accessibilité à l’eau courante grâce à des prix incitatifs 

et contrôle régulier de la qualité de l’eau du puits si cette source

d’approvisionnement est maintenue.

– Création d’un service de santé  dédié aux hammams publics dans les 

bureaux municipaux d’hygiène et de santé.

– Mettre en place un système d’éclairage suffisant pour permettre la 

surveillance et le maintien des travaux d’hygiène.

– Mise en place d’un revêtement adéquat permettant la détection 

des saletés et leur nettoyage.

– Mise en place d’un système de ventilation performant du hammam 

après usage quotidien pour combattre les méfaits de l’humidité

permanente.
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– Le choix du matériau de combustion (bois, sciure, fuel…) devra être 

soucieux des qualités de l’environnement.

– Assurer un ramonage régulier des cheminées et conduits.

– S’agissant des ustensiles et du mobilier des hammams (seaux, sandales, 

serviettes, bancs…) il est recommandé un usage individualisé ou dans 

le cas contraire, un nettoyage et une désinfection rigoureuse.

– Suivi régulier des la santé du personnel travaillant dans les hammams.

– Instituer des règles du bon usage du hammam par les clients au niveau 

du comportement et des maladies contagieuses.
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Sarab Atassi

Hammam Water and Hygiene
A Glance on Ancient Texts

About this chapter

As the hammam is a living historical institution, some texts from ancient

times will be interesting for managers, dwellers and clients in order to see

how the hammam and its perception has changed over time, yet maintai-

ning its general features and its place in the Mediterranean medina.

It may also give insight into the religious and cultural background –

even if  some of  these remarks seem obsolete, the knowledge of  the

changes is helpful in order to understand today's situation. It also shows

that the hammam and its usage is not a fixed thing: it will vary from

country to country, city to city, century to century.

A hammam manager could even place some of  these sentences on the

walls of  the changing room, in order to attract readers and educate clients

and staff  with original texts…

Even the famous Ma'alim al Qurba, written in the 14th century, has

dedicated one chapter to good rules in a hammam.

Here we are referring to the Arabic manuscript :

"MA'ALIM AL-QURBA FI AHKAM AL-HISBA" 

OF DIYA' AL-DlN MUHAMMAD KNOWN AS IBN AL-UKHUWWA,

EDITED, BY REUBEN LEVY, And PRINTED BY THE CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY PRESS AND PUBLISHED BY MESSRS LUZAC & CO /

1938 in "K. J. W. GIBB MEMORIAL" SERIES. 

This text was written as a guide for the Muhtasib, the official responsible

in medieval and later Islam for the enforcement of  the law in the

performance of  his duties. It provides a summary of  the positive and

negative injunctions contained in the standard codes of  the shari'a



together with regulations for the safeguarding of  public morality, for

assuring the purity of  the faith and for protecting its adherents against

trickery, charlatanry, fraud and extortion. 

The work contains copious extracts from earlier writers on the subject,

but it possesses sufficient original material to provide, directly or

indirectly, a lively picture of  a Muslim town in the middle ages, with its

workshops and markets, mosques and public baths, guilds and officials,

and all the other crowded components of  existence at such a time and

place. The translation we present was made by R. Levy in Cambridge,

1937.

When he began the transcription, only two manuscripts of  the text

were known to exist, the one at the Bodleian Library and the other at the

British Museum. 

The author reports that he made a visit to Cairo which "disclosed that

the 'Bibliotheque Egyptienne' possessed one very good complete copy

and part of  another, while the Arab Museum had still a third". Below the

chapter that relates to the hammam.

CHAPTER XLII 

(190) Hammams and their attendants: their advantages 

Sages have said that the best hammam is one which has an ancient

structure, wide air-space and sweet water. The physical effect of  the

hammam is to warm1 by its air and moisten by the water. The first

chamber cools and moistens, the second heats and relaxes, the third heats

and dries. 

Hammams have their value and their danger. Their value is that they

clear the organs of  smell, evacuate superfluities, dissolve vapours, bind

when the body is relaxed by dysentery, clean away impurities and sweat,

remove irritation, itch and fatigue, freshen the body, improve digestion,

absorb fluxes and rheums and prevent quotidian, hectic and quartan

fevers2 after their temperament has matured. 

The danger is that they relax the body, enfeeble the natural heat when

too long a stay is made in them, blunt the appetite for food and enfeeble

the carnal powers. The worst harm done is when hot water is poured on

to enfeebled limbs. That is done when the bather is fasting and it causes

violent desiccation or else emaciation and weakness. 

The baths should be used near to the time of  fullness after a meal but

after the first digestion. That moistens the body, fattens it and beautifies

the flesh. 

Pictures about the doors of  the hammam or inside are forbidden by the

law. They must be removed. (191) Conversation in the hammam is dis-

approved and the Qur'an should not be read except to oneself; entering

the baths at nightfall or near to sunset is also disapproved, for that is the
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time when demons are abroad.3

It is said that hot water in winter is a luxury about which men will be

questioned [at the Day of  Reckoning]. Ibn 'Umar said that the hammam is

a luxury which was produced as an innovation. The Companions of  the

Prophet entered hammams in Syria. No excess of  water should be used. 

No woman should go to the hammam except after child-birth or being

ill; for when compelled to go she should wear a cloak reaching to the

ground. 1 NR declares that hammams (public hot baths) do not strictly

come under the supervision of  the muhtasib but that there is general

advantage to be obtained from information about them. 

Notes:
Cf. Mafdtlh ?? al-Olum t ed. Van Vloten, p. 165; Browne, Translation of  the 
Chahdr Maqdla,?? pp. 142-4.
I, Sarab, was not able to read these Arabic words …. 

3 Cf. Lane, Modern Egyptians, ch. xiv (Everyman edition, p. 344). 
4 But see ibid. p. 343. It is inconsistent also with what follows. 

(52) HAMMAMS 

The hammam must be kept clean with pure fresh water ; the stone floor

must be scrubbed with some rough material to prevent adhesion of  lote-

leaves 1 and marsh-mallow 2 on which it is possible to slip. The [?] daily-

supply tank 3 should be cleansed each day of  the impurities that gather

from the water-channels ; also the slime which settles at the bottom must

be removed each month, otherwise the water will be corrupted in taste

and smell. 

Pipes must not be stopped with combings but with clean rags or palm-

fibre. (192) Twice a day male frankincense, mastic4 or laudanum5 should

be used for fumigation. 

Shoemakers and felt-makers must not be allowed to wash any felt or

leather in the baths, for persons are injured by the smell. No person

suffering from elephantiasis or leprosy must be admitted. 

The bath-owner must have a number of  robes to hire out, wide enough

to cover the part between the navel and the knee. He must give orders that

the hammam shall be opened early because people need it to perform

their ablutions before prayers. The attendant must keep the 

belongings of  the customers safe and he must pay compensation thus the

truest view if  anything is lost. 

A large [porous] water-jar must be kept in the hammam and marked

"Sweet water" or "For the public to drink", particularly in the hot weather.

Also the bath-man should have lote-leaves and rubbing-stones, for persons

have need of  these and are unable to go outside the baths. 

If  he were to appoint a lote-seller to be always at the hammam-door to
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sell necessities for the bath, that would be a benefit. 

The man on duty shall use good steel razors so that people may have

enjoyment of  them. The barber should be light [of  touch], nimble and

understanding in the art of  shaving and his razor should be sharp. He

should not stand facing (193) the head and the parts where the hair 

grows, nor should he eat what corrupts the breath, such as onions, garlic

or leeks on the day when it is his turn of  duty, so that people may not be

offended by the smell of  him when he is shaving. He may not cut a boy's

hair without his guardian's permission nor a slave's without the master's

permission; and he shall not shave the cheek of  a catamite nor the chin of

a hermaphrodite. 

It is the duty of  the muhtasib to inspect the hammams frequently and

to pay heed to what we here set forth. If  he sees anyone leaving his

nakedness uncovered he must punish him.

(….)

Another reprehensible practice is that of  the bath-attendants who un-

cover the thigh and what is below the navel. Another is that of  inserting

the hand under the loin: it is against the law to touch the privy parts of

others.

Recommendations

In the context of  rehabilitation and modernisation of  hammams these

texts serve as examples for the broad discussion in the HISBA and other

places and moral, medical and hygienic aspects of  the hammam. At the

same time they represent respect for the traditional texts and the need to

give the hammam a new place in the contemporary Mediterranean socio-

political changes.

Notes:
1 Used instead of  soap (cf. Lane, op. cit. p. 518). 
2 A preparation of  it is used for washing the head. 
3 (?) That containing the daily allotment of  water. Cf. Dozy, s.v. AJJJ, and 
Lane, op. cit. pp. 343 f. 
4 Cf. Lane, op. cit. p. 152. 
5 Mentioned by Dioscorides as a fumigant; cf. Ibn Baytar, iv, 90. 

(The notes could be condensed …., Sarab)

Source: 

http://www.archive.org/stream/maalimalqurba029676mbp/maalimal-

qurba029676mbp_djvu.txt
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1 Youssef  El Sebaei. El Saqqa Mat. (An Arabic Novel
first Published in 1952) Republished by University 
Graduates Publishing Committee, Cairo, 1987. 

2 Radwa Ashour. Granada. (A Modern Arabic Novel).
Translated by William Granara, The American Univer-
sity in Cairo Press, 2008. (ISBN 977 416 230) 

3 Amina Maalof. Lyon the African. (A French novel
translated into Arabic) Translated by D. Afif  Damas-
cene. ANEP – Dar Al-Farabi, Damascus, 2006.
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Hammams a Source 
of  Inspiration for Novels

Many novels have used the hammam as a theater for their happenings. In

most of  them, hammam transcended its physical role into a metaphoric

and symbolic mantel. In this article, three novels has been taken as an

example for such practice.

In the first novel »The Death of  the Water Carrier« by Youssef  El

Sebaei,1 although the hammam stays in the background of  the novel

progression, it plays a central pivotal role as a place for revelation, rebirth

and escalation. Below, you will find a critical analysis of  the hammam and

its surrounding in this very special novel that came just one year before

the 1952 Revolution, which aggressively tried to modernise Egypt.

In spite that in the second novel »The Greanada Tripplette« by Radwa

Ashour,2 the hammam comes twice to the center. First scene: showing

men in their hammam privacy discussing politics and taking decisions of

resistance in Granada before the mass Muslim immigration from

Andalusia. The second scene is rather festive as it depicts the traditional

Henna day, eve of  Wedding, when the bride goes with her female family

members and friends to be prepared before her wedding day. The author

shows us later that the hammam was among the first practices to be

banned by the Spanish authority as a way of  breaking the Islamic culture

in Andalusia.

The third novel »Lyon the African« by Amin Maalouf,3 devotes a whole

chapter for the hammam in Fez, where Hassan the principal figure in the

novel immigrated with his family from Granada. »I, Hasan the son of

Muhammad the weigh-master, I, Jean- �Leon de Medici, circumcised at the

hand of  a barber and baptized at the hand of  a pope, I am now called the

African, but I am not from Africa, nor from Europe, nor from Arabia.

I am also called the Granadan, the Fassi, the Zayyati, but I come from



no country, from no city, no tribe. I am the son of  the road, my country 

is the caravan, my life the most unexpected of  voyages.« 

Thus wrote Lyon the African, in his fortieth year, in this imaginary

autobiography of  the famous geographer, adventurer, and scholar Hasan

al-Wazzan, who was born in Granada in 1488.

His family fled the Inquisition and took him to the city of  Fez, in North

Africa. Hasan became an itinerant merchant, and made many journeys to

the East, journeys rich in adventure and observation. He was captured by

a Sicilian pirate and taken back to Rome as a gift to Pope Leo X, who

baptized him Johannes Leo. While in Rome, he wrote the first trilingual

dictionary (Latin, Arabic and Hebrew), as well as his celebrated

Description of  Africa, for which he is still remembered as Leo Africanus. 

In this novel by Maalouf, a true essence of  the Mediterranean, North- ‐

South- ‐ East- ‐West, reveals unity in spite of  superficial differences. The

hammam a fragment for such unity yet diverse. At the end, a particular

critical essay on Sebaei’s novel, »al Saqqa Mat«, finds its way below. I found

that hammam in this novel takes a pivotal situation, not only as a theater

for a scene, but also as a metaphoric symbolic idiom.

The Death of  the Water Carrier, a novel by Youssef  El Sebaei, 1952,

republished in by University Graduates Publishing Committee, Cairo:

1987. Pictured in a movie directed by Salah Abu Seif  in 1976.

Novel Abstract

Water in the city takes a central part in the novel, so is life and death. The

story portrays part of  the life of  Shousha, a water carrier. It was an

important profession for the life of  the medieval city before municipality

water piping network reached every house. A water carrier, as the novel

portrays, should be clean, healthy, honest and above all chaste. That is

how was Shousha personality and life. His wife, after a romantic and

sincere love, died while giving birth to his only son, Sayyed. His mother in

law, blinded after the death of  her daughter, maintained living with him

taking care of  her grandson and the household. Shousha was the

providing for the small family from his minuscule income transporting

water from the public water tab sabil to private houses.

In the novel, hammam took a metaphoric dimension, both in the story

progression, and in divulging the edifice nature. It also was sited in a core

scene as a place for self  revealing, admission, hence psychosomatic

healing.

Novel Progression

Although the story time was in 1921, the First Chapter starts by describing

the city, the area and the street darb, where the novel episode took place,

darb al Sammakin (Fishermen St.) in 1951, 30 years after the time of  the
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story and just one year before the Egyptian revolution. Darb al Sammakin

is not different than any other darb in Cairo in sharing common physical

and social characteristics in its poor and deteriorating conditions.

However, the playwright states that in spite of  its familiarity, it also has its

special features and landmarks that distinguish it from the rest. First of

these, the water tab sabil, second »a deliberated fence that hides a pile of

debris; dust, garbage, and old containers. In a corner of  the pile assembled

few special blackened copper tins for cooking beans, foule meddames…« 

Sebaei explains: »This is Mustawkad al Hussaineyah, the Hussaineyah

furnace, where hammam al Hussaynia gives its back to darb al Sammakin,

while its entrance is erected on Sharie al Hussaineyah, Hussaineyah St.« 

Then he continues describing the other urban components of  the darb

until he comes to an old house, »superlative building, robust structure, has

a huge iron fortified door that is slightly opened to a high ceiling, narrow

entrance hall…. However the house was abandoned, neglected and

turned into a storage for old books!« This is how the theatre for our play

looks like in 1951; deliberated, abandoned, grubby, and smudged. Just few

faint traces here and there remind of  prosperous and glamorous old days.

Suddenly, Sebaei intentionally loses the time between past, and present. 

One thing, change did not reach, which stayed as it is since thirty years.

That is the »boy« with the »flourishing tree«. But who is the »boy« and who

is the »flourishing tree«? The boy is Sayed, who lost his mother by death

while giving birth to him, son of  the waterman, who has taken his fathers’

footsteps. While the flourishing tree is Tamr Hennah cultivated by the

mother. It was kept alive only because Sayed regularly watered it. His

father taught him and urged him to continue doing so. Here, the essence

or moral of  the story is revealed from the first chapter, 11th page. But we

only realize the wisdom at the end of  the story. It is a story about life and

death, water and life, childhood and hope, and resurrection. Tools of  the

moral are traditional life projected on the darb with its physical environ-

ment and people. The hammam, although appears in the novel only

twice, presents the strongest metaphor to the moral of  the story.

In present time, time of  writing the novel (1951) we only see the back of

the hammam, which contains the trade of  bean baking. The back also is

the part where all the garbage of  the community comes to. The back has

the furnace, connected with the fumes and pollution (solid and gas). A

whole picture has been drawn to a dirty, gritty, deliberated kind of

atmosphere with no people or health emotions connotations. In the past

time, time of  the story happenings (1921) we enter the hammam from the

front door, where the beauty and special soft moist vaporous atmosphere

is drawn as a contrast to the coarse bright and sharp outside environment.

The waterman Shousha has taken his son Sayed in showing recognition

for the first signs of  maturity. Shall we suppose that he was trying to

B    
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enhance growth of  his son? He is accompanying him to the hammam as 

a man to man. They even shared tea after bathing while Shousha was

revealing his love story with the dead mother to their son. This moment 

in the hammam is not like any other moment. It is the time of  revelation,

time for healing and lightening, time to take ones burdens down, time to

grow, to transcend, time for rebirth.
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Khadija Kadiri

Quelques produits dont 
on se sert dans le hammam

1. Le ghassoul 

Le ghassoul est une pierre en argile grise, que nous marocains, utilisons

comme shampoing pour les cheveux et adoucisseur pour la peau. Mais,

cette roche, avant d’être utilisée comme telle, doit subir une préparation

particulière, avec des plantes médicinales spécifiques qui sont 

– la fleur de lavande

– les pétales de rose

– la fleur de la camomille

– la mousse 

– le mélilot

Toutes ces plantes séparées de leurs tiges, sont nettoyées, séchées et

moulues. Les tiges sont bouillées et le liquide obtenu servira à la prépara-

tion du ghassoul.

Mode de préparation: Prendre les morceaux d’argile, le concasser et les

sécher au four (au Maroc c’est au soleil qu’on fait sécher l’argile). Une fois

séchée les morceaux d’argile sont mis dans un récipient puis mouillée par

la fusion à base des tiges de plantes, et laisser reposer jusqu’à obtenir une

pâte molle, ajouter la poudre des plantes sus mentionnées, pétrir

l’ensemble puis passer le tout dans le passoir pour obtenir une pâte lisse,

qu’on étale sur une surface plastifiée afin de la faire sécher. On obtient des

morceaux de ghassoul préparé qu’on utilise au besoin.

Mode d’utilisation:

– Ghassoul shampoing

Le ghassoul est utilisé comme shampoing surtout pour les cheveux gras 

– Ghassoul pour le corps
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Le ghassoul est peut être utilisé comme adoucisseur pour le corps. 

Après le gommage, le corps est enduit par le ghassoul qui donne à ce

dernier une douceur parfumée sans égal;

2. le savon noir

La majorité écrasante des marocaines utilise le savon  noir comme produit

pour le gommage

Utilisation: Une fois à l’intérieur du bain, et après s’être installée dans la

salle qui lui convient, la chaude ou la moyenne, avoir choisi sa »Kessala«

préférée, qui a déjà préparé la place, rempli les sceaux d’eau chaude à la

température voulue, la cliente est alors prête à la séance du gommage.

On commence par mouiller le corps, puis l’enduire du savon noir, et

après un léger massage le corps est rincé pour éliminer toute trace du

savon et le gommage commence. Toutes les parties du corps sont

soigneusement traitée

Vient alors le tour du gant de gommage qui va permettre d’enlever

toutes les peaux mortes éliminant ainsi toutes sortes de saleté. Une fois le

gommage terminé, vient le tour du rinçage.

3. le gant de gommage ou »mhakka«

Une fois le gommage terminé, ce gant moderne a remplacé la »mhakka«.

La »mhakka« est fabriquée à partir d’un morceau de liège, de forme ronde

qu’on peut tenir dans la main, brodée en points de jour avec du fils de laine

de tissage. Ce qui lui permet un gommage sûr et très efficace.

4. Le henné 

Le henné, plante très appréciée par les marocaines, est utilisée aussi bien

pour les cheveux (soins et colorant) pour le corps comme (adoucissant),

pour le tatouage et bien d’autres utilisations. Les feuilles du henné

séchées, moulues sont mise à la disposition du client.

Préparation du henné: pour le hammam la poudre du henné est diluée

jusqu’à obtention d’une pâte très fluide avec laquelle on enduit le corps,

après 10 à 15 minutes, le corps est rincé abondamment. On peut pratiquer

cette opération avant ou après le gommage.
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1. Knowing by doing 

On the 10th of  October 2010, 13 girls and 13 boys from the Syrian scouts,

aged 7–16 years old, had experienced taking a bath in tradtional public

baths (hammam) in the city of  Damascus. It was an initiative of  the Syrian

team of  the hammamed Project and the Kibab family; owners and

managers of  several hammams in Damascus.

The girls’ group went to hammam Ammuna in a historical extra-muros

neighbourhood, called Uqayba. The boys’ group went to hammam al-

Malek al-Zaher in the Old City near the Umayyad Mosque.

The simple questionnaire that the girls and boys filled out shows that: 

– It was the first hammam experience for all the girls

– All the girls want to come again (if  they can.)

Their comments on the experience:

– It is fun (for most)

– They all learned about new way of  bathing

– They now know more about health benefits of  using the hammam, 

especially for women who have pains in their stomachs. 

– They admired the beauty of  the space

As for boys, the questionnaire’s results were:

– Nine boys It was the first hammam experience for nine of  the boys 

– All the boys want to come again

Their comments:

– It is fun (for most). Their most wonderful trip ever.

– Taking a bath in a hammam, in the morning, is wonderful

– They now know now that the hammam has several parts or rooms

– They admire the beautiful space and decoration

Roula Aboukhater

Playing as an Innovative Tool 
for Raising Awareness about 
Cultural Heritage
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2. Knowing by playing

The feedback of  that activity shows that most children, the future

generation, have no information about the tangible and intangible value

of  the hammam. We have noticed that they have great curiosity to know

about the place, the architecture, the traditional procedure of  bathing and

the tools used; bowls, silk towels, etc…

Accordingly, our task was to find a tool that attracts the attention of

children to get in contact with this cultural heritage and encouraged them

to visit and use it, as well as to make the information available for a large

number of  children.

First the team thought of  publishing a book with different activities

about the hammam (crosswords, missing word, drawing, quiz,…), then

there was a suggestion to make a 3D book, to show the architecture and

the spaces through a short story. Finally it was decided to create a game to

introduce information about the hammam through the playing of  a game.

And thus the game, Hammam al Hana was created by Roula Aboukhater,

tested and evaluated with children and the team before launching the

production of  about 2000 boxes that were distributed to many children 

in Damascus and in Fez through the public activities of  the project.  

3. The game: Hammam al-hana 

It is an entertaining and educational game that introduces to the players

the principal sections of  a traditional public bath (hammam) through
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passing the different stages of  taking a bath.

The game is played on a solid board on which is drawn the plan of  a

traditional hammam. The plan shows the three rooms: cold, warm and

hot (barrani, westani and jouwani, as an example of  the Damascene

hammam). In order to win the game a player has to finish all the stages of

bathing before the other player, by using the right »Tools« at the right time

or step. Some interesting surprises may occur while choosing a card from

the »Chance« group of  cards.  

Step by step movement of  the player from one point to another

corresponds with the steps of  the bathing procedure. The dice is used to

get a card: either from (Tools) cards to get the right tool, bowl, towel,

soap, etc…  or from (Chance) cards to introduce some codes of  behaviour

or hygienic actions.

4. Objectives of  the game

– Know about the architecture of  the Damascene hammam: three main 

parts (Barrani, Westani and Jowani), through:

– The plan of  a hammam (hammam Ammuna in Damascus) is the basic 

board of  the game

– Photos of  spaces, objects and photos of  the domes with apertures 

(qamariyyat) were present on the board and the box

– Know about the procedure of  bathing and the work of  the staff  

– The steps of  the game correspond with the steps of  taking a bath that 

are explained with details in the rules of  the game

– Know about tools to be used in each step

– Cards shows a picture of  the tools to be used in each step

– Know about codes of  behaviour inside the hammam 

– Chance cards reward the palyer for good behaviour or punish him/her 

if  he/she does not respect the codes

– Know about environmental and hygienic codes

– Chance cards, that encourage good actions 

– Indirect tool for teaching languages

– The (Tools) and (Chance) Cards as well as (Rules of  the game) 

are written in 3 Languages: Arabic, French and English.

Finally, the game: Hammam al Hana, seems to be a good and innovative

tool that has been tested with many children. The major focus of  the

hammamed Project is about raising awareness and one of  the most

important target groups are children, because it will become their role to

preserve their cultural heritage and take it into the future. Games such as

Hammam al Hana are are one of  the best and most interesting ways to

project this knowlege and awareness into the future.
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Chapter 5
The Hammam and
its Management



About this chapter

This chapter is about issues relating to the management of  a hammam.

The Business Plan that it proposes will serve as a tool for »hammamjis« –

for people who are interested by the management of  a hammam,

especially a cultural heritage hammam. It is a short presentation of  the main

questions that are raised by the management. It shows how a hammam

manager can build a Business Plan (bp) or a Business Model (bm).

This chapter will also be useful for students of  architecture and for

specialists in cultural heritage, as it is a highly innovative approach to this

topic and not yet discussed in universities and schools. This chapter has a

more general issue: beyond the character of  a cultural heritage issue, this

chapter develops a tool – in a simple way – about the main issues raised by

the management of  a hammam and gives insight into the questions

needed for the solid management of  a hammam. 

A Business Model (bm) is a framework about the purpose, the concept

and hypothesis chosen for the management. A Business Plan (bp) is the

practical tool in a financial term of  the bm. The use of  both tools is

common in modern activities (and often a precondition to mobilize a

bank credit). So far, this tool is not used by the traditional managers who

are often illiterate; we hope that the tool can be useful in order to give the

hammam manager a solid basis for the economic aspects of  his activity.

It is also a contribution to a contemporary way of  managing this business,

yet respecting its traditional forms.
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A Business Model 
for the Management 
of  a Cultural Hammam 
The Case of  
Hammam Seffarine in Fez



Introduction: The main issues raised by this chapter 

How to revive hammams which have a cultural heritage dimension in

countries like Syria, Egypt and Morocco? How to maintain a balance

between the usage and the monument itself ? Indeed, in Syria, for

example, many hammams are locked or used for other purposes than a

bath (such as a restaurant, cafe, and space for meeting). The same happens

in Cairo where only one hammam is still functioning. In Morocco (and

specially in Fez), hammams are still alive and present in the daily life of  the

dwellers, but cultural heritage hammams in historic cities and medinas are

in very bad shape, and often they are closed down. The hammam is a

widely ignored part of  cultural heritage; and it is not invested.

1. Business model – case of  hammam Seffarine

The management of  a hammam depends on internal elements (legal

status, profile of  the manager, type of  management…) as well as of

external aspects (price of  inputs, state of  competition etc). Some elements

are in the same time external and internal, for instance the targeted

clientele: the kind of  clientele a hammam will attract depends on the

characteristics of  the hammam itself, but also on the market. Hammam

demand is changing, especially demand from high income consumers. 

A hammam located in a rich quarter can no longer offer just basic services

(bathing). It has to add other services (spa, sport…). On the other hand, 

a »basic« hammam in a cheap quarter can’t attract the richer consumers. It

has to deal with only a basic demand of  bathing.

We will choose the Seffarine hammam in Fez, as our case study, and

analyze the following issues:

– The legal statutes of  Seffarine hammam: who is the owner? What is the

manager’s profile? How is the division of  tasks and roles between the

owner and the manager? Is a ›person specification‹ or job description

needed? 

– What is the status of  the hammam? Does the owner want to maintain

the status quo? Are there specialists who want a change? What are the

main goals chosen, especially regarding the level of  profitability? Which

position of  the hammam in the market is targeted?

– What is the bp: in other words: which kind of  clientele is targeted? How

to reach it? Which prices will be used? The level of  profitability by stages

– What are Strengths, Weaknesses, Risks and Threads of  a running

hammams (swot analysis)

– Are there any functioning cultural heritage hammams that could serve

as a model for Seffarine (for a benchmarking analysis)?
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1. The hammam Seffarine: a tangible and intangible hammam 

located in the »triangle of  prestige« of  Fes medina

The hammam Seffarin is located in the historical heart of  Fes. This

location is famous making it an asset but also a constraint linked to the

accessibility (the heart of  the Fez medina is a huge pedestrian only area).

This hammam is from the Merinid period with highly value as a building

(huge domes, a unique prayer room, specific design…)

This hammam is a tangible cultural heritage. It’s also an intangible

cultural heritage. The use of  a traditional hammam – still thriving in

Morocco – is, unfortunately, a practice in decline in historic cities.

Hammams are ignored, not rehabilitated, and too often in a very bad

shape or on the verge of  collapse. Many of  them are locked shut because

of  their very poor conditions.

The issue is, how to maintain the use of  traditional bath in historical

cities, with a good level of  comfort and standard of  hygienic; features for

not only a local clientele but also for foreigners?

Many internals and externals factors are involved to reach this goal:

internal factors are related mainly to the owner and the manager. External

factors are related to the market.

2. The market of  traditional bathing in Fez: 

a brief  profile of  supply and demand

In the Fez medina, 47 traditional hammams are listed. All the hammams

have a local clientele, mostly composed by people from the neighbor-

hood. Prices of  bathing are very low (between 5 and 10 dh), and there are

no other services. There are only a few goods for sale. Those hammams

are managed in a very low equilibrium: they follow a daily and non active

management: there is no strategy to mobilize new clients, the main action

is to minimize the whole cost by reducing the cost of  water – using very

often, when possible, free water from wells – or payroll level by reducing

wage levels. Moreover, in traditional hammams, most of  the workers are

paid only by tips. More than that, in some cases, workers pay the manager

in order to have the right to work in his or her hammam. Hammams are

very often in a bad shape, financially as well as physically. There are

numerous local hammams, for a poor clientele; indeed, in Fez medina,

like in nearly all other historical cities in Morocco, where the rate of

poverty is much higher than the urban average.

In the Ville Nouvelle, in Fez in particular and in Morocco, besides the

local hammams, there are a new kind of  hammam which attract a

clientele coming from the whole city and not only from the neighbor-

hood, and sometimes they also attract tourists.

These so-called »hammams« have a wide supply of  services (massage,

waxing, sport, hairstyle…) and goods (linked to the bathing or to the
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others activities). The concept of  these »hammams« is far from the

traditional bath; they are closer to the spa. There is a huge difference

between a spa and a traditional hammam. In a few words, visiting a spa is

an activity coherent with modern society with more demand of  programs

(or offers) that take care about bodies and souls and aim at fighting stress.

But the traditional hammam is – besides its role as a hygienic element – a

space for socialisation. It is a way to improve the social links, especially for

women in the Moroccan society where they are the only public spaces

where women are allowed. 

These two conceptions of  hammams and spa have an architectural and

economic impact. In the new hammams/spa, the bathing space is usually

small, available for one or two people. Prices are higher than in a

traditional hammam (between 100 and 500 dh). 

These new hammams/spa – regardless to the level of  investment – are

managed as a modern company. 

The following chart is a glance about prices in some hammams in Fez.

3. The hammam Seffarine within the larger context

Since the year 2009, the Seffarin hammam is in rehabilitation and it has a

budget provided by the ministry of  Habous – the owners. Thanks to the

intervention of  the researchers in the hammam and hammamed project, the

Habous have adopted a new model and they changed their plan; they

switched from a normal (rather simple) renovation to a rehabilitation that

respects the character of  a cultural heritage. The hammamed project, on

the invitation of  the Habous, provided several documents to underline

the high historical value of  the Seffarin hammam. The link between

Habous and hammamed is an informal one: it’s a way to share data and

knowledge of  the multidisciplinary group of  the hammamed project on

the one hand, and the Habous on the other.

Chart: Prices of  services and goods 
in some hammams in Fez (in Dhs)
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Hammam Nausika Dessange El Bacha Arraha Makhfia Al Madina

Entrance 100.– à 150.– 350.– 15.– 10.– 10.– 13.–

Massage 150.– free Not Not Not Not 

available available available available

Scrubbing Including free Tips Tips Tips Tips 

scrubbing fee

Shampoo 20.– free 1.– Not Not Not 

available available available

Traditional free free 1.– Not Not Not 

soap available available available



4. Purposes of  the rehabilitation project

What is the main purpose of  the Seffarine project? The outcome of  the

debates, brainstorming sessions and the requests the hammamed team, as

well as the discussions with local and national representatives of  the

Ministry of  Habous, revealed the following criteria:

– Provide rehabilitation that respects, or retrieves, the initial spirit 

of  hammam Seffarine (see details).

– Provide a more rational management of  inputs (more particularly 

by working on the possibility of  saving energy for heating water).

– Diversify the hammam Customers (downtown customers, 

guesthouses of  the Medina, national tourists or foreign travellers)

– Diversify the services and products offered.

– Keep the hammam open for the local public.

The issue of  the targeted market seems to be the most delicate. How to

open the hammam for »wealthy« customers without depriving local

customers? How to manage contacts between the two types of  customers

who do not usually use the same services in the same spaces? Is this

realistic? Should we divide the hammam into different spaces: some for

wealthy clients, others for poorer clients? 

Should we keep the same space and work on schedules? 

5. The Owner, the lessee and other beneficiaries 

of  hammam Seffarine

The issue of  financial profitability and amortization of  the rehabilitation

costs cannot be dealt with in a strictly monetary manner. Indeed, it is the

Ministry of  Habous, owner of  the monument, who should settle the

financial and economic questions. The development of  Cultural Heritage

is normally expensive; too much to expect a clear financial return.

Therefore, in the field of  cultural heritage, those who bear the costs are

usually not the ones who reap the benefits. In the case of  hammam

Seffarine, the manager (Lessee of  the hammam) and the owner of  the

hammam are two different actors and their logics converge on certain

aspects, but may differ on others. We will present briefly the two actors of

the project: the Ministry of  Habous, owner of  the hammam, and the

Lessee/manager.

a. The Ministry of  Habous: Public organization owning the hammam

The Ministry of  Habous owns the hammam Seffarine and decided to

finance its rehabilitation. Thus, it is the main actor in the decision-making

process. But the Ministry of  Habous is a public organization and, unlike

private actors, the strict or high financial return won’t be, supposedly, its
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main concern. The economic impact of  the hammam may be wider than

the issue of  its profitability. This is important for the calculation of

amortization rates, which will carry much weight in the overall costs.

Admittedly the hammam should generate a regular income, but how

will it be calculated? Depending on the supposed return of  the new

hammam? Depending on the cost of  rehabilitation with the integration of

the amortization rate? Based on other criteria (including the comparison

with the income of  the previous structure or the comparison with other

hammams owned by the Ministry of  Habous).

b. The lessee/manager’s profile

What is the profile of  a good manager/lessee of  the hammam?

This person should meet the owner’s specifications. Of  course, the lessee

should be able to pay the rent; but the Manager must also respect the

concept developed for the hammam: ideally, the hammam should be

anchored in the neighbourhood but also be opened to other customers.

The hammam must provide quality services, in a historic atmosphere,

meeting the standards of  hygiene, comfort and quality of  services, at

»reasonable« prices.

c. The neighbourhood dwellers

The clients, the users can also be considered as owners of  the hammam –

at least, they have an »emotional« co-ownership, as they often go to »their«

hammam in the second or third generation. It is a service that the city

provides them and they feel that they are entitled to this service.

6. Potential scenarios for hammam Seffarine

Three scenarios are possible:

1. The rehabilitated hammam keeps the same type of  management, with

a very little diversification of  products and services. The large room

used by women of  the neighbourhood and the small one for men.

2. The division between spaces reserved for men and for women changes. 

The large room remains reserved for women, the small one reserved

for men during a certain period, and the hammam may be rented for

private occasions.

3. The division between the spaces reserved for men and for women 

changes. Similar to the previous scenario, but the outside customers

use the large room, while the local customers use the small room.

Each one of  these scenarios has advantages and disadvantages in terms of

financial, economic, and social outputs: 
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put title of chapter here

The optimal scenario identified and validated by the consortium

hammamed is as follows: (see diagram below). This scenario was discussed

at the meeting convened in November 2010 in Fez, and it has been

validated by all participants.

This configuration has the following advantages:

– Local customers still have access to the hammam: Men can use it in the 

morning or the evening (small room). Women have access to the bath

in the morning (Large room) or the afternoon (small room). Men of

the neighbourhood do not have access to the large room: which is the

continuation of  the old system, not a discrimination introduced by the

recent renovation.

– The two rooms may be used by »other« customers, other than the 

neighbourhood men and women (Moroccan or foreigners). The

difference comes from the services and the management capacity of

the hammam.

At the service of  the customers

Further developing the idea that the hammam users are the queens and

kings of  the hammam (see editor’s introduction), we can introduce some

improvements in the management and in the configuration of  the

hammam in order to attract more and different customers.

Small room 

Large room 

Men of  

the neighbourhood 

Women of  the

neighbourhood

Women of  

the neighbourhood

Other women

Men or women of  

the neighbourhood, 

or special Customers 

Other men 

Morning Afternoon Evening

Advantages

Disadvantages

Risks 

Opportunities

The hammam benefits 

the local community.

Limited radiance of  the hammam.

No contribution in the field of

domestic and foreign tourism.

Low profitability. Maintenance,

Hygiene and safety problems.

The monument

The existing Customers 

Social mix: The hammam becomes

a living heritage and supports the

develop ment of  the city.

Risk of  pushing local customers

aside. Need for additional 

communication work.

Less attraction, because 

of  parking problems.

Refusal of  the social mix

Location: in the heart of  the medina.

A unique monument in the city

Scenario 1 Scenarios 2 and 3



The major architectural improvements proposed for the large room of

the hammam are as follows based on these scenarios:

– Change the main entrance through the acquisition of  the adjoining shop.

– Use the space currently used as a row as back office.

– Develop the patio (after closing one of  the side doors) as a recreational 

area (tea, local activities such as applying henna ...).

– Change the former prayer room to a »silence« space after the bath.

– Introduce foldaway massage tables in the large room (afternoon and 

evening). These tables will reduce the capacity of  the bath, but this will

be offset by higher prices. The afternoon or evening customers will pay

more for a less densely populated hammam (the optimal capacity

depends on the arrangement of  massage tables).

– Floor grading for water draining, in order to direct the water flow 

(prevent waste water from flowing to customers).

– Lighting treatment (rehabilitation quamariettes).

– Rearrangement of  the entrance (storeroom, box ...)

As far as the small room is concerned, the changes proposed are minor

(except for the global rehabilitation issues such as water tightness, tiles…).

The main transformation to be made in the small room is related to its

management (possibility to rent it for private occasions, in the evening, 

for festivities such as weddings, births, themes groups …).

7. Benchmarking:

As an introduction, we choose a hammam that has undergone a 2-year-

rehabilitation and restructuring period and took a new and upgraded

aspect in the years 2007, 2008 and 2009: our benchmark is the hammam

Ammouneh in Damascus (which was rehabilitated thanks to the results

and activities in the hammamed study). For more details, see the chapter

»Ammouneh – Case study hammam«.

The hammam Ammouneh has changed its management over the last

three years. It was in poor condition, used by a limited clientele. After the

rehabilitation, the hammam had new management. It makes use of  the

time schedule to target a more diversified clientele. The manager

introduced the concept of  »vip« time; between 17h and 20h, the rate is

increased and the customers may benefit from a better service and

comfort (massage and care services, reduced crowd ...).

This situation hasn’t produced a perfect mixed clientele, but we can still

notice that, with this schedules’ change, services and prices can attract

different customers. hammam Amouné is now available to customers of

the neighbourhood, but it can also receive customers looking for special

care and greater comfort.

The hammam Seffarine could follow a similar management.
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8. Private or public: a financial analysis 

based on Management Scenarios

A »completely« private management would pass all the costs onto the

final consumers (capital and operating costs). A »completely« private

management of  the hammam would also aim to maximise the profitabili-

ty of  the hammam.

This objective can be achieved in two different ways. The »upper«

method will try to diversify products and services, improve the standards

of  products and services, and increase the prices, while the »lower«

method will try to compress costs and increase the number of  customers

frequenting the hammam without improving the standards of  products

and services.

In fact, the hammam Seffarine is in an »intermediate« situation. It is

owned by a public organization (Ministry of  Habous) and managed by a

lessee.

How can we build a model for Seffarine — expressed in the specifications

– that may guarantee a »handmade« management, in the best sense of  the

word? That is to say a quality service, a high level of  standards (hygiene,

safety, water quality ....) and a closer attention to customers, for an

affordable price?

The business plan that we propose consists of  two sub-variants, the first

of  which is focused on local customers (variant 1) while the second is

more focused on external customers. The variant one is to, more or less,

keep the Seffarin as it is after the rehabilitation (same kind of  manage-

ment and clientele). The variant 2 is to introduce new management and

new clientele. 

The differences between the two variants are of  three kinds:

– A lower price in variant 1, a higher price in variant 2.

– Basic services in variant 1: The customer receives care within the bath. 

Comfort services in variant 2: The customer receives comfort services,

such as body scrub and massage ...

– Products available in limited quantities (customers bring the products 

needed for the bath).

These differences will have a more or less differentiated impact on costs

and revenues:

The hammam costs break down as follows:

1. Rent (When the manager and owner are not the same person)

2. Administrative costs (in Morocco, including license...)

3. Wood or oil (depending on the heater)

4. Water

5. Electricity
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6. Employees

7. Maintenance

8. Taxes (Income tax ...)

The hammam revenues are:

1. Entrance revenue, equal to the price of  ticket multiplied 

by the number of  customers

2. Revenue of  secondary services (massage, exfoliation ...)

3. Revenue of  the sale of  products related to the hammam 

(soap, shampoo ...)

4. Revenue of  the sale of  products related to the »cafeteria« 

(coffee, tea, water ...)

II. Business Plan for a »classic« (conventional) hammam

A »classic« hammam is the one that can be used by a general public, with 

a low price, and offers a limited variety of  products and services: Bath

(without no massage or other related services) and few products (gloves,

soap and shampoo). For this kind of  hammam, the unique source of

revenue is the number of  entrance tickets sold each day.

The conception of  a bp redefines and clarifies the choice of  the

management. It allows the manager to define the objectives, see the real

constraints and explore diverse resources.

Each hammam has some specificity, formulated more or less explicitly

by the owner or the manager. In the management of  a hammam,

revenues and costs will be more or less flexible according to the establis-

hed concept.

The following table shows the actual costs of  a medium-sized hammam

(figures are inspired by the management of  a real hammam). Wood

consumption is the major item, followed closely by water. 

Are these costs compressible or imposed?

Indeed, as far as wood is concerned, the price of  wood has risen sharply

and it’s imposed to the manager. However, its use may be more or less

compressed depending on the boilers used (for this case, let’s assume that

the manager uses an economic boiler to reduce the costs in half ).

The issue of  water also depends on both the price (imposed to the

manager) and internal use. How can we compress the use of  water in a

hammam without undermining its fundamental characteristics? 

We assume that the average consumption per person is 300l (equivalent

to 10 buckets of  25 l each). A bucket of  hot water usually generates a

bucket and a half  of  mild water used by clients). We also assume that the

average capacity of  a hammam is almost 500 persons/day, equivalent to

50 persons every two hours, for a 10 hours day of  work).
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Revenue of  a conventional (classical) hammam

The price of  hammam tickets vary between 10,– and 15,–mad.

The manager must calculate the »standstill point«, that is to say the

threshold beyond which the manager covers its fixed and variable costs

and from which he shall make profits.

In our hypothetical example (highly inspired from a real case), the

threshold is:

– 186 tickets per day, for a 15,–mad ticket

– 279 tickets per day for a for a 150,–mad ticket

In other words, the manager makes profit as from the 187th customer 

(or 280th customer in the second case).

Our example is simplified because it does not include amortization. In

the case of  a rented hammam, the owner pay for the maintenance and the

rent includes or should include the amortization rate.

Revenue and offer of  services and products in hammam Seffarine

The costs cover depends more or less on the diversification of  products

and services. In the case of  a traditional hammam, it depends almost

entirely on a single service (the ticket for a »simple« bath without any

related products or services), the manager should attract between 186 and

279 customers each day to only reach the critical threshold, depending on

the price of  the ticket (between 10,– and 15,–mad). In addition, a »simple«

bath offer has a direct impact on the consumption of  water and fuel.

This example shows the need for a diversified offer.

The Service Offer 

What is the maximum size of  the offer? The »classic« hammam in

Morocco includes the entrance hall, the Guelsa, and three rooms (hot,

intermediate and cold). Each can contain a maximum number of  people.

The difficulty to count the maximum number of  customers a hammam

can receive during each unit of  time – which can be set at 1:30 or 2:00 –

Table: Monthly charges for a real medium-sized
hammam. Source: Data collected from the
manager of  the hammam and slightly
recalculated based on our scenarios.
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Wood

Water

Employees

Rent

Electricity

License

Maintenance

Income/month

Insurance

Total

23.100,–

17.850,–

10.500,–

9.450,–

2.625,–

2.345,–

2.625,–

882,–

280,–

69.657,–

33

26

25

14

4

3

4

1

0

100

Items Amount/month/MAD %



result from the movement of  people between different areas. Indeed,

while some customers are in the hottest room, others may be in other

areas. To resolve the issue of  movement of  customers between spaces, we

shall assume that each space must not exceed 50% of  its capacity during a

time unit.

The manager must calculate the number of  tickets (daily, monthly,

seasonally and annually) needed to cover the costs and make profit. This

indicator is a key element in the management of  a hammam.

In parallel with the bath offer, a number of  assumptions should be made

regarding the consumption of  other services. In other words, what is the

proportion of  customers who buy drinks or other products in the hammam

... This indicator, initially a theoretical one, results from a survey in similar

hammams, and then it can be calculated from the bath itself.

When a Manager tries to diversify services and meet the customers’

needs, the main risk is to transform his traditional hammam into a spa.

Yet, the traditional hammam is a specific heritage to save. The hammam is

a place for hygiene, but also a place of  social meeting and sociability

development. The transformation of  a hammam into a spawould result in

the decline or disappearance of  this dimension.

Recommendations

We strongly recommend to hammam owners, managers and staff  who

have in mind to improve their management and their economic perfor-

mance, to develop their Business plan or Business Model according to the

hammamed recommendations.

The development of  such a bp or bm is a method that allows the

manager and stakeholders to clarify and put the framework in which the

hammam activity takes place. It allows them to consider the objectives,

the concept of  the activity, the mobilization of  resources and the rational

constraints.

Managing a Patrimonial hammam should take into consideration the

heavy cost of  the monument rehabilitation. The amortisation of  this cost,

often high, is difficult in a conventional way, namely by incorporating it

with other costs. In order to keep a hammam in good condition, we

usually need to mobilize other resources (grants, other sources ....)

Moreover, the excessive need to make a hammam profitable may lead,

eventually, to the decline of  hammams and their replacement by spa’s,

while each one of  them has specific social functions.
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Roula Aboukhater, Heidi Dumreicher, Ursula Pfrimer 

Tools for the Renovation 
of  Traditional Public Baths

The SWOTmethod , applied to a hammam in Damascus

This is a success story: in the years 2005–2007, we studied the hammam

Ammouneh very carefully and used the tool of  swot in order to bring

together the visions of  many disciplines.

Today, in the year 2011, Ammouneh is a vibrant communication centre

in the neighbourhood of  Al Ukaiba; a new owner was found due to the

attention drawn to it. The building is now renovated – even with solar

panels on the roof. It is a women’s hammam and the clientele is mixed

between local dwellers, people from other neighbourhoods and the many

foreigners who live in Damascus long term. They together enjoy the

atmosphere of  relative authenticity of  the architecture, good hygienic

standards, and a professional, friendly service.

About this chapter

If  you have in mind to undertake changes in your hammam that may

concern the architecture and/or the services that it offers, this chapter is

specially valuable to you: it presents a method by which a hammam

owner or hammam manager who wishes to know how well his instituti-

ons is going can use in order to get information about the strength and

weaknesses of  her or his hammam – and in order to see the potential that

it has in the present as well as in the future.

SEPO – a valuable tool for preparing a rehabilitation intention

We present the sepomethod for its ability to identify problem and

potential areas within a project as well as focussing on future strategies

and activities. sepo (French for succès, échecs, potentialités, obstacles) is a

practical process-oriented and participative instrument to evaluate either

once or continuously a project or a process. 
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One basic structure of  the sepo is the timeline past – future, the other

structure are positive and negative aspects of  the topic. This structure

provides a 4-dimensional framework for identifying and analysing

successes, failings, potentials, obstacles against the changes that are to

come and it gives an impetus to analyse the actual situation and develop

suitable strategies for further development.

You can use this method for yourself; but it is more efficacious if  you do it

with your staff  – or with a selected group of  clients. It can be used to

compare the different perceptions of  the different participants. It can

work on several differentiations – external/internal factors,

consensus/disagreement between the participants, measurable/little

measurable aspects, internal/external causes for the aspects, etc.

After listing the factors in each dimension, they can be processed in

various ways by compiling and sorting them in relation to the objectives

or by choosing most important items. Strategies and actions can be

developed for each selected item or for all factors in general.

The sepomethod is described in the literature as a framework/a tool,

and therefore the literature does not propose any specific procedures for

managing it. The way of  using and conducting the sepohas to be defined

according to the special needs of  the project.

An example for a SEPO

Step 1 – Identification of  important factors

The first step consists of  identifying important factors within each of  the

four categories in the sepo by using a brainstorming approach. The

participants go through the 4 categories one after the other, beginning by

(1) successes and ending by (4) obstacles. You create rounds in which each

participant formulates his/her input to the categories in turn. All inputs

are documented without sorting out contradictions. 

You should use sepo in a very open way to allow the participants to

come up with all aspects connected to the project they could think of. 

Step 2 – collection of  actions and strategies

The next step in the sepo-analysis focuses on developing strategies. The

procedure is, that the group combines the identified factors and suggestes

future actions and/or strategies following the central questions.
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Looking at …

Positive

Negative

Past

1. succès

Success, Strengths

2. échecs 

Problems, Faults, Weaknesses

Future

3. Potentialités

Opportunities 

4. Obstacles

Threats, Obstacles



Step 3 – decision on actions and strategies

Actions and strategies will sometimes only be mentioned by one

participant; sometimes they will be discussed deeply among the partici-

pants. Recommendation: A sepo-analysis can be applied to a wide range of

problem areas from hard core facts to sensitive interpersonal relations.

SWOT-analysis applied to the rehabilitation scenario of  hammam

Ammouneh, Damascus

In the context of  the hammam Ammouneh, we chose a slightly different

approach – the swotAnalysis. swot stands for Strength, Weakness,

Opportunities and Threats. It was conducted by a group of  experts on

socio economy and culture, assuming that the hammam needed

rehabilitation. Here is the result:

1. Results of  a socio economic swot
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Looking at …

Positive

Negative

Future actions and strategies

Past

1. succès 

How to continue successes?

2. échecs

How to overcome problems?

Future

3. Potentialités

How to use opportunities?

4. Obstacles

How to minimise potential threats?

Strengths

– Cultural acceptance 

– economic diversity (mixed income) 

– Hammam is pleasure, leisure (for men)

– Vehicle to communicate and 

display culture

– Changing area: nodal/junction 

between outside and inside

– The hammam can become a touristic 

and commercial service

– Fees are quite low and accessible to all

Weaknesses

– Bad reputation (damage of  closing)

– Low cleanliness (morally as well as 

physically)

– Running a hammam means 

a very low income business

– Only men’s days – excluding women

Opportunities

– Upcoming new demand for leisure 

(evenings and weekends)

– Women are interested in using this 

hammam(smoking in mashlah)

– Shifts from daily life towards events

– Neighbourhood people claim their 

ownership (cognitive/emotional) 

of  Ammouneh

– Hammam as a way of  life

– Hammam part of  collective memory

Threats

– Intervention could »imbalance 

economic equilibrium« 

at accessible level

– Shifts towards a luxury and occasional 

activities

– Mixed clients →

incompatibility of  groups

– Pattern transformation and alteration 

against authenticity



Recommendations for strategies and actions

for hammam Ammouneh:

– Open for women (days or hours)

– Establishing rules for usage

– Improving cleanliness

– Develop the mashlah as a relaxing and social place 

– More and good services – »Arkeelah«, introduce steam?

– Hammam operations should be in the interest 

of  the neighbourhood (hara) and from the district

– Sustain the economic equilibrium

for all hammams in Damascus:

– Alternative openings for men and women (evenings) 

– Enhance the role of  the »mashlah« as a relaxing area

– Improve cleanliness

– Reconciliation between demands of  various groups

– Acknowledging the inter-Arab and regional convergence

– Create a discourse of  a contemporary hammam 

(The public discourse is only about historic value)

– Sustain the economic equilibrium

– Keep the steam

We thank the participants in this swot, and in order to respect their

anonymity, we give only the first names: 

Amani – Asmaa – Dina – Heidi – Khadija – Kristina – Mohamed – Naima –

Naima – Suzan – Shadwa – Tina – Zahia 
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2. SWOT concerning the built environment
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Strenghts

− beautiful architecture

− good structural conditions 

including vaults

− massive structure 

with high thermal inertia

− below street level

− restoration friendly

− underfloor heating duct

− simple heating system

− dual water supply

− public water for drinking

− natural cooling and ventilation 

in entrance lobby in summer

Weaknesses

− poor overall cleanliness

− awful toilets

− air pollution

− building surfaces in poor condition

− taps not marked hot/cold

− low doors

− low technical standard of  the well

− poor motivation of  management

− poor lighting

− poor ventilation in heated area

− poor clothes storage/changing (safety)

− cold water tank uncovered and leaking

− doors left open (cold in winter)

− roof  is very poor

− variable hot water temperature

− electric wiring is poor

− water pipes and taps in poor condition

Opportunities

− restoration »best practise« possible

− waterproof  the roof  (tradition and ?)

− new water tank with cover

− adapt water system to good standards

− upgrading electric and piping 

(cheap and easy)

− hypocaust as radiant heaters

− restore south wall next to door

− insulate water tank (hot)

− energy efficient lighting 

− restore daylight elements

− water saving potential 

− restore toilets

− motivate management

Threats

− imminent closure due to bad hygiene

− health hazards to users

− injuries due to very slippery floors

− collapse of  south wall (neighbour)

− air pollution possible closure

− imminent deterioration of  roof

− decreasing ground water level 

(80% of  water)

− lack of  funds for essential work



Based on this very detailed swot-analysis, 

we concentrated in the following way:

Recommendations

− architecturally sensitive overall of  the technical service systems 

(water tank, wiring, piping, taps,…)

− restoration of  daylighting (dome fixture elements) 

and natural ventilation systems

− waste water reuse

− improve hygiene, operation and maintenance

− restoration of  construction and surfaces (including adjacent wall)

We thank the participants , and in order to respect their anonymity, 

we give only the first names: 

Abderrazzak – Ardeshir – Christina – Garry – Jean – Levent –Mario –

Mohammed – Nigel – Reinhart – Renata – Safia.
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Strengths 

− basic sound construction

− sound heating system

− dual water supply

Weaknesses

− poor building surfaces 

and roof  conditions

− poor technical installations 

and building services

− bad hygiene and safety conditions

Opportunities

− restoration »best practise« possible

− water and energy saving potential

− improved operation and maintenance

Threats

− health and safety hazards

− structure and construction problems

− decreasing ground water level



3. SWOT Analysis concerning the typology of  the building for

Hammam Ammouneh in Damascus 

Recommendations

− Stopping any demolition of  existing historic structures.

− Enhancing the various stakeholders’ awareness of  the heritage value 

of  the hammam and the necessity to protect it (public meetings, 

regulations, booklets and publications, lobbing, media).

− Protecting the architectural identity of  the building (clear guidelines 

for renovation, restoration and reuse).

− Reuse and upgrading of  traditional under floor and steam heating 

system.

− Use the hammam as a catalyst for the development of  its immediate 

urban context.

We thank the participants , and in order to respect their anonymity, we

give only the first names: Adham – Kamal – Luciana –Magda
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Strengths

− Interesting and rich decorative 

elements and features

− Good quality of  natural lighting due to 

large number of  qamariyyat organized 

in beautiful patterns

− Variety of  plans from different centuries 

and consistency of  organization 

in the use of  Mashlah

− Specific traditional heating system with 

duct and chimneys and steam windows

Weaknesses

− Insensitive alterations and additions 

(space division, new materials, 

finishes and fixtures)

− Insensitive introduction of  new facilities 

(steam machine, pool, sauna)

− Absence of  cold room

− Original heating system not in use 

(under floor heating)

Opportunities

− Opportunities for sensitive design, 

introducing new facilities while 

enhancing architectural features and 

experience

− Revise current regulations in terms of  

listing and protecting historic hammams

− Revue of  substructures 

(under floor heating)

− Re-establishing relationship between 

hammams and urban context through 

sensitive treatment of  facades/

advertisements and urban landscape

Threats

− Lack of  awareness of  the heritage value 

and buildings

− Closure or demolition 

(Ammouneh, Qaramani)

− Loss of  architectural experience 

and original features

− Loss of  identity of  the building 

(advertisement, steam, sauna, pool, 

surface treatment)



Recommendations

How to get to scenarios for the future of  a hammam 

After having gone through the swot analysis, you can decide about the

kind of  hammam that you would like to have. In the hammam and

hammamed projects, we developed and discussed three scenarios for the

future of  hammams (see the chapters in this reader):

»Ecology only«

This hammam will change according to the following objectives: energy

savings, water saving and recycling, healthy environment, etc…

»Neighbourhood only«

This hammam will consider the social aspects, putting forward the local

needs which include mainly affordability, privacy, safety, well being, etc…

»Economy only«

This hammam respects the economic aspects which include financial

benefits, image marketing, etc…

As a final exercise, you can decide which of  these three possibilities are the

most promising for your hammam and decide about a combination of  all

three. And than you decide who are the people and institutions you need

in order to be able to carry your objective through…

Literature

– Baumfeld, Leo; Hummelbrunner, Richard; Lukesch, Robert: 

Instrumente systemischen Handelns; Verlag Rosenberger 2009

– kek/cdcConsultants, Zurich – sepo Praxisbogen; http://www.kek.ch/ 

n2n/upload/media/sepo_praxisbogen_deutsch.pdf

– Hochschule Luzern – Evaluationsmethode sepo; 

http://www.hslu.ch/s-sepo_evaluationsmethode-2.pdf
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Rehabilitation:
Case Studies
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Magda Sibley-Behloul

Rehabilitating 
the Hammam Seffarine 
in Fez

About this chapter

This chapter is of  particular interest to all those concerned with the reha -

bilitation of  historic hammams such as the hammam managers, the Habous

authorities in Fez (as owners of  the majority of  the historic hammams in

the Moroccan medinas), the architects, engineers and contractors dealing

with the rehabilitation of  the historic hammams in the Moroccan medinas. 

The aim of  this chapter is to present the hammam Seffarine as an

example of  a historic hammam in the medina of  Fez that has continued to

serve the population of  its neighbourhood for centuries but had suffered

neglect and decay and was in a strong need for a sensitive rehabilitation. 

Between 2005 and 2008, hammam Seffarine was selected as a case study

and became the focus of  a multi-disciplinary analysis, conducted as part of

the hammam project, funded by the European Commission under the 6th

Framework Programme Specific Targeted Research Projects (strep) and

co-ordinated by Oikodrom – The Vienna Institute for Urban

Sustainability. During this project, a multi-disciplinary team (including

staff  from Ader-Fez) spent a period of  10 days in Fez evaluating various

aspects of  the architecture, urban context, water, heating and energy

systems and social and economic conditions of  hammam Seffarine. 

In 2008, the hammam project was followed by another eu funded

project, »hammamed, Raising Awareness for the hammam as a Cultural

Heritage for the Mediterranean Area and Beyond« as part of  Euro-Med

Heritage iv programme (2008–2011). Hammam Seffarine in Fez was

selected as the case study in Morocco with the aim to build on the results

of  the analyses, carried out during the hammam project and develop an

awareness of  what constitutes a good practice of  rehabilitation of  a

hammam building in Morocco.



The historic importance of  hammam Seffarine 

The importance of  hammam Seffarine is linked to its strategic location 

in the golden triangle of  Fez el Bali, the spiritual heart of  the medina of

Fez. Its proximity to the Qarawiyin library and madrasa as well as the

Qarawiyin mosque is an indication of  the type of  clients it would have

attracted historically, a very different type of  clientele than those for a

purely residential quarter hammam. (see Fig.1) 

Primary literature regarding history and geography of  Fez provide just

sporadic references to public baths. Important and trustworthy informati-

on can be gathered from the hawalat, that is, archival records of  the

habous proprieties. Unfortunately, the most ancient records, kept in the

madrasa Attarin, had been lost in a great fire that took place in 1323.

An unpublished archaeological study based on information collected

from two hawalat still kept in the waqf archive of  the great mosque al-

Qarawiyin reveal some information about the dating of  some of  the

hammams of  Fez. The first hawala, known as Marinid, contains records

dating back to 1432; the second hawala, called al-Sulaymaniya, contains 

a list of  hammams dating from 1805 onwards (Heddouchi, pp. 31–48). 

Thanks to the analyses of  these sources, the following conclusion can

be provided about the chronology of  hammam Seffarine. – Also known 

as Rahbat-al-Seffarine, the hammam is first mentioned in the hawala

called Marinid as extant in 1713 (Alawid era) (p.146, column I, par. 5, cf.

Heddouchi, p. 46). However, it should probably be identified with the

hammam anciently called Qarqaf. This name derived from the location of

the bath along a river channel of  the same name, on the south-west side of

the great mosque (Ibn Abi Zar, p. 61). The only hammam which nowadays

can be seen in close proximity to the mosque Qarawiyin is the Seffarine.

Moreover, this bath has always enjoyed its own water spring (Secret, 1942,

p. 66). On these bases, the identification of  the two hammams as one and

the same seems very plausible. If  this hypothesis is correct, hammam

Seffarine should have a Zenata origin, as this is the attested foundation era

of  hammam Qarqaf  (Ibn Abi Zar, p. 61). Stylistic characteristics of  the

Fig. 1a: Location of  the hammam Seffarine in
the heart of  the medina of  Fes amongts many
other key urban facilities. Source: Ader Fez

Fig. 1b: Hammam Seffarine in the golden
triangle next to key landmarks
Source: Ader Fez
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undressing room of  hammam Seffarine suggest, nevertheless, interventi-

ons of  a more recent time, probably Marinid era (14thCentury). Being

located in the core of  the Qarawiyin district, the most prestigious commer-

cial and religious area of  the medina of  Fez, hammam Seffarine is adjacent

to the famous Seffarine Square, surrounded by coppersmith workshops,

as well as the Qarawiyin library and Seffarine madrasa (see Fig.1) 

A twin hammam 

The Seffarine hammam is one of  the rare traditional hammams within

the medina of  Fez that has two adjoining but completely independent

entities (one hammam for women and the other one for men). Indeed,

among the 30 still functioning traditional hammams, only the Seffarine

hammam and another one located in the Fez-Jdid district (hammam El-

Ayyachi) enjoy a double structure. 

The Seffarine hammam plans show that, historically, the original bath is

the one that is today assigned to women. Its spatial distribution and the

regular shape of  its spaces are conforming to the classic typology of  the

traditional hammams in Fez. The bath assigned to men is characterized by

an irregular plan and small rooms. Indeed, the building currently assigned

to men was, originally, a lime kiln (about hundred years ago, according to

the hammam sitting tenant), then transformed to a baker’s oven before

being converted into a bath. (see Fig.2) 

The Seffarine hammam has a total surface of  480 m2 , the women’s

section is occupies an area of  375 m2, almost three times larger than the

men’s which covers 105 m2 (see Fig.2).

A meeting with the owner of  hammam Seffarine: 

the habous in Fez in November 2009 

In 2007 the habous decided to close the hammam in order to renovate it

and appointed a civil engineering practice to oversee the renovation of  the

hammam. During the first hammamed meeting in Fez in 2009, the

hammamed team was invited by the habous in Fez to share its findings

from the analyses carried out on hammam Seffarine in the context of  the

hammam project. A formal meeting in the offices of  the habous of  Fez was

conducted between the hammamed team and the Rabat and Fez directors

of  the Habous as well as the civil engineer in charge of  the rehabilitation

of  the hammam Seffarine. 

The hammamed team presented (in the form of  a power point presenta-

tion) the main recommendations for the rehabilitation of  hammam

Seffarine as developed during the hammam project. It became clear to the

Habous that there was a need of  an overall strategy for the rehabilitation

of  the hammam, which will go beyond their initial renovation strategy. 

One of  the key issues that was raised in that meeting was- the necessity to
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Fig. 2b: Plan of  the furnace area in hammam
Seffarine. Source: Ader Fez

Fig. 2a: Plan of  hammam Sefaffrine: Women’s
section in yellow, men’s section in blue
Source: Ader Fez



understand the architecture of  the building first before any further work

could be carried out. The previous analyses carried out by the hammamed

team indicated the necessity to address the problems linked to the spatial

transformations of  the hammam which have altered the natural sequence

of  the spaces. Previous physical alterations had taken place in the Berrani

area of  the hammam and have altered the traditional but crucial sequence

of  circulation from the cold Berrani room to the warm Wasti room to the

hot Dakhli room. The existing arrangement as illustrated in figure 2

shows that the bathers enter first the wasti room (warm room) via a small

transition space before being able to enter the Berrani, i.e the cold room. 

The second issue was the need to carry out detailed measured drawings

of  the hammam and diagnostic maps with the help of  an architectural

practice that will oversee the rehabilitation process of  the hammam. On

this recommendation, the habous invited their architect Mr Rachid

Haloui to meet the team later on. 

The third issue was to develop a clear business plan for the operation of

both sections of  the hammam in order to ensure its economic sustainabili-

ty. It was highlighted that such a business plan would have a direct impact

the rehabilitation strategy of  the hammam as it will be linked to the type

of  relationship that needs to be maintained or altered between the male

and female sections and their separate access from the public spaces. 

The hammamed team was keen to offer advice and contact the habous

architect in order to promote good practice for the rehabilitation of

hammam seffarine as one of  the very first hammams in the medina

receiving funding for such a purpose. During the meeting with the

habous, a hammam glass bulb fabricated in Damascus was offered to the

habous team as a prototype example for the repair of  the natural light

piercing on the vaults and domes of  the hammams of  Fez.

A number of  subsequent meetings with the architect Rachid Haloui

and Naima Lahbil and visits to the hammam Seffarine were carried out by

Dr Magda Sibley in June and November 2010 as well as in March 2011 to

see the progress made on site. 

Step One: Understanding the layout of  the hammam 

In order to carry out a sensitive rehabilitation of  the hammam, it is of

crucial importance to first understand the architecture of  the hammam

and its main operational requirements. A systematic record of  the current

layout and state of  the hammam needs to be carried out as well as a

systematic mapping of  defects and apparent transformations. A discussi-

on with the current operator of  the hammam and the staff  should also

help in identifying operational problems encountered by staff  and clients.

Direct observation is crucial as well as the systematic mapping of

problems and areas needing attention. Previous archival plans of  the
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Fig. 3: Hammam Seffarine main entrance and
transition space to the women’s entrance



building should be consulted when available as well as any historical

records highlighting the dating and historical importance of  the structure.

The following section explains the main characteristics of  the hammams

of  Fez as surveyed in previous studies. 

The hammam entrance 

All the historic hammams of  Fez present a discreet entrance and do not

present any façade to the outside urban spaces, irrespective of  their size

and/or importance. The access from the street to the changing area is

always organised through a transitional space, used as a waiting area. This

space not only protects the privacy of  the changing room but also prevents

the outside cold air to flow directly into the changing room. (See Fig.3)

The main spaces of  the hammam 

All the hammams in Fez including the hammam Seffarine display the

same configuration of  four sequential rooms dedicated to two distinct

activities: 

– the undressing room, called Guelssa (the Roman apodyterium), 

used for dressing/undressing, resting and socializing; 

and the washing areas, consisting of  three consecutive rooms of  increa-

sing temperature 

– the cold room, called al-Berrani (the Roman Frigidarium) 

– the warm room, called al-Wasti (the Roman Tepidarium), and 

– the hot room, called al-Dakhli (the Roman Caldarium) adjacent 

to the furnace. 

It is useful to notice that the local name of  the three bathing spaces

indicate the position of  depth of  the space in relation to the furnace: the

berranimeans the outside room the Wastanimeans the middle room and

the Dakhlimeans the inside room. In addition to these spaces, all

hammams include a service area adjacent to the hot room but not

accessible from it. (See Fig.4)
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Fig. 5: Hammam Seffarine: domes and vaults
composition with shamsiyyats openings

Fig. 4: The plan of  hammam Seffarine 
as read on its roof



Assessing the roof 

The roof  of  the hammams of  Fez are a constant source of  problems

affecting the good operation of  the hammam as well as its thermal

performance. Accumulation of  garbage and poor maintenance lead the

blockage of  the rain water drainage system. This, in its turn increase the

possibilities of  rain water infiltration through to the load bearing masonry

structure and the growth of  vegetation on the roof. 

This was indeed the case of  hammam Seffarine roof  where a full fig

tree managed to grow above the area separating the Guelssa from the

Berrani leading to the infiltration of  the tree roots through the damaged

natural light openings on the vaults (see Fig. 5, 6 and 7). Furthermore as

the wells of  the hammams have stopped being used and have been

replaced by the connection to the municipal water provision system, the

hammam manager has installed a cold water storage tank above the vault

of  the Wastani room. The extra load could lead to the deterioration of  the

load bearing structure as well as obstruction of  the natural light through

the shamsiyyats. The water tank needs to be removed as a matter of

urgency.

Furthermore, traditionally, a lime and sand render is applied on the roof

surfaces, and responds very well to the hot and humid conditions inside

the hammam. It also allows the moisture (due to thick steam inside the

spaces) to travel through the structure allowing it to ›breathe‹.

However, the frequent use of  an unparvious cement mortar used for

the maintenance of  the roof  surfaces, is not compatible with the

traditional lime mortar and does not allow moisture to travel from the

internal surfaces of  the vaults of  the bathing spaces to the outside. This

has contributed to the deterioration of  the surfaces, leading to cracks and

increased vulnerability of  the roof  texture to decay. (See Fig. 8)

The roof natural light provision 

Another area of  typical problems in the hammams of  Fez in general and

the Seffarine in particular is related to the maintenance of  the natural light

bulbs covering the circular piercing on the domes and vaults, locally called

shamsiyats (little suns) or qamariyats in Damascus (little moons) (see Fig. 8

and 9a). 

The traditional know how for the production of  the glass bulbs for the

hammams buildings seems to have completely disappeared in Morocco,

as there are no craftsmen today who can produce them. Hammam

managers interviewed by the authors during the hammamed project

meetings in Fez in March 2011 mentioned that they were not aware of  any

place where these shamsiyyats are produced anymore. The broken glass

bulbs in all the hammams of  Fez are replaced with plastic sheets, or

transparent glass plates or a flat sheet of  reinforced glass, placed on top of

Fig. 7: Hammam Seffarine in 2006 with fig tree
growing on the roof  between the Guelssa and
the Berrani

Fig. 8: shamsiyyats over the domes of  the
Guelssa in a poor state of  repair

Fig. 6a: Hammam roof  plan as surveyed 
in 2006 with location of  trees and vegetation
growing over the structure
Fig. 6b: Plan and section of  hammam 
Seffarine as functioning in 2006
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the circular opening and maintained by a cement mortar. During a

meeting between the author and hammam managers in Fez in March

2011, a video showing of  the production of  the hammam glass bulbs in

Damascus was shown and discussed. The managers of  the hammams of

Fez were extremely interested in reviving this traditional know how of

glass making for the production shamsiyyats and this would solve one of

the major problems of  all the hammams of  the medina of  Fez. In many

cases these roof  openings have simply been blocked with a cement mortar

leading to the dramatic decrease in natural light inside the bathing spaces

(see Fig. 9b) and removing one of  the typical experiences of  a hammam,

that is of  natural sun rays piercing through the thick steam inside the

bathing spaces (see Fig. 10). Furthermore, the poor maintenance of  these

openings lead to heat loss from the bathing spaces, affecting therefore the

thermal comfort of  the bathing spaces. 

The introduction of  electric light to replace the lost daylight not only

affects the quality and the comfort inside the bathing spaces, they also

constitute a real eye sore as they are dropped inside the spaces with no

consideration to the aesthetic qualities of  the spaces or indeed to the high

level of  steam which requires a different type of  lighting because of  risks

of  fire and therefore health and safety issues.

The internal spaces of  the hammam 

The current entrance to the hammam is off  one of  the main arteries

linking the Seffarine square to the other parts of  the medina. It is clear that

the women’s hammam entrance had been altered from the original one,

resulting in a decrease in level of  privacy and temperature of  the Guelssa

space during the winter months. Indeed temperature measurements

taken in the Gulessa during the hammam project indicated that there was a

thermal shock for bathers entering the changing room after completing

their bathing session. 

The original entrance of  the women’s hammam was off  the other

upper street and is currently used as a shop selling fabric and clothing

items. This entrance leads to a set of  stairs, down to the waiting area of

the hammam with its masonry bench, providing direct access to the

original entrance of  the changing room. (see Fig. 11) 

Fig. 9: Roof  piercing for natural lighting –
the Shamsiyyats
9a: openings on the dome of  the wasti with
square construction over circular openings
reducing penetration in the bathing space

9b: the state of  the Guelssa domes in 2006

9c: the state of  the roof  in June 2010 –
rehabilitation work in progress

9d: the state of  the dakhli (hot room ) roof  
with blocked shamsiyyats in 2006
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Fig. 10: multicoloured qamariyyat over the roof
of  hammam Fethi in Damascus. These are
produced only in two places in the whole of
Syria: In Damascus and near Aleppo



It is clear that the current arrangement of  the modified entrance to

both men and women’s hammam sections is far from being satisfactory.

Both men and women share the same main entrance from the street and

the opening onto the women’s changing area has not only decreased its

privacy but also contributed to heat loss during the winter months. It is

therefore important to close the opening to the changing room from the

main entrance and re-direct access to the changing room through the

original transitional space entering the changing area from the original

entrance next to the prayer room. (see Fig.11) 

The Guelssa (changing and resting space)

This is one of  the most beautiful Guelssa of  all the hammams of  Fez

where the serene geometry of  its square plan is stressed by four equidis-

tant marble columns supporting rounded arches with intricate stucco

floral carving decorations. The Guelssa central area is marked by a pierced

dome with stucco floral decorations and a mural fountain. The central

area defined by the four marble columns enjoys a diagonal pattern of

marble floor tiles with red zellige strips. (see Fig. 12). Smaller domes

punctuate the corners of  the Guelssa and a raised area forms a defined

changing area with beautifully carved wooden lockers and wooden roof.

This area leads to the small prayer room, another special feature of  the

Guelssa of  hammam Seffarine. 

Evidence of  decay and poor maintenance were clearly apparent during

the visits to hammam Seffarine during the hammam project. The stucco

decorating the internal face of  the domes continued to deteriorate, the

marble columns had been painted with a bright colour and the zellige

on the walls and part of  the fountain were painted over. During the field

work in 2006, the prayer room was used as a storage space for furnace
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Fig. 11: The entrance to the hammam 
Seffarine women’s section
Fig. 11a: Location of  the original entrance 
area on the plan

Fig. 11b: Transition space to the entrance 
of  the women’s guelssa during rehabilitation
work in June 2010

Fig. 11c: Original entrance to the women’s
hammam from the upper street leading 
to the Seffarine square

Fig. 11d: Green tiles over the original entrance 
of  the women’s hammam



fuel. Bags of  wood shavings were piled up hiding and at the same time

protecting the stucco of  the mihrab niche (see Fig. 12), but increasing the

risk of  fire in the Guelssa space. The reception area enjoys beautiful

storage cedar wood cabinets with intricate patterns. However, these have

been painted over, loosing their original appearance. It is evident that the

Guelssa space must have known more glorious days and that both its

appearance and the quality of  its spaces had deteriorated due to neglect

and poor maintenance and management of  the space. 

These observations highlight that whereas many buildings in the

golden triangle had attracted the attention of  the authorities for preser-

ving them and protecting them, the hammam was forgotten, as it was

perceived as a facility for washing but not as a building of  any particular

value to protect.

However, the awareness raising during the hammam project has to some

extent indirectly contributed to the hammam Seffarine being finally

recognised as a building worthy of  receiving rehabilitation funding from

the habous. However, visits to the hammam Guelssa during the rehabilita-

tion work, indicated that the contractor in charge had not dealt with this

building as a historic building needing careful protection of  its original

features while conducting the work. The central area was used for the
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Fig. 12: The Guelssa of  hammam Seffarine
Changing room
Fig. 12 a: Location of  the Gulessa on the
hammam plan

Fig. 12b: Rich architectural proportions 
and decorations of  the Guelssa

Fig. 12c: Dome composition with rich stucco
decorations in the central area of  the Guelssa

Fig. 12d: The large dome of  the Guelssa

Fig. 12e: The mihrab niche in the prayer 
room of  the Guelssa

Fig. 12f: Rich floor tiling defining the 
circulation space around the central area



preparation of  the lime mortar, some of  the wall tiling was covered with

sand mortar and the original stucco as well as other features were by no

means protected. (see Fig 13.) 

The Berrani (cold room)

The Berrani is generally accessed directly from the Guelssa by a small

arched opening pierced at one end of  the wall separating to the two

rooms. It usually displays a rectangular plan covered by a barrel vault. The

berrani usually presents a cold water basin and an annexed room for

latrines. The berrani of  hammam Seffarine is not the first bathing space to

be accessed in this way as is the case in all the hammams of  Fez. Instead

the access to it is through the Wasti by a couple of  doors pierced in the

wall dividing the cold and warm rooms. The wastani is reached from the

Guelssa through a small intermediate room placed to the north of  the

barrani. This small room presents an annexed latrine and a basin for cold

water (see Fig.14). 

This extremely atypical circulation along the bathing spaces of

hammam Seffarine leads us to believe that the berrani entrance was, in

fact, originally placed in the small corridor separating this room from the

Guelssa, which would have been thus almost on axis with the doorway

leading from the wasti to the dakhli. A deep niche carved in the corridor

seems to support this hypothesis. If  this assumption is correct, the present

doorway leading from the small room to the wasti should have been

originally closed. The small room would have been, then, just an annex of

the Guelssa, and the wastiwould have shown a more regular system of

three, instead of  the present two, small annexed compartments (matha-

ras) on the south-east elevation (see Fig.14)

Furthermore, the Berrani in Seffarane presents another unusual

feature. The vault of  the roof  is interrupted by two unusual archways

forming two large niches against the wall facing its entrance. During the

visits to the Seffarine hammam in June 2010, it became apparent, that

these two niches were a later addition as the brick used for building them

were not traditional but of  the type that is being used nowadays. 

A third unusual feature in the Berrani is the the size of  the shamsiyyats

which are much larger than the ones observed in the other spaces as well

as in the other hammams of  Fez. (see Fig.15) 

The Wastani 

A small arched doorway, usually pierced in the centre of  the berrani wall,

gives access to the wasti. The wasti of  hammam Seffarine consists of  two

areas, both unusually covered by barrel vaults, and separated by a thick

rounded arch. It presents two identical niches on the south elevation and

two other identical ones on the north side. However, there is an indication
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Fig. 14: Transition from the Guelssa to the
bathing spaces: reestablishing the original
sequence from Berrani to Wasti to Dakhli

Fig. 14a: Transition spaces between 
the Gulessa and the bathing spaces

Fig. 14b: Location of  the Berrani accessible 
only from the wasti

Fig. 13: The Guelssa during the rehabilitation
work in November 2010 



that a third niche must have existed in the area where the door leading to

the transitional space before the Guelssa, as indicated in the layout

outlined before (see Fig 15 and 16). 

The Dakhli 

It is generally accessed directly from the Wasti room by a small arched

opening pierced in the centre of  the wall separating to the two rooms, and

on axis with the doorway leading from the barrani to the wasti. The plan

of  the dakhli is rectangular as usual, and the space is covered with a barrel

vault, intersected in the centre by another orthogonal vault (see Fig.). It

displays two matharas (small niches called beit al aroussa, the bride’s

corner) and two basins (burma) receiving hot water directly from the

adjoining hot water tank in the fernatchi. The hot room has a hypocaust

arranged underneath its floor and four chimneys embedded in its walls.

This is the hottest room in the hammam and the collection of  hot water is

done with plastic buckets (traditonally wooden buckets were used). The

dakhli presents no specific decorations; however, the walls are covered

halfway with black and white zellige. The floor tiles have been changed

but the original floor tiling is apparent in the area next to the hot water

basin and consists of  white marble tiles with zellige strips similar to those

found in the central area of  the Guelssa (see Fig.16).

It is interesting to note that the dakhli is the less altered room in many

hammams of  Fez. However, during the visit with the rehabilitation

contractor to the hammam Seffarine in June 2010, the bride’s niche

(located on the wall adjacent to the furnace) in the hot room had its

external wall partially demolished during the rehabilitation work, to allow

builders to gain access to the hammam roof  via newly built concrete stairs
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Fig. 14d: Proposed altered plan 
to original spaces

Fig. 14c: Existing plan

Fig. 14e: Area of  the berrani where the
original door to the intermediate space 
leading to the Guelssa was

Fig. 14f: Transition space leading to the Wasti
directly and which was intially not connected 
to the bathing spaces



in order to transport building materials to the roof  space. The demolished

wall in this area revealed a clay pipe in the wall, possibly conducting water

from the well area to the inside of  the hammam. This practice of

demolishing parts of  the historic fabric to allow for building work to take

place is unusual.

Accessing the roof  of  the hammam Seffarine from this newly built

stairs behind the bride’s niche, it was obvious to the author that the roof

had received full attention by June 2010. The tree had been removed. The

tree has been pulled out, leading to further damage to the roof  structure

that needed to be addressed afterwards. The normal practice would have

been to kill the roots of  the tree and let it die slowly before removing it,

preventing further damage to the historic structure. 

The finishes of  the whole roof  had been redone using the traditional

sand and lime mortar, the openings of  the shamsiyyats had been

unblocked and cleared revealing the potential quality of  daylight obtained

inside the spaces, should the shamisiyyats be covered with the proper glass

bulbs. (see Fig.17) 

Daylighting and electrical lighting

An opportunity presents itself  in the case of  hammam Seffarine to

establish a good practice for both day and artificial lighting provision in

the hammam bathing spaces. Should the proper shamsiyyats be designed

and ordered through a glass maker, the rehabilitation of  the hammam

Seffarine could be provide a good lesson for the repair of  all the shamsiyy-
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Fig. 16: The Wasti  with its two 
and three niche bays

Fig. 15: The removal of  the niches in the 
Berrani in June 2010 revealing the full vault
with its  large shamsiyyats

Fig. 15a: The bricks used in 
the construction  of  the niches are recent ones,
the demolition reveals the geometry of  the 
full vault

Fig. 15b: The Shamsiyyats are rather large 
in the Berrani, the amount of  light is affected 
by the construction of   brick squares  to receive 
a flat reinforced glass instead of  a proper glass
bulb.



ats of  all the historic hammams of  Fez, and would have a dramatic impact

on the internal daylighting quality of  the spaces. 

The integration of  electrical lighting with the natural light glass bulbs is

also another opportunity not to be missed. Furthermore, the design of

the shamsiyyats could be done so that solar energy light bulbs could be

integrated within the shamsiyyats and provide renewable energy

electrical lighting, integrated into the traditional natural lighting

arrangement of  the hammam. 

During the hammam project, the engineer team investigating energy

efficiency in hammam Seffarine clearly established that the replacement

of  tungsten filament lighting with compact fluorescent lighting through -

out hammam Seffarine would be a very easy and cost-effective energy

efficiency measure which would reduce electricity consumption and costs

by 61%.It was also estimated that the costs of  purchasing the low-energy

lighting would be around Euro 14,– and would achieve a payback time 

as quick as 10 days. (Mortimer and Jenkins, hammam deliverable 10/1).

The integration of  electrical lighting within the internal spaces of  the

hammams should be arranged in a discreet and safe way in order to

Fig. 17a: The Dakhli or hot room plan
Fig. 17b: The hot room in 2006 with altered
walls and floor finishes
Fig. 17c: The hot room in December 2010 
with revealed original wall tiling

Fig. 17d: The hot room ceiling in 2006 with
blocked shamiyyats 

Fig. 17e: The hot room ceiling with daylight  and
new rendering of  lime and sand 

Fig. 17f: The hot room water basin in 2006

Fig. 17g: Hot room with the two water basins
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provide comfortable levels of  lighting as well as enhancing the perception

of  the spatial qualities of  each bathing room. Having said that, it is

important to highlight that the experience of  the hammam is that of

spaces of  different levels of  lighting and steam density in the spaces,

contributing to the creation of  zones of  varying levels of  visual privacy. 

It is therefore important that the electric lighting is not too strong but

sufficient to allow comfortable levels of  visibility. Indirect upright lighting

integrated to the walls might the best strategy to adopt if  the integrated

electrical lighting to the shamsiyyats is not possible.

Natural ventilation 

Traditionally, the natural ventilation of  the hammam spaces is operated

through opening all the doors separating the spaces and the gulessa and

allowing air movement when the hammam is closed for clients.

Furthermore, traditionally some of  the glass bulbs covering the circular

piercing in the domes and vaults are designed to be removable in order to

ventilate the spaces. Regular ventilation of  the hammams spaces is a

necessity in order to improve the air quality inside the hammam and to

prevent the excessive formation of  mildew. 

Traditionally the hammam floor and wall tiles were regularly scrubbed

with sand and lime in order to remove mildew formation. This practice

was still taking place in some of  the hammams of  Fez. 

Water distribution and drainage system 

in the hammam bathing spaces 

Current bathing practices in the historic hammams of  Fez are centred

around the collection of  cold and hot water in a number of  plastic buckets

Fig. 18: Improved natural and 
electric lighting in the hammam

Fig. 18a: Solar energy powered shamsiyyats 
as developed in Architecture design studio
November 2010

Fig. 18b: Natural light in hot room of  Seffarine

Fig. 18c: Solar energy powered hammam 
electric lighting
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which are then arranged by the bather to define a ›territory‹ for washing

their body. The cold water tank is traditionally located in the Berrani

whereas the hot water tank is located in the hot room or Dakhli. Because

of  its thermal comfort, the wastani or warm room seems to be the most

popular place where the body washing is taking place and from which the

cold and hot water tanks can be accessed at more or less similar distances

but at opposite directions. However, individual preferences may differ and

the number of  clients bathing at the same time usually results in all the

spaces being occupied, sometimes under serious crowding conditions. 

According to the Seffarine hammam manager, interviewed during the

hammam project (when hammam Seffarine was still in operation), the

yearly running of  the hammam follows seasonal and weekly variations in

the number of  clients: 

– During the hot season (May – August): the bather’s average number

was about 35 to 45 a day. 

– During the cold season (November – February): this average reaches

150 to 200 bathers a day. The month of  Ramadan is also characterized by

the decreasing of  the bather’s number.

– September, October, March and April are considered as middle periods. 

Additionally the hammam operates at its full capacity during the

Thursdays and Fridays before Friday’s noon prayer and before major

religious celebrations. In these times, all the spaces of  the hammam are

fully occupied and accidents are more likely to happen in these extreme

high occupancy conditions. 

The drainage of  the water from the floor surfaces and the treatment of

the floor surfaces is extremely important in order to avoid accidents such

as slippage which are likely to happen in a hammam. Children and elderly

clients are particularly prone to these types of  accidents and the rehabilita-

tion of  a hammam should consider making sure that the floor surfaces are

far from being smooth and slippery. In fact the traditional flooring in

hammam Seffarine consists of  marble floor tiles alternated with strips of

Zellige presenting regular rougher textures. In addition to texture,

drainage slopes in the hammam bathing floors, should be carefully

planned to allow the rapid evacuation of  water to drains that are carefully

located and designed to avoid blockages. Opportunities for recycling the

large amount of  used water in the hammams should be explored in the

future if  only to be used for toilet flushing. 

The Furnace area:

The hammam furnace area has traditionally suffered from poor ventilati-

on and lighting, excessive storage of  fuel, increased fire risk linked to the

flames of  the traditional furnace as well as health risks to the Fernatchi

workers due to their long exposure to saw dust from the wood shavings
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Fig. 19: Solar panel on a hammam 
in a village near Marrakech



Fig. 19: Improved heating system 
in the hammam

and their close proximity to the furnace fire. Careful health and safety

assessment and training should be carried out for the staff  working in the

Fernatchi in order to avoid possible accidents. Access to the roof  of  the

hammam is always through the furnace area and is usually unsafe. The

visit to the furnace of  hammam Seffarine during its operation in 2007

revealed that the Seffarine furnace (heating, wood supplying, water inlet,

security, etc.) was operated by 3 teams of  two male furnace attendants

working in shifts of  6 hours each: from 6 a.m. until noon, from noon until

6 p.m. and from 6 p.m. until midnight. 

Once a year, the hammam’s activity will stop for few days in order to

allow for the yearly maintenance of  the hypocaust system, the area under

the raised floor of  the hot room as well as the chimneys. The furnace itself

requires maintenance every time the water cauldrons need cleaning or

replacing. According to the previous manager of  hammam Seffarine the

hot water cauldrons were manufactured with copper and could last for as

long as 40 to 50 years. However, these have been replaced by new ones

made of  iron which are more affordable but last between 5 to 10 years, a

much shorter time than the traditional ones. 

In the Seffarine hammam, there are two furnaces, one for each

hammam. The women’s hammam has a furnace heating two cauldrons

whereas the much smaller men’s hammam furnace heats one cauldron of

water. Originally, the Seffarine hammam enjoyed access to water from its

own spring called »Ain Labghal« meaning »the mule spring«. However,

today the water is provided is by the municipal water distribution network

(radeef) with increasingly rising costs. The manager of  the hammam had

dug, in the 1990’s, two wells in the fernatchi areas of  the two hammams.

The well water was pumped to a water tank added on the roof, in order to

provide water to the furnace cauldrons. 

Increasing costs of  both fuel and water has meant that the hammam

manager was having difficulties making a decent living. Furthermore,

although the hammam is owned by the habous, regular preventive

maintenance and repairs are to be funded and conducted by the hammam

manager. This latter argues that the habous have kept increasing the rent,

rendering the running of  the hammam a non profitable business. The cost

of  fuel has also been rising. 

Energy efficiency measures 

During the hammam project renewable energy technologies were

investigated for Seffarine hammam. It was calculated that the thermal

efficiency of  the water heating systems is 22%. Additionally, flue gases

from the waste wood-fired boilers are used for space heating by means of

hypocaust systems. It was estimated that the thermal efficiency of  this

space heating system is 68%, giving an overall thermal efficiency for the
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combined systems of  25%. The main option for improving the energy

efficiency of  hot water supply was identified as insulating the hot water

systems, improving furnace combustion and boiler heat transfer, and

modifying the control systems. It was estimated that such insulation

might cost no more than Euro 500,– to install and would save 67% of

current waste wood consumption. This is a very cost-effective energy

efficiency measure because it would achieve a payback time of  between

two and five months. This would also reduce local air pollution, in the

form of  smoke and particulates, noticeably (Mortimer and Jenkins,

hammam deliverable 10/1). 

An opportunity was also provided by Dr. Driss Bouzidi, Secretary-

General of  the Association of  Owners and Managers of  the Hammams of  Fez

to visit the modern Tarik hammam in New Fez. Dr. Bouzidi had designed

and built this contemporary hammam which included an efficient water

and space heating system (see Fig 19). The improved wood-fired furnace is

part of  a national initiative developed by the Centre for the Development

of  Renewable Energies (cder) in Marrakech. The improved furnace was

developed and commercial outlets have been opened for it across the

Moroccan territory. A discussion with Mrs. Khedija Kadiri, the owner of  a

hammam in Rabat who has installed the improved furnace system

revealed that although the initial investment and installation costs are

high, the improved furnace has contributed to a significant reduction of

60% of  fuel consumption in her hammam ( Recorded Interview with Mrs

Kadiri in Fez, March 2011). 

In the case of  hammam Seffarine, it is important to consider during the

rehabilitation the possibility of  combining both hammam furnaces and to

invest in an improved furnace system which would reduce fuel consump-

tion. Future alternatives could also consider the development of  a hybrid

system with pre-heating water using solar panels and subsequently

bringing up the temperature of  the water using the improved furnace (see

Fig.19) 

Initial costs should be subsidised by the habous authority in order to

safeguard this hammam living tradition and its associated historic

structures in the world heritage city of  Fez. The habous need to create

more incentives for hammam managers to continue the running of  this

very much needed traditional institution that has promoted health and

well being of  the urban poor and others for many centuries.
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Recommendations for the rehabilitation of  hammam Seffarine 

R 1: Entrance to the Guelssa 

a. Closing the existing door of  the Guelssa, accessible from the corridor

and leading to entrance of  the men’s hammam so that the original

entrance to the Guelssa is used from the intermediate space linking to the

closed entrance on top of  the stairs which is now used as a shop.

b. Investigating the possibility of  reopening the original entrance to the

hammam from the upper street and using that space as a paying fee

entrance to the hammam with a small shop selling hammam products.

R2: Interior Design of  the Guelssa 

a. The closure of  the current entrance will increase the area of  static

spaces: wooden benches locally produced can be used to increase seating

and resting areas after changing.

b. There is a possibility to incorporate a hairdresser in the guelssa and this

is highly recommended as it will increase the economic sustainability of

the hammam. The sale of  coffee and tea and cold beverages could also

generate additional income.

c. Defining the circulation area and the central area as a static seating after

bathing and dressing area will help in making the most of  the central area

of  the Guelssa.

d. Restoring the fountain as a drinking water fountain, will help the

bathers to have access to free drinking water, preventing dehydration from

bathing.

e. Careful Restoration of  the stucco in the Guelssa main dome and the

four smaller domes as well as the beautiful dome of  the prayer room is

very much needed.

f. It is important to introduce the glass shamsiyyats on the two large
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domes (Guelssa and prayer room) and the fours small domes at each

corner of  the Guelssa, increasing the quality of  daylight in these spaces

g. Restoring the Black and white zellige of  the walls and the multicolou-

red fountain Zellige.

h. Removing the paint from the marble columns, leaving the texture of

the original material (marble) to be apparent.

i. Introduce a wooden door between the bathing spaces and the

transitional space separating the Guelsa from the bathing spaces. The

wooden door should have a glass window in order to allow light and views

from both sides of  the door.

R3: The prayer room 

This is a unique feature of  hammam Seffarine as well as the Guelssa and

need particular care for the protection of  the original decorations. The

inscription in the mihrab needs to be translated as it refers to Allah and

availability of  water. The hammam was known to have enjoyed its own

spring. The inscription on the Mihrab could give further clue about the

hammam and could be reproduced and applied at the entrance of  the

hammam, highlighting the heritage value of  this hammam with its

unique prayer room. It is crucial to restore the prayer room and protect its

decorations. It should be protected and used only for praying after bathing

and dressing. Removing the dark paint from the lower part of  the walls in

the prayer area and restoring a white colour should allow a better

appreciation of  the decorations and increase the light in the room and

perception of  its spaciousness.

R4: The transition space from the Guelssa to the Berrani 

It is crucial to re-establish the bathers’ circulation from the Guelssa to the

transitional space to the Berrani, then Wasti then Dakhli. This will be
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possible by closing the opening linking the Wasti to the transitional space

and by opening the door from the corridor separating the Guelssa from

the Berrani. 

R5: Removal of  the alcoves in the Berrani

The existing alcoves are a later addition as they interrupt the geometry of

the vaulted ceiling. Removing them will not only help in recovering the

simple geometry of  the Berrani but will also reveal the entire vaulted

ceiling. This has already been revealed in the demolition conducted by the

Developer in June 2010. 

R6: Removal of  the brick square built on top of  the 

circular shamsiyyats on the vaulted roof of  the Berrani

This will increase the amount of  natural light in this space and allow for

good ventilation. It will also allow for a more beautiful glass installation

rather than the flat reinforced glass place on top of  the opening. 

R7: The Wasti

The Warm Room or Wasti can benefit from the closure of  the door

opened from one of  its alcoves serving at the moment as a transition space

separating this room from the transitional space leading to the Guelssa.

The geometry of  the opening of  the door in this alcove indicates that this

is not an original feature but a transformation to the original layout of  the

hammam. Its closure will result in restoring the third alcove on this side of

the warm room. The warm room natural light apertures in the vault also

need to be restored with appropriate glass bulbs allowing for good

daylight in this room.

R8: The hot room 

The hot room has a long rectangular shape with at one end two hot pools

linked to the furnace, and on the other end two niches for private washing

locally ›beit Al Arous‹ the floor tiling has been removed , however, the 

area next to the hot water pools still retains a portion of  the original floor

tilling, consisting of  white square marble tiles with strips of  zellige.

Alternating square floors tiles of  marble with strips of  zellige does

probably help with the provision of  a non-slippery floor surface. This

original pattern should be continued in all the bathing spaces. A similar

pattern of  floor tiling is also found in the Wasti and the central area of  

the Guelssa. The area next to the hot water pool should be treated with a

rough texture of  floor tiling in order to avoid slippage. The level of  the

water and the temperature should be regularly checked in order to avoid

accidents such as burns.

Furthermore, a new opening has been made by the developer in the

niche of  the hot room wall adjacent to the furnace, leading to a newly
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built staircase reaching the roof  of  the hammam. This opening needs to

be carefully repaired as no access should be allowed from the hot room to

the back spaces of  the furnace area.

R9: The roof 

It is important to remove the cold water tank from the roof  in order to

avoid structural damage. This should be done with care in order not to

affect the stability and integrity of  the hammam structure. A new location

for cold water storage needs to be found it in the fernachi area.

It is also important to ensure good waterproof  finishing of  the roof  as

well as good drainage of  rain water away from the roof  surfaces.

The managers of  the hammam needs to make regular visits to the roof

in order to remove any collection of  garbage and make sure that the water

drainage system put in place is still operational. He or she will need to

make sure to remove any vegetation that starts growing on the roof  and

conduct regular checks of  the glass light bulbs and the chimneys.

R10: The furnace 

The furnace roof  has been removed. The storage of  the fuel should be

away from the fire and be tidy in a safe area. Some of  the fuel (bags of

wood shavings) were stored in the prayer room when the hammam was

still operating. This can constitute a real fire risk for the clients of  the

hammam. Bags of  fuel should not be stored inside the hammam, but only

in the furnace area.

There should be a fire extinguisher in the furnace area , and staff  should

be trained for health and safety and emergency action in case of  fire. The

improved furnace system developed by the cedr ( Centre des energies

renouvellable) could be used to replace both furnaces and should allow

for a more efficient use of  fuel and heating. The improved furnace will

reduce the cost of  fuel.

The area of  the furnace should have good ventilation and open onto a

yard where enough space should be made available for the delivery of  fuel

and its storage. In the case of  Seffarine the two redundant wells could be

replaced by water tanks linked to the Municipal water distribution system.

R 11: The Hypocaust and the Chimneys

The hypocaust needs to be cleaned every year as well as the chimneys in

order to insure a good under-floor heating system and an efficient exhaust

of  the smoke. Filters should be incorporated in the chimneys in order to

reduce pollution. (Mortimer, N. and Jenkins. G, Deliverable 10/Part 1:

Data Report of  the Hammam in Fez, »hammam –Hammam, Aspects and

Multidisciplinary Methods of  Analysis for the Mediterranean Region«.

Unpublished report. Oikodrom, Vienna 2007)
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R 12: The production of  Shamsiyyats glass bulbs 

Investigations for the design of  innovative ›shamsiyyats‹ with integrated

electric lighting powered by solar energy have been conducted by Dr.

Magda Sibley and her students in architecture in the uk. Future collabora-

tion with the habous and architect Rachid Halaoui will be sought to

finalise the design, produce and implement the newly designed shamsiyy-

ats. A phone discussion with Architect Rachid Haloui on 22/11/2011

indicates that the work on the hammam Seffarine will start again in

January 2012 and joint action on the shamsiyyats is expected and would 

be timely.
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Sarab Atassi

The Regeneration 
of  an Ayyoubide Small Bath 
in Damascus
Hammam Ammouneh

Today, in Fall 2011, hammam Ammouneh is a rehabilitated hammam

located in al Uqayba, a typical traditional neighbourhood where the soul

of  traditional Damascene daily life still survives, although with difficulty.

The future of  this sector is related to the implementation of  a decision of

preservation that was taken in December 2010, and to the suspension of  a

rapid road construction (called al-Malik Faysal road project) that was in

complete contradiction to protection of  the medieval suburbs connected

to the intra mural part of  the old city by existing old gates. Sectors of

these suburbs figure already on the list of  the protected zones, Uqayba

should naturally follow soon. This is very important for the protection of

the urban fabric in the zone surrounding hammam Ammouneh.

During the year 2007–2008, hammam Ammouneh, a property of  the

Waqf  Ministry, has been acquired and restored by the Kubab Family. Imad

Kubab is the actual owner, he is from a traditional family who was in the

hammam management since many generations. After succeeding in his

business as an entrepreneur in building, Imad Kubab bought the shares of

hammam al Malik al Zahir from the inheritors of  his grandfather, then he

rehabilitated it with the assistance of  his nephew Bassam who is today in

charge of  the prosperous management of  this public bath that we

consider as a model at different levels.

The respect of  the traditions, the choice of  the working team (especial-

ly skilled hammami men, responsible for the massage, scrub and different

services and accommodations), the personal touches concerning the food

and beverages served, the follow up for the hygiene and proper cleaning of

the spaces, the smooth music, the flowers scattered on the middle

fountain, not mentioning the smiling welcome…. All an atmosphere of

relaxation and revival of  the past, offered for an acceptable entrance fee.
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This prosperous good practice, coupled with finance utilised by the owner

to extend the business, and we believe that both hammam and hammamed

Programs, initiated by Oikodrom and implemented by the Atelier du

Vieux Damas, ifpoTeam, as well as all the encouragements and interest

shown by all these scientific partners for the rehabilitation of  al Uqayba

quarter and hammam Ammouneh encouraged the family Kubab in

taking the decision to renovate hammam Ammouneh at a time when

Damascus was rediscovering the importance of  her hammam Patrimony.

We have noticed during the past three years different changes in the

interior spaces, as we have watched the hammam opening for women

from 8 a.m until 8 p.m ( with a special service offered from 5 p.m to 8 p.m

all days of  the week) we can see a prosperous future for hammam

Ammouneh as we have wanted it to be : linked to the neighborhood, and

to more distant traditional suburbs, hosting middle class clientele and

remaining accessible to a large damascene community.

Today while other baths in the city are mostly opened for men except

hammam al Ward and hammam al Nasiri rehabilitated and renovated

recently, with only three or four half  – days (sometimes one half  day like

in hammam al Teirouzi) for women clientele, hammam Ammouneh

remains the only traditional public bath opened to women all days of  the

week and all day long.

The neighbourhood of  hammam Ammouneh, a historical sector 

to be protected

In 1960, Damascus one of  the oldest and continuously inhabited cities in

Bilad al-Sham had a population of  600,000 inhabitants whereas the

countryside of  Damascus counted only 300,000 inhabitants. In 2004,

Damascus included 1,550,000 inhabitants, the countryside (Rif ) counted

2,250,000 inhabitants. In 2011 Damascus is still expanding and its urban

mutation is reaching critical, alarming levels... The Master Plan to be

approved soon will take into consideration the protection and classificati-

on of  the buffer historical sectors surrounding Damascus. Still, the

transformations in the new city of  Damascus will continue to threaten a

sustainable rehabilitation of  the historic quarters; in parallel we watch a

development of  different policies towards the preservation of  the old city

with a recent effort regarding the historical suburbs that are surrounding

the walls of  the old city. Al Uqayba, is one of  these historical quarters

where we can find hammam Ammouneh the object of  our interest and

case study that formed a starting point for research on the hammams of

Damascus. 

After years of  debate, in which the Atelier du Vieux Damas from ifpo (

the Syrian team responsible for the hammamed actions in Damascus, in the

frame of  Euromed Heritage iv) was deeply involved, the historical
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quarters outside the walls are finally the object of  preservation, years of

work on the urban qualities of  these suburbs helped finally to bring a

Governmental decision of  protection of  the urban fabric and monuments

that survived in these historical sectors. But the process is slow, each one

of  the suburbs should develop a personal strategy of  preservation where

the dwellers are involved in the decisions taken by the Authorities. In fact,

the decision of  protection brings the necessary stability that encourages

the dwellers to invest: that was clearly observed in the case of  Qanawat

historical district protected by a decree since the 1990s.

In the following short presentation we are focusing on the rehabilitati-

on of  hammam Ammouneh in al-Uqayba, one of  the oldest suburbs of

Damascus, as in other surrounding quarters, it has few hammams that are

still existing, sometimes in critical situations… These historic monuments

will find a way to survive, the beauty of  their architecture could multiply

ideas for their rehabilitation in connection with the needs of  the urban

area.

General picture of  the hammams in Damascus 

In recent years there has been renewed interest in investing in traditional

and historical monuments. In fact there is no need to build new ham-

mams, the twenty that remain are all important patrimonial monuments.

The deserted ones form a center and attraction for investors interested

nowadays in Damascene historic monuments , and the working ham-

mams form today a site of  sociability, relaxation, entertainment and

festivities. In these working hammams, we can see the traditional families

of  hammami holding the business, but it is only in restored clean

hammams, that we notice good financial revenues. 

The hammam staff, as in the past, receive personal tips, especially good

on occasions and festivities. This traditionally trained staff  when

supervised by competent management can deliver a quantity of  services

in a safe clean place. In Damascus most of  prosperous working hammams

are regenerated in all respects of  the bath rituals, introducing few modern

improvements, mainly a massage performed by a physiotherapist in a

separate space, beauty services and hairdresser, music, traditional cuisine

etc is on offer… Still a great effort must be performed in training young

women in the business, this effort is to be organised with the skilled and

nowadays very few working hammami women. Umayma, the young

manager responsible for running hammam Ammouneh is a very good

example that should be duplicated in coordination with the hammams

tenants in Damascus. 

Hammam Ammouneh, a positive transformation...

Here only the general lines of  this transformation are presented, for a
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developed study of  the architectural restoration analysis I refer to the

report and study presented by Roula Abou Khater (Oikodrom team please

add the reference and page here ) 

After several years of  complete rejection towards hammam Ammouneh

from its traditional and conservative neighborhood due to the status of

decay and poverty reached by the hammam that generated the seclusion

and bad reputation of  the place (such as drugs and gambling ); today, three

years after its restoration by the kubab family in 2007–2008, the hammam

is prosperous, linked as it should be to its historic warm neighborhood. 

The new manager and owner are from a traditional local family who

has been in the business for many generations, they succeeded in re-

establishing in this second hammam dedicated for women a friendly and

respectful relationship with the dwellers.

The important issue is that they transported to Ammouneh all the

experience and success they reached in the management of  their first

hammam ( al Malik al Zaher ) located at a short walking distance near the

Great Mosque. 

Hammam Ammouneh, is in a modest lane, still it remains today

surrounded by different landmarks that forms a circuit for an interesting

historical promenade, the Tawba Mosque, the Nahhasin Mosque, the

Damascene Museum, the Dahdah Cemetery etc... here the heart and

modesty of  Damascene daily life survives steadily in the two traditional

small markets, at musallabat al Amara and the shops of  the old suwayqa,

located at the door of  the Tawba Mosque, from the Ayyoubid period, that

transformed the neighbourhood in the 13th century into a residential

area.

The hammam have been restored in the end of  2007, the works

brought different changes to a historic building of  the Ayyoubid times that

was in an acceptable condition of  preservation, although facing great risks

because it was completely neglected.

All the investigations and analyses of  our different teams of  specialists

(cf. eu funded program: hammam, Aspects and Multidisciplinary Methods

of  Analysis for the Mediterranean Region, Project No.: 517704 (inco)

during the years 2005/2008) that have observed and studied hammam

Ammouneh in its previous state , could not be used during the quick

restoration of  the hammam, because the work was executed very rapidly

without any possibility of  advice or follow up. Still we can hope that for

the restoration of  hammam al-Umari the twin hammam, located 300

meters north west Ammouneh and acquired in 2009 by Imad Kubab, will

be restored within the required methods concerning mainly the traditio-

nal plasters that are adapted to the humidity and heat of  traditional baths.

The cement plasters that have been used in all the bathing spaces of

Ammouneh will most probably crack in many parts, while the stones
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appearing on the walls, inside the main hall ( Barrani or Mashlah) under

the dome are not compatible with the traditional plastered walls, still they

create an acceptable effect … this was the easy and non costly choice. 

Concerning the monument itself, many improvements have been

introduced by Bassam Kubab, the space is organized in a practical way

with a very elegant and traditional furniture: the Mashlah space under the

dome keeps the high sitting places, mastabas furnished and enlarged; near

the entrance the space is occupied by the desk of  the manager and the

boxes for precious belongings , next to it is a small buffet where continu-

ously warm healthy drinks are served, all meals are ordered in advance or

brought from nearby restaurants, and the central basin is in the heart of

all these convivial activities and gatherings.

In the bathing space we notice the recomposition of  the original

features in the warm space »wastani« and the reconstruction of  the small

basin etc.. In the hot space »Juwani«, the transformation of  the traditional

heating system permitted to add a new room. The use of  the of  pvcwater

inserted pipes inside the walls, and the preservation of  the old conduct

under the hammam help to keep the spaces warm.

The domes and the roof  are an important decorative element for the

open space in front of  the northern façade today they are partly covered

by a large wooden advertisement panel, next to these domes we have two

rooms with modern accommodations and beauty services.

The original Eastern façade is preserved with authentic decorations

from the Ottoman period that is formed from colored lime-base paste

applied according to geometrical or floral forms carved into stone. 

The glass bulbs »Qamariyya-s« fabricated in the same way and with the

same forms as the original ones, are colorful, while the originals old ones

were white; few can be removed to permit aeration. Today, solar panels

are installed on the roof, the price of  the fuel remaining one of  the major

problems, besides the water regular supply.

The Clientele of  the hammam

Since it has been renovated in 2008, hammam Ammouneh is famous in

the neighbourhood and in the city, as a bath working mainly for women

all the week around and even on Fridays; it is also opened for men, but

only after eight in the evening, it accommodates often in the late evenings

special traditional celebrations for groups of  men or women, or families:

in fact the medium size of  the hammam permits to receive no more than

twenty five persons at a time. This private accommodation is important

because it gives good revenue and permits to maintain quality service and

maintenance.

In general, the clients, mostly women, come from the surrounding

traditional and modern quarters. Foreigners living in Damascus or
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tourists, come to Ammouneh, Syrian women, usually come in groups

with their small children, some help and amusement is provided by the

young women staff, so the mothers can enjoy the hammam and other

varied beauty services. Today, organising friendly women reunions is very

common, no more opposition from the mens side; if  criticism does occur,

it is from very conservative and closed circles. In general, the rehabilated

hammams are places of  sociability, hidden places to rediscover with all

their traditions and charms. 

In hammam Ammouneh, Bassam Kubab imposed the traditional rules

he learned from his grand-father and applied first in H. al- Malik al Zaher :

general respect of  moral codes and behavior with a real improvement

towards the general relaxation atmosphere and the beauty and health

services without forgetting the traditional meals and beverages.

Hammam Ammouneh has certainlyregained its good reputation, today,

local dwellers mostly women, enjoy a good relaxation as a healthcare, or

organize a visit to the hammam at special social occasions (both genders),

mainly before weddings. These private family/friends parties include

music and special food, they are considered as a good income for the baths

tenants. 

Hammam Ammouneh has in average a middle class clientele of

women and sometimes men (they are usually going to H. Al Malik al

Zaher) coming regularly or on occasions, this is encouraged by the

reasonable entrance fee and the improved services of  beauty and health.

The quality of  the hammam is highly dependent on the skills of  the staff

of  the hammam and on the hygiene and cleanliness, in fact these count

more than the esthetical and architectural values of  the monument.

Nevertheless, it is still very important for the specialists to see these

monuments rehabilitated with their tangible and intangible heritage that

is well preserved in these Damascene historic hammams as a good

example of  Sustainability.

Uqayba, neighbourhood next to Bawwabat al Ass, south of  the

cemetery of  al Dahdah, is and will likely remain a modest quarter. The

hammam is a good opportunity for families or individuals that do not

have houses with facilities like hot running water or bathrooms. The

manager of  Ammouneh charges an acceptable entrance fee in order to

encourage modest clients to bennefit from the services- sometimes non

paying clients are admitted also in good reputation hammams, an old

habit, that is a sign of  piety (et de bonne augure). Besides, the increased

number of  tourists in search of  the »exotic«, sustain the hammams with a

good source of  income. 

The sad past of  Ammouneh and its bad reputation is nowadays a distant

souvenir for the old generations living in Uqayba-Bawwabat al Ass . 
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A future exists for the hammams of  Damascus 

Hammam Ammouneh, now accepted by the neighborhood and it could

have a certain influence on enhancing it if  it gets the support of  the

Government and the dwellers. The quality of  everyday life is improving

very slowly, few houses are being restored, and we are looking forward the

definitive protection of  the quarter now that the Faysal new road project

have been stopped, and that the link with Bab al-Amara, the door to the

heart of  old Damascus have been preserved. 

The recent rehabilitation of  hammam Ammouneh with six other

Damascene hammams is linked to the regain of  interest we are observing

towards all patrimony buildings and to the investments that are delivered

to the protected sectors. We think that the practice will develop, and the

hammam in Damascus will adapt to modernity and keep the real essence

of  its use, the hygiene conditions will be improved ,and financially they

will keep a reasonable entrance fee. This will be an improvement in the

whole procedure we are watching with the traditional monuments. The

experience implemented in hammam Ammouneh, the revival of

hammams in the suburbs and their use all day long for women is a way of

regenerating a traditional space for women, and using it for larger society

and communal integration (this action could further on be compared

with the situation in Aleppo and Homs and Hama in order to introduce

similar actions).

The aim of  the research is to work on the idea of  encouraging the

development of  sustainable hammams by promoting and enhancing the

traditional and popular hammams.

Acknowledgment:

From hammam to hammamed under the umbrella of  Oikodrom 

Hammam Ammouneh’s positive rehabilitation was obtained in the frame

of  the previous eu project hammam after the important knowledge

reached during three years of  intensive work concerning Hammams in six

cities of  the Mediterranean region and among them Damascus; I am sure

all the hammam team keeps in memory the public event outside

Ammouneh to celebrate its rehabilitation, this success rewarded

immensely our efforts.

A new perspective was given to the work with a second eu funded

program hammamed, and it is necessary to present a general overview

concerning our work and partnership in the frame of  this program that

focused its action on awareness raising towards the rehabilitation of

hammams in Fez and Damascus two historical cities both identified and

selected among the six studied cities in the previous project hammam.

( photos of  the event and the consortium of

women ..in the hammam) 
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The first year of  hammamed was mostly spent on the conception,

preparation and organization of  the whole action; the Oikodrom team

developed great efforts to build a comprehensive detailed program of

actions in coordination with the consortium experts, the task was

complex …and all members of  the new team needed to adapt their

scientific knowledge towards tangible actions completely devoted to one

overall objective: raising awareness for the importance of  the hammam,

and the re-appropriation of  this heritage and its associated culture by the

local population in order to save and transfer the traditional hammam into

a modern world; of  course the situation is completely different between

the two selected cities, but the previous researches in the hammam

program permitted a comprehensive adapted approach.

At the end of  July 2009, the whole Action was planned in detail, as it was

discussed by all members of  the hammamedTeam. This was a major step

that helped the researchers to move and stretch mentally from the

previous hammam project and to assimilate a method completely devoted

to awareness raising on different public levels. 

Starting from Fall 2009 the preparations for the different actions and

activities were intense, the peak for Damascus was with the diverse

activities of  the Hammam Day (Spring 2010) which turned into a

Hammam month with the Exhibition »Hammam, Hidden Door Living

Treasure« that had a very positive impact and that was highly praised on

different levels; This whole package with all the needed modifications and

adaptations was repeated in Fez by the Fez team and Oikodrom collegues,

with all the lessons learned from the Damascus experience in Spring 2011 

From March 2011 and the arise of  the events in Syria the ifpo/Syrian team

of  the Atelier du Vieux Damas started to have some difficulties towards

organising public awareness-raising activities, in these critical circumstan-

ces we focused on a workshop with a school that was filmed and entirely

documented, and on a documentary presenting the hammams of

Damascus in their tangible and intangible heritage.

Still we needed to focus on another important action: Hammam al- Jozeh,

remained our goal, and »battle field« after H. Ammouneh, the reasons of

the choice have been developed during the workshop held in cooperation

with the School of  Architecture/University of  Damascus, March 2010,

and during the exchanges and official meetings held at the Governorate of

the City of  Damascus who has expropriated this heritage building in the

protected zone of  Sarouja and who has the decision upon its future

rehabilitation.

Hammam day:

fotos Austellung etc
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The Damascene team decided to focus on al-Jozeh to present a detailed

action plan for this hammam rehabilitation and future within the main

historic suburb of  Sarouja; the plan was to have a cloture event on the spot

in order to create an impulse towards raising a decision of  the

Governorate supported by a the Antiquities Department, the scientific

local community with the local group of  stakeholders/Hamamjis etc…

We have prepared the scientific documentation concerning this presenta-

tion of  hammam al Jozeh in cooperation with the University of  Damascus

and we are looking forward another success…
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Mohamed Bouzaiane

Hammam Traditionnel 
a Testour, Tunisie

Introduction

Il s’agit de présenter un audit énergétique préliminaire d’un hammam à

Testour au Gouvernorat de Beja à la date de Novembre 2010.

L’immobilier se trouve en bordure de la gp5 reliant Testour au Kef, est

propriété de la famille Akkez et est géré par procuration par M.

Abdelhamid Akkez. Le rapport comporte (à joindre après approbation du

projet pilote par l’anme):

– Le plan de situation extrait du plan d’aménagement urbain, pour voir 

les possibilités de transformation des masques solaires.

– Le plan et les coupes d’architecture où y sont indiqués les dimensions 

et les natures des matériaux,

– Les états reportés sur les plans des ambiances aérauliques 

(températures de l’air, des parois et humidités relatives). La consomma-

tion de l’énergie correspondante sera fournie par le tenancier du

hammam.

– Les propositions sur des documents graphiques et écrits de 

l’amélioration de la consommation en tenant compte du confort (qui

ne fera pas déserter le hammam par ses usagers).

– Les gains escomptés en énergie et en dégagements de gaz nocifs.

Situation Urbaine

– Situation urbaine par rapport à la ville et au quartier,

Le hammam se trouve à la limite de la ville de Testour face à l’hôtel Ibn

Zeidoun actuellement à l’état de restauration. 

– Masques solaires :

La plus proche construction au sud du hammam est à RDC et est éloignée

de 20m. La latitude du lieu est proche de….. .., l’inclinaison sud du capteur
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par rapport à l’horizontale sera de…….(à préciser par l’expert solariste, et

proche de 45° orientée sud)

– Intégration architecturale des capteurs solaires au paysage urbain:

L’implantation des capteurs occupera la façade postérieure du hammam

et sera éloignée du champ visuel des passants. De plus une intégration à la

masse bâtie reste possible. 

– Accessibilité,

Le hammam se trouve à l’angle de deux voies dont la gp1 et est accessible

à partir de la plus petite orientée est. 

– Périodes de fréquentation, type d’usagers et nombre,

Le hammam est fréquenté toute la semaine, cependant la densification se

fait ressentir le samedi et le dimanche ( jours de congé hebdomadaire),

puis le jeudi après midi et le vendredi (ce dernier correspond au jour de

congé des agriculteurs) et enfin les autres jours de la semaine. Les plus

grandes fréquentations coïncident avec les saisons les plus froides. 

Le nombre moyen des usagers est proche de 50ps et plus pour la

festivité religieuse ou pour les rentrées scolaires.

Descriptif  architectural et technique

Décomposition spatiale et description des différentes entités.

Le hammam est composé de :

– Une Skifa,

– Un mahres avec deux doukanas de part et d’autre,

– Une grande maksoura à gauche et sur toute la largeur du mahres,

– Quatre chambres humides intermédiaires,

– La salle chaude liée directement au firnak fonctionnant avec du bois. 

Description des matériaux de l’enveloppe, des revêtements et indications

sommaires sur leur effusivité,

L’enveloppe est construite en pierre porteuse de plus que 70cm d’épaisse-

ur.

(Un plan détaillé sera joint à la présente).

o Localisation et description des matériaux et différentes composantes du

hammam participant à :

– L’inertie,

– Déperdition par conduction

– Déperdition par renouvellement de l’air et autres,

(Un plan et un descriptif  détaillés seront joints ultérieurement)

– Descriptif  de l’ambiance aéraulique,

– Relevé des températures des différentes parois sol, murs et planchers

hauts, à repérer sur des plans et coupes et notamment ceux qui participent

au chauffage de l’ambiance par radiation tels que parois minces séparant
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la chaufferie (firnak) de la salle chaude, l’hypocauste et la dernière

cheminée.  

Un relevé des températures des surfaces intérieures de l’enveloppe et des

murs intérieurs a été dressé. Il sera joint au plan du hammam après la prise

des différentes températures de l’air et des degrés des humidités relatives

des différents espaces.

Il est cependant à remarquer que les contrastes des températures des

parois entres les différents espaces successifs n’est pas choquante sauf  à la

sortie (passage mahres et skifa).

Vue la forte inertie des parois, ces températures peuvent être considé-

rées comme stables pour une durée au moins égale à 24h.

– Relevé des températures des différentes humidités relatives des

différents espaces composants le hammam,

(des relevés à prendre dans une prochaine étape)

Relevé des pressions et vitesse de l’air aux différentes portes des chicanes

et salles sèches. (des relevés à prendre dans une prochaine étape surtout

aux différents passages)

Consommation de l’eau et de l’énergie

Définition de la consommation journalière de l’eau en définissant:

– Le nombre de cuves chauffées par jour,

Le nombre de cuves chauffée (1,5 m3) par jour du lundi au mercredi varie

de 6 à 8, le jeudi et le vendredi varie de 10 à 12 et les samedis dimanches de

12 à 15. 

• La température de l’eau chaude à la sortie des la cuve chauffée.

Selon des prélèvements pris en période de repos puis d’activité du firnak,

nous avons constaté pour la première une température voisine de 37° et

de 42° pour la deuxième. 

Le bois consommé pour le chauffage de l’eau à utiliser par les baigneurs et

pour maintenir la température du hammam est de :

– une remorque par jour du lundi au mercredi,

– une remorque et demie par jour pour le jeudi et le vendredi,

– deux remorques pour le samedi et deux autres pour le dimanche

La température de l’eau du puits relevée par pompage varie de 19° à 20°

Anomalies constructives liées aux différentes déperditions de

l’énergie

– Détection des ponts thermiques,

Des ponts thermiques ont été constatés dans plusieurs endroits du

hammam.

(à mettre sur plan). Et notamment aux sommets des voutes.
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– Détection des zones d’inconfort,

Les zones d’inconfort constatées se trouvent au mahres et à la skifa.

– Détections des zones ou issues des infiltrations de l’air,

Les zones à forte infiltration d’air ont été constatées au mahres à travers

la         skifa et entre l’extérieur et la skifa.

– Détection des zones nécessitant un éclairage artificiel à faible consom-

mation ou à renforcer par un éclairage naturel le jour par de petites

ouvertures thermiquement isolées. (à développer lors d’une prochaine

visite)

Propositions architecturales pour une meilleure efficacité énergétique

– Intervention sur l’enveloppe,

Il est à proposer une meilleure isolation aux niveaux des ponts thermiques

et une généralisation de l’isolation en cas d’utilisation des capteurs

solaires. Car une partie de l’énergie qui chauffe à la fois l’eau et les murs

inerte va être supprimée.

– Intervention sur les sas

Une autre skifa est à prévoir (voir plan)

– Intervention sur l’inertie intérieure.

L’inertie supplémentaire résultera d’un calcul et la note sera jointe au

rapport.

Propositions d’équipements pour une meilleure efficacité     énergéti-

que, et réduction de la consommation et de dégagement de CO2

– Intervention sur (voir les suggestions de l’ingénieur Expert),

– Installation de capteurs solaires (voir les suggestions de l’ingénieur

Expert),

– Intervention sur …….(voir les suggestions de l’ingénieur),

Budgétisation de l’opération

– Améliorations chiffrées escomptées,

– Temps de retour,

– Justification de l’investissement

Période de réalisation de l’opération

Il est préférable d’exécuter les travaux pendant les mois de fermeture

annuelle qui correspondent aux mois  de mai, juin, juillet et Aout pour

finir avant l’entrée scolaire (15 septembre).

Les Solutions Trouvées par certains hammamgis et recommandations

Les derniers recours des hammamgis consiste à réduire la température de

l’eau de la cuve pour la fixer entre 40°C et 42°C et ce pour éviter les

multiples mélanges Chaud-Froid et éviter la surconsommation au robinet.
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De plus Plusieurs d’ entre eux négociations pour entre eux attendent les

résultats des négociations avec l’anme pour s’engager dans le solaire.

Pour les futurs hammams qui seront équipés de capteurs solaires, il est

recommandé de prévoir leur implantation dans leurs lotissements et

d’après un règlement d’urbanisme respectant le droit au soleil des

établissements hammam.

Une attention particulière sera portée sur les matériaux d’isolation non

polluants ni nocifs.
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Dalila ElKerdany

Tambali: 
On the Way 
to a Success Story

Mimar architecture office  has accepted the challenge of  saving the

Tanbali hammam, while introducing an innovative approach for

conservation to the Egyptian Antiquity congregation. It adopted an

approach that embodies six constituents: historic past, the contemporary

present, environmental sustainability, museography, community linkages

and sharing responsibilities. A full detailed architectural, engineering, and

realization development scheme has been presented to the Egyptian

Supreme Council of  Antiquity (esca) for the purpose of  putting it into

realisation. This final scheme is the culmination of  around five years

continuous multidisciplinary investigation, research, visits for best

practice around the Mediterranean, design development and field work 

in the Tanbali hammam and its surrounding community. Thanks to the

hammam (2005–2008) and hammamed (2008–2011) European projects,

without which this achievement could never have been accomplished.

1. History

»Bringing Tanbali back to its original life« is our approach towards its

conservation and restoration. Only with the help of  historic references;

Edmond Paute sketches and paintings of  Tanbali, old visual images,

photographs found in books, articles and the hammam itself; a full

architecture restoration scheme of  a functioning hammam has been

created.

2. Contemporary

However, the designer put an emphasis on realizing a contemporary

public bath by installing state-of-the-art methods and techniques that

facilitate hygiene, ease, comfort, and environmental sustainability. This is
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done without sacrificing the antiquity value, traditional beauty and

authentic charm of  historic hammams.

3. Environmental Sustainability

It was important to set an example for the local community as well as the

conservation community on ways and methods of  energy saving, water

and solid waste recycling, and the use of  non polluting materials.

4. Museography

The scheme introduced a critical »museological« display for ancient water

and heating systems and their connected activities in order to educate and

preserve the knowledge of  historic systems and their connectedness to

and benefits for the local community.

5. Community Linkages

The new hammam practice needs to be weaved within the local commu-

nity life. This is considered to be a key element in the socio-economic

sustainability of  the hammam. Some new concepts and functions are

inserted to strengthen the bond with people: guaranteeing employment

for locals; upgrading urban surrounding; improving the local crafts by

allowing a sale outlet for traditional crafts inside the hammam; providing

lessons for health awareness and women awareness; and facilitating a

meeting hub for culture. 

6. Sharing Responsibilities

While the Supreme Council of  Antiquities remains the sole responsible

authority for figuring out the best methods for technical and cultural

hammam building maintenance, introducing the concept of  »sharing

financial and operational responsibility« for the hammam becomes a must

in the Egyptian conservation practice. While Egypt is one of  the richest

countries in cultural heritage – ranging from pre-history to modern

heritage – its poor resources require innovative approaches to safeguard

such wealth. One way is to learn from international practices in the areas

of  archeology valorization, partnership with the private sector, and

regaining local bonds with monuments through feasible rehabilitation

approaches.

This »partnership« concept targets expanding the numbers of  restored

antiquities hence it enlarges the number of  funding parties and stakehol-

ders. It also reinforces the vitalization of  monuments and attempts to re-

weave them as living organisms that serve and positively interact with

their local communities. By doing this, they contribute to development,

while in turn guaranteeing their conservation, up keep, maintenance and

restoration.
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Proposed layout and Roof  water channels

Proposed Flooring
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Proposed Ceiling

Maslakh Elevation A
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Beit El Harrara Elevation A

Southern Maghtas Elevation A–B
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Maslakh Skylight and Cladding Detail

Western Maghtas Flooring Detail
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Maslakh Beam Decorations Details

Domestic and Irrigation Network
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Flow Diagram

Beams Seq. and Schedule
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Richard S. Levine

The Once and Future
Sustainability Driven 
Hammam

About this chapter

This chapter addresses a variety of  future possibilities for new and restored

hammams. The subjects range from strategies for a sustainability oriented

hammam, a brief  history of  a uniquely Islamic architecture and how it

could project into the future, to the emergence of  a leadership role for a

modern Islamic culture based upon the same values pursued in the hammam

and hammamed projects. The chapter should be of  value to hammam

managers, architects and engineers as well as to the general reader.

Reviving a Building and a Tradition in Decline

In many regions of  the Islamic Mediterranean world the hammam

tradition is in decline. A basic premise of  the hammam project has been to

go beyond the restoration of  hammam structures to look for ways that

this tendency toward decline can not only be reversed, but also how

through a restoration process the hammam could become a vehicle for

increased social empowerment and through such empowerment become

an influence for societal sustainability. In this chapter we will speculate

about some of  the ways in which the hammam tradition can be enlivened

and how the hammam might evolve to both reempower the local culture

and to enhance new sustainability driven societal structures into the future.

The hammam tradition

A central interest of  the hammam project was to seek ways of  enhancing

emerging economies in the Islamic Mediterranean region, starting with

the renewal of  existing hammams and the revival of  the ancient tradition

of  the Islamic bath or hammam and moving outward to empower local

neighborhoods and communities – always attempting to employ



sustainability oriented means to do so. The hammam tradition has a

highly complex relationship to the Islamic town. It combines health and

hygiene needs with religious, social and societal needs, making it

historically, one of  the key focal points of  the Islamic town or city. In

recent years this tradition has declined owing partly to the improvement

of  housing conditions with their modern bathrooms. Such improvements

have made it more convenient to satisfy health and hygiene needs in the

comfort of  one’s own home, thus abandoning the social, religious and

societal dimensions of  the tradition to those without bathrooms. As in so

many instances, modern convenience becomes the enemy of  conviviality

and the hammam, as an institution has tended to devolve to the poorer

sectors of  society as the more affluent become less likely to partake of  the

social, health and spiritual ritual of  the bath. 

This is a great pity as it diminishes an essential aspect of   Islamic

culture. While the mosque may offer adults – mostly the men – a deep

spiritual experience, it is the hammam that creates an environment that

carries forth another sort of  ritual – one that would be blasphemous in

any other setting. In the hammam people become exposed, moving

practically naked in front of  others, often people they don’t even know

and their bodies are bathed and massaged, sometimes by total strangers.

This occurs in a society where in other settings women in particular are

sometimes prohibited from leaving the home without being covered head

to toe with garments that hide their very identity. 

Just as in the mosque, the hammam goer is removed from the profane

business of  the everyday world where various taboos prevail (especially

for women) and is immersed in a protected place, sheathed in darkness

and shaped by ethereal light and womblike space. In this traditionally

sanctioned place, taboos are lifted to create the space of  the hammam

ritual. Although some of  their »functions« are superficially similar, to

equate the hammam, which literally means »bathroom« in Arabic with a

modern bathroom would be beyond comprehension.

The Islamic dilemma

Many social interactions take place in a hammam, which would be difficult

in a less supportive environment. In the Islamic town, the hammam is one

of  the few places of  luxury, relaxation and contemplation for the body and

the senses, and by extension for the spirit. Especially for women the

hammam is that rare social space outside the home where they are able to

congregate with friends. As those newly able to afford bathrooms

abandon magnificent ancient hammams, the buildings deteriorate and

remain refuges for only the poorer classes. This creates not just a gradual

shift away from traditional Islamic Mediterranean societal patterns, but an

actual split by those who, symbolically through their new bathrooms,
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have adopted the trappings and the culture of  Europe and the West, from

those who find themselves trapped by poverty into older Islamic patterns.

This split creates enormous tensions, for those left behind in the hammam

still desire the wealth and the modern trappings that that wealth can bring

(like bathrooms, cars and all manner of  consumer goods) and those who

have adopted modernity still harbor deep ties to a faith that resists being

modernized away from mosque and hammam. 

This enormous and often destructive tension between tradition/religi-

on and modernity seen as a hegemonic Western influence can also be seen

as a core aspect of  the struggle within Islamic societies and between

Islamic societies and the modern world. It has been an underlying theme

within both the hammam and the hammamed projects to foster an

authentic, alternative modernity emanating from within the traditional

Islamic culture. One vehicle for pursuing such an alternative future could

take its seeds from the hammam – the hammam as a socio-cultural

tradition, the hammam as a rejuvenated source of  a civil society process

and the hammam as a new/old building type working from Islamic

precedents rather than European ones.

The hammam as a building type 

Chapter 1 by Dumreicher/Kolb deals with the various new socio-econo-

mic forms that future hammam could take. This chapter instead focuses

on the hammam as a building and a building type. The chapter will seek

openings for the discovery of  authentic architectural forms that while

they may derive from Islamic culture, still address the needs of  the present

and the future in a locally appropriate way that is neither beholden nor

diminished by changing European fashions. 

Islamic Buildings in the Modern World

The recent history of  South Mediterranean architecture has gone through

several distinct periods. The colonial period produced many fine

individual buildings within a background of  masses of  less impressive

urban fabric. This was also true of  the »white« architecture that appeared,

as European modernism came into fashion. More recently the emergence

of  the »post-modern« style in architecture, which was bad enough it its

European and particularly in its American versions, which gave architects

and builders in the South Mediterranean region the license to create a

mishmash of  stylistic decoration to the facades of  buildings. These

eclectic exercises combined motifs from anywhere and everywhere,

whose only consistency was (is) in its shallowness and its tasteless,

nouveau riche ways of  displaying wealth. While the range of  forms that

typify this architecture are not uncommon among the rising middle

classes in other developing regions they also represent an attitude toward
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both society and to resources that is fundamentally unsustainable. Such

an approach to the design of  buildings is easily read as anti-cultural (it

ignores the values of  prevailing or traditional cultures from which it tries

to escape), anti-social (It typically creates single building, walled enclaves

that try to separate themselves from the city, from public space and from

the public), anti-future and unsustainable (It relies heavily on the

automobile and is designed with a reliance on the consumptive patterns

and structures of  modern industrial society without giving anything back

to the city, the environment or to the society that it feeds upon.) All these

characteristics can easily be read from the derivative, decorative forms

that are inconsistently and tastelessly applied to the building facades. Such

a new Islamic urban landscape does not describe a way of  building

buildings and cities that could be an authentic, much less a sustainable

Islamic model for the future.

Sustainability and the Islamic World

How can we go forward from such a situation? Here are some principles

to follow. The one thing that Europe and the West have not mastered is

the question of  how to live on the planet in a sustainable fashion.

Whatever positive attributes it may have, the metabolism of  the European

lifestyle consumes far more nonrenewable resources than it produces and

also dumps unsustainable levels of  pollutants into the environment. The

Islamic Mediterranean world is far less unsustainable than the European

world. While this is because these countries are much less developed and

the people are much poorer than the average European and therefore not

yet able to afford the consumptive European lifestyle, still in pursuing

development, it is not necessary for the peoples of  the Islamic world to

repeat the same mistakes already made by the Europeans (never mind the

example of  the Americans who are far worse than the Europeans.) In fact

there are paths still open to the people of  the hammam regions that are no

longer open to the Europeans. 

The major challenge of  the coming generation is to forge a sustainable

way of  living on planet Earth - in its towns and its countryside’s. In

pursuing this goal – which is absolutely necessary if  anything like even the

current levels of  affluence are to be maintained – the Islamic

Mediterranean world offers different conditions from Europe. Here are

five important ones. The region is a lot less developed, it has scarce water

reserves, a warmer climate, it has far more sunshine and it has a strong

religious tradition that in everyday life provides for great social coherence

but, as with all religions, can be toxic in its extreme forms. 

Ironically, underdevelopment can be a great resource as there are many

unsustainable mistakes that a developing region hasn’t yet made and

doesn’t need to make. Such a developing region has a good deal more
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room to experiment with than a developed region like Europe. As it

proceeds with its regional development it still has the ability to make

choices that can avoid the pitfalls that other more »advanced« societies

have already fallen into. The hot arid climate and water scarcity are

challenges, but they also can represent a discipline or boundary condition

from which sustainable cities can emerge. Dealing with water scarcity and

its implication for land management can also represent a force for social

coherence, participation and empowerment in dealing with this common

problem. 

The region’s vast solar resource can and must be the driver for a

common future prosperity. Already the Europeans are salivating over the

possibility of  vast solar farms in the arid regions of  the Maghreb. But

energy from the sun is a local renewable resource and the only permanent

source of  energy that can be relied upon in the future. As a common

resource that falls daily on the land of  a town or region, it is or can be a

major source for social coherence in the management of  this resource to

power the local regional economy. 

Islam is a peaceful religion, except when it feels to be threatened.

During the times when it has been comfortable in its own identity and

place in the world Islam has been creative, tolerant, innovative, benevo-

lent, and has made great contributions to culture and progress. Now is not

one of  those times. But as the West is currently faltering it may again be a

time when the Mediterranean Islamic world can once again take the lead

for creating a sustainable model for life on the planet. The inherent

discipline that Islam projects as a force for social coherence is yet another

indicator of  how a concerted, societally based program of  urban

sustainability could coalesce in the region of  the hammam.

The Arabic Spring and the Vision of  Sustainability

There are of  course many things that would have to come together for

such a grand vision to develop. And with the advent of  the »Arab Spring,«

for the first time in centuries the Mediterranean Arab world is on the

move – or could be. And with so many different Arab Countries, each with

it’s own history, each seeming to »bootstrap« in their influence upon one

another, and with effects manifesting differently in each country, the

creativity of  these mutual synergies is also in play. But in order for

something really positive to happen there must be an awareness of  a

model through which it could happen. This is where our future hammam

model may be of  some value.

The hammam project in effect, had a hierarchy of  goals and intentions.

At the basic level the research looked at traditional hammams in six

different Islamic Mediterranean cities with the idea of  exploring them as

case studies for renovation. The project sought a process that would
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honor their history and enliven their neighborhood settings through

participatory empowerment processes that would encourage sustainable

transformations moving outward from the hammam into the neighbor-

hood and possibly beyond.

Sustainability has many dimensions that all must work in concert. The

hammam is able to address a number of  these dimensions directly and

others indirectly. Social, equity, and economic dimensions are addressed

elsewhere in this Reader. Environmental dimensions are most specifically

involved in the construction and operating of  the hammam and are the

energy and material keys in making the transition to a sustainable society.

Water and energy usage are major expenses in operating the hammam.

Water is an infinitely renewable resource and every liter of  water contains

molecules that over their billions of  years of  existence on the planet, have

been everywhere and done everything. Nature continually recycles water

and in a sustainability regime buildings and cities will learn to do the

same. To support the operation of  a hammam, large quantities of  water

are required. There are many strategies for minimizing water usage and

recycling this water in the hammam as well as between the hammam and

the town where it is located. These strategies are the subject of  another

chapter in the Reader.

Renewable energy in the hammam

In order to produce the necessary high temperatures, hot water and

steam, the hammam needs to produce and consume large quantities of

energy. The hammam has historically been one of  the largest consumers

of  both water and energy of  any building type. If  a hammam were built

that consumed very low quantities of  water and energy, or even zero

quantities on a net basis it would mean that any and all buildings with

lesser requirements could similarly achieve this level of  performance.

Such a hammam as an exemplar to a town, its people, and its buildings

could become the catalyst for a transformation to sustainability oriented

building and urban fabric as well as a sustainable way of  life.

Historically the hammam has been extremely inefficient in it’s

consumption of  energy. Walls, floors and roofs were made of  heavy

masonry, which is a very poor insulator and permits a rapid escape of  heat

to the outside. Hot water used in bathing quickly runs down the floor

drains wasting even more heat. The boilers used to heat the spaces and the

water have been primitive and extremely inefficient and the smoke issuing

from these boilers have been a major source of  air pollution. Historically

these conditions were not considered to be problematic. Water was

usually available. Firewood could be gathered and wood waste as sawdust

and olive pits were often also available. Until recently, in Cairo and

elsewhere, hammams were often fueled by burning locally gathered
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garbage in a boiler/oven that was also used to cook a delicious local

specialty called fuul, until the pollution and the bad smells from incomple-

te and inefficient combustion caused such burning to be banned by the

authorities. Increasingly these renewable fuels are being replaced by fossil

fuels, particularly low grade heating oil and natural gas. To go from

fueling the boilers with potentially carbon neutral organic fuels to

nonrenewable fossil fuels represents a shift in the wrong direction in

relation to local economy, conviviality, resource depletion and air

pollution – all key sustainability issues. 

Much more efficient modern boilers are now available, but burning

fossil fuels more efficiently deals with only a small part of  the total

problem of  making the transition to sustainability in a strategic, synergis-

tic fashion. Burning dried organic residues in a modern, nonpolluting

boiler would be better, and could deal with more local, sustainability

oriented issues (such as organizing social and economic activities for

collecting sorting and processing the residue and using the waste heat

from the boiler operation for other purposes.) However the real break-

through would be to harness the sun to do this work.

Energy Supply through Renewables

The cost of  direct solar conversion to both hot water and electricity is

currently at an all time low and prices continue to drop. The Islamic

Mediterranean region has as much or more sun than any populated

region on the planet. While there are oil and gas reserves in some parts of

the region, they are at best only temporary resources and as they are

extracted and depleted they leave nothing but problems behind. The sun

is the only permanent, reliable source of  energy and the hammam region

has abundant sunshine daily. Already we are seeing the use of  solar panels

being installed on hammam rooftops (see the chapter on the Damascus

case study and the Amouneh hammam) as an economically viable

venture. But such an installation is more than an economic business

decision. It is a symbolic statement that there is an economic alternative to

expensive, unsustainable fossil fuels and even an alternative to burning

organic matter (which still puts carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere.)

Energy savings through Insulation and Conservation

It gets even better than this. Even if  solar hot water panels and solar

photovoltaic panels to make electricity are economically viable, the

hammams that they power are still grossly inefficient in their use of  water

and energy. It is one thing to solve the »supply side« of  the problem, but it

is the »demand side« where many of  the real savings can occur. As heavy

masonry structures, hammams continually leak heat out the top, bottom

and sides at a staggering rate. Masonry is a poor insulator and energy as
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heat goes right through it. If  a hammam could be wrapped with a

minimal amount of  quality insulation the energy saved could easily be on

the order of  90% and probably even more. Moreover if  the hot water used

for bathing that immediately runs out the drain could be used to give up

it’s heat to warm the hammam, additional savings would be effected.

Of  course, this is easier said than done. Most hammams are (or once

were) beautiful cultural heritage sites that brought pride and identity to a

town or city. Adding a continuous layer of  insulation to either the inside or

outside risks compromising the integrity and authenticity of  the original

structure. In addition each hammam has its own setting and identity so

what might work or be appropriate for one hammam might be inappro-

priate or impossible to accomplish in another hammam. Additional studies

need to be done to develop efficient integrated strategies for insulating

hammams, but the potential gains in performance are so enormous that

some preliminary comments and speculations are in order.

The easiest place to provide insulation for a hammam is on the roof  and

this is fortunate because the hammam roof  is also the source of  its greatest

heat loss. Because the roof  is almost always open to the sky and easily

accessible, adding between 5cm to 15cm of  rigid foam or cork insulation

to the roof  will greatly decrease the heating energy requirements of  the

hammam. Wall insulation is much more difficult to install as adding

insulation to the interior walls would be awkward and would jeopardize

the internal qualities of  the hammam. In addition, as hammams are typically

directly adjacent to other buildings and thus have few if  any exterior walls,

insulating the outside of  the hammam walls would be difficult. Perhaps

surprisingly, hammams also loose a good deal of  heat through the floors

and into the earth below. Sometimes in the restoration of  a hammam it is

necessary to remove the floor to redo it. In such a case it may be possible

to add insulation between the earth and the floor. Heat loss calculations to

determine the effects of  adding insulation affect the energy performance

of  a hammam are difficult to do with any degree of  precision due to the

many unknowns about the construction of  the existing building. However

a high degree of  accuracy is not really required as relatively simple

calculations can reveal the difference in performance between adding

5cm, 10cm or 20cm of  foam insulation to the roof. In so doing the relative

economic benefits of  following these various options can be evaluated. 

Risks of  Insulating hammam Buildings

A note of  caution is necessary in considering the insulation of  a hammam

roof. Hammam domes and vaults »breathe« to the outside. That is to say

that the masonry material from which the roofs are made are not

completely impervious to water vapor which slowly migrates through the

masonry from the hot humid interiors to the warm dry outside air. When
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this migration is blocked by adding an impervious material to the outside

of  the roof, the moisture may be trapped within the masonry, unable to

get out. There are many different material combinations used in the

construction of  masonry vaults, but most of  them are based upon lime

mortars. Lime mortars are partially soluble in water and when the

moisture content within a lime based masonry structure remains

sufficiently wet over a long enough period of  time, it is in danger of

failing. It may at first seem counterintuitive to suppose that structures that

have endured in the weather for many hundreds of  years might be

weakened by making their outside surfaces more waterproof, but most

people have already seen evidence of  this. Throughout the Arab

Mediterranean region there are countless masonry buildings whose

mortars and plasters are either based on lime or are often just mud.

Modern repairs often apply cement stucco to the outside of  these walls.

This cement-based stucco is impervious to water and is far stronger than

either the traditional lime or mud plasters that they replace or are meant

to protect. The consequences of  this treatment are often disastrous. The

cement stucco acts as a barrier to the migration of  moisture that is

working its way from inside the building to outside, thus trapping the

moisture in the wall where it dissolves the lime or mud causing rapid

deterioration of  the wall structure. 

It is not known whether closed cell foam acting as a vapor barrier

applied to a hammam roof  may cause similar problems. It may well

depend upon the composition of  the masonry material as well as the

permeability of  the plasters and coatings applied to the interior surfaces of

the hammam. In any event such a potential problem may be forstalled by

providing a drainage layer between the roof  and the insulation or by

inserting wicks through the insulation.

It is important to note that these and other conservation measures in

greatly reducing the energy demands of  the hammam operations also will

greatly reduce the requirements for energy input. This strategy will make

the need for renewable energy systems like solar hot water heating and

photovoltaic electricity far less extensive and therefore far less expensive.

It is thus perfectly conceivable that a hammam could be operated

economically without any boiler at all and without any import of

electricity, at least on a net basis. If  such a hammam with its normally high

water and energy requirements were renovated or a new one built to this

standard it would clearly demonstrate that virtually any building could

operate at this same level of  efficiency. This could trigger a contagious

development of  sustainability oriented buildings, inspired by the example

set by the hammam that could proliferate to the buildings of  the rest of

the town and its agricultural region - a town-region that would now

operate completely through renewable means. 
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An Illuminating Idea

Hammams are almost always one story structures without windows

(except perhaps in the entrance sitting rooms.) To illuminate the interior

of  the hammam the domed or vaulted masonry roofs are pierced by

geometrically shaped or star shaped shafts that are covered on the outside

with clear or colored glass globes to let in natural light in sometimes

ethereal patterns. This works extremely well in the daytime, but at night

artificial lighting must be used. While daylighting through these

qamariettes is often done to brilliant effect, the artificial lighting that is

typically used at night when daylight is not available is often awkward or

even dangerous. Single incandescent bulbs hung on long cords or

awkwardly placed fluorescent tubes with their harsh unshielded light,

fight against the beauty of  the hammam’s sensuous architectural forms.

Even the presence of  electric lighting fixtures seems to deny the timeless

essence of  the hammam spaces. There is an elegant potential solution to

this problem. The idea would be to install a compact fluorescent or led

fixture just underneath the glass dome, but not visible from inside the

hammam. At night the fixture would be turned on so that the light

coming through the qamariette would appear to be similar to the daylight

that would pass through the fixture and come into the hammam during

the day. The glass dome would be clamped at the roof  so that the glass

dome could be opened for the periodic changing of  the light bulb. It could

also be hinged at the roof  so that it could be used for ventilating the

hammam if  this is desired. There are many ways of  crafting such a fixture,

so the actual details are left to the ingenuity of  local craftsmen.
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Evolution of  Traditional hammam Vaulting – 

The European Pendentive

Hammams have traditionally been built out of  masonry materials – brick

and stone rather than wood. Wood is generally not used because in addition

to the fact that masonry materials are far more available in the hammam

region, under the moisture and temperature conditions in the bathing

spaces of  a hammam, wood would quickly rot. It is difficult to span the

often large spaces of  a hammam using small masonry units, but the

compressive strength of  brick and stone can do the job if  curved forms –

arches, vaults and domes are used. Often the main spaces, which tend to

be square, are covered by domes, which of  course are round, raising the

question of  how to put a round hat on a square base. In Europe this was

accomplished through the development of  the »pendentive«, which is a

triangular form with the sides of  he triangle having circular curves and

with the area between the sides having a doubly curved spherical form as

well. This was such a perfect solution of  the square to circle transition

problem that the pendentive has remained the classical solution in Europe,

unchanged for many centuries whenever a dome is to be located upon a

square base.
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Diagrammatic plan of  what could be a church,
a mosque or a hammam with a dome covering
the “crossing. The formal question posed by this
classic plan type is how to build the transition
between the square base and the round dome.

Europe’s classic solution, the dome on pendentives. Note that in
this version, all three curved sides of  the pendentive triangle are
arcs of  a perfect circle

This is the classical form of  the dome on pendentives. This solution
to the problem of  how to put a circular dome over a square base
has persisted unchanged in Western architecture for centuries.

In this simple structure the crude stacked arches that make up up
the squinches make the transition from a square base to an
octagon. Many earlier domes like this were octagonal domes built
on such an octagonal base. In such 
a scheme the problem that presented itself  would have been to
make this transition more elegant. Without a desire to make a
spherical dome, the solution of  a pendentive would not have
presented itself.



The Islamic Squinch and the Muqarnas

In contrast, in the Islamic region, master builders developed a different

way of  making the transition from a square base to a dome called the

»squinch.« Initially the focus seems to have been to go from a square base

to an octagonal dome, which is a much simpler proposition than going all

the way to a circle. The squinch is an arch or series of  arches that bridge

between the sides of  the square base cutting off  the corners and thus

transforming it to an octagon. The early versions of  the squinch were

often crude arched bridges between the sides of  the square.

Later on when there was a desire to create true circular domes,

additional bridging forms were inserted to create first sixteen sides and

then even 32 sides to more closely approximate with the resulting

multisided form, the continuous curve of  the circle.

In Europe the squinch was abandoned early on in favor of  the pendenti-

ve and thus few octagonal domes were built, but instead the spherical

domes on pendentives became the universally preferred form. Once

perfected early on, the pendentive had no further need for development

and has remained a static form throughout the centuries. However in the

Islamic world squinches supporting octagonal domes dominated. While

they worked fine in this application, when circular domes were attempted

the results were less satisfactory.

It was this essential limitation or »imperfection« in the doming of  space

that gave rise to continuous experimentation over time and a continual

history of  evolution into more complex and ever more beautiful and

elegant forms. The squinch quickly evolved to become the »muqarnas.«
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Squinch arches in the corner of  a square make 
it an octagon and above that, a sixteen sided
figure and finally a thirty two sided polygon 
on the way to approximate the circular base of
the spherical dome.

The squinch corner at the Seffarine hammam. Note that in the
vertical band within which the squinch occurs, the integrity of
the square base below as well as the integrity of  the octagonal
dome above, are each fully maintained.

In the Seffarine hammam, the square is first vaulted with
scalloped squinches in the four corners developing an octagon.
Instead of  a perfectly round dome the Seffarine has an octagonal
dome sitting atop these squinches. It is pierced by eight round
windows, providing natural light for the space below. This is the
mature, fully developed form of  the octagonal dome on squinches.
The fully developed muqarnas dome is instead formed by a
geometric pattern of  smaller scallops each springing inward
from layers of  scalloped forms below. 



The muqarnas is a corbelled corner, niche or dome of  cantilevered,

scalloped units. It may start out from a corner of  the square as an

assembly of  successive modules, one on top of  another, each hanging

further out into the space until the original square has been reduced to a

circle and the sides of  the circular dome continue to converge until form

of  the dome is completed.

A single unit or module of  the muqarnas .
If  one were to look at this unit in plan
(down from the top) one would see a
triangle, with two of  its corners being
defined by the flat back of  this ceramic tile
and the third corner being the cantileve-
ring or corbeling corner at the top. 

Layers of  stacked muqarnas replace the
squinch in making the gradual transition
between a square and a circle. This
muqarnas approach is more consistant
and more convincing than the use of
sucessive levels of  squinches to accoplish
the same thing.

Multiple stacked muqarnas units corbel
inward to enclose a space. Note that most
of  these units would appear as triangles
when viewed from below (in plan) but
several other geometric plan forms can
also be found in this arrangement.
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In this muqarnas niche both the square and the circle retain a
strong presence. However the circle never actually appears, but 
it is rather its three dimensional form – the sphere- that is the
dominant impression. But because of  the absense of  an actual
spherical surface, it is more like an effemeral celestial sphere 
than the hard surface of  a European dome. In this version of  the
muqarnas, the scalloped units begin to project stalactite forms
creating an almost weightless feeling to a very solid structure.
Following the simple principles of  generating the muqarnas,
buildings of  extraordinary spatial beauty and complexity have
been generated. This is a unique contribution of  Islamic
civilization which has never been surpassed elsewhere.

At the top of  this view (which is almost a plan view,) one can see
that for all its three dimensional complexity, the muqarnas is
always a relatively simple regular geometric pattern when
viewed in plan. In its traditional form the plan of  the muqarnas
is almost always rigidly symetrical. The brilliant »secret« of  the
muqarnas is in the corbelling vertical extrusion of  a simple
symmetrical geometric plan.



A Modern Synthesis with an Ancient Tradition

Although extremely beautiful muqarnas spaces have been created, the

family of  possible forms is limited by the structural restrictions of  the

masonry material as the individual blocks lean inward on each other in a

symmetrical order. Still the complexity and transcendent beauty of  these

structural forms is one of  the high points of  world architecture with

numerous surviving examples throughout the Islamic world.

Using modern materials such as steel and concrete and building upon

the geometric »secrets« that can be discovered by studying the muquar-

nas, whole families of  new forms may be created. Modern structures are

no longer subject to the structural limits of  masonry so that these new

materials may be used to design dynamic spaces that can exhibit strong

asymmetries and irregular shapes for the first time. 

Through such a process of  discovery, using modern materials, structural

principles and energy conserving features, a design studio of  second year

architecture students (taught by the current author) were able to design a

number of  different hammams with highly dynamic properties of  form,

space and light, which at the same time served the special needs of  the

hammam ritual. These designs were able to demonstrate that the

brilliance of  these ancient three-dimensional Islamic forms can be

projected into the twenty first century as modern interpretations of  an

ancient treasure.
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One can imagine the spiritual qualities that
may be evoked when the complexity of
articulation of  such a muqarnas as this is 
able to accomplish such an impossible seeming
structural feat while at the same time
etherializing the rock hard material from 
which it is made.

This student project, looking into the
space of  a hammam as seen from below,
uses prefabricated steel members instead
of  traditional masonry to develop a
modern domed space for a hammam
design working from traditional Islamic
geometries. 

This student study uses insulated precast
concrete units to create an asymmetrical
hammam building whose central space spirals
upward.
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This is another student exercise using
insulated precast conccrete modules to
create a hammam whose assymetrical
space spirals upward.

This student project presents an
entrance to a hammam, constructed
with precast concrete muqarnas
modules. It displays an unusual
elegance and a compelling transition
from the solidity of  the exterior wall
surfaces to the effemeral quality of  the
corbelling muqarnas of  the interior.

The dynamism and flexibility of  these asymme -
trical plans and three dimensional spaces makes
this new modern approach suitable for all sorts
of  larger public buildings, from hammams and
mosques to many other public building types.
This new/old way of  generating and organi -
zing spaces is far richer than those forms that
are available through European modernism. In
addition, because they arise from traditional
Islamic building forms and geometries as well
as from modern materials and construction
methods they bear none of  the decorative
superficiality and arbitrary form-making that
pervades much of  the current work in other
parts of  the world.

The Future Hammam as Generator of  Islamic Sustainable Cities

Experiments like these can reveal an authentic new modernism genera-

ting not from Western models, but from the architectural traditions of  the

Islamic past. As public space increasingly disappears from modern

Western cities, the great Islamic spaces of  the traditional Islamic city – as

found in the mosque, the hammam, the medersa, the courtyard house,

the souk and the library, can find a new sustainable incarnation in the

future sustainable Islamic city. One potentially effective way to accom-

plish this is in the revival of  the hammam as a generator of  a community

place and space that supports health, spirituality, conviviality and

empowerment. When these characteristics are fostered through the

employment of  sustainability oriented means in their structures use of

renewables, recycling and a civil society process through which these

things are negotiated, the new hammam becomes an incubator for the

proliferation of  sustainability values and actions that can extend far

beyond the physical hammam and the activities it houses. 



Conclusion

The ancient tradition of  the hammam has the potential of  becoming a

bridge or a connector to the future in the Islamic Mediterranean town. It

can become a connector between people in fostering civil society

processes, a bridge between the past and the future, a connector between

the religious and the secular, a connector between mind body and spirit,

and a bridge between the unsustainable present to the sustainable future.

This chapter has endeavored to outline some of  these options for the

future both in detail and in theory. It has attempted to cast the hammam

not in the image of  an anachronistic institution in decline, but rather as a

potential wellspring of  health, conviviality, creativity and civic engage-

ment, demonstrating some of  the means of  future sustainability and

becoming a source for their implementation.

Recommendations

Here are some specific recommendations from this chapter in restoring or

renovating an existing historic hammam or in designing and building a

new one:

1. To greatly reduce the amount of  heating energy used by a hammam

and thereby reduce the operating costs of  heating, consider adding major

amounts of  insulation to the roofs and if  possible to the walls and under

the floors. Consider installing tight doors between the heated and

unheated areas.

2. With the reduced need for heat and hot water, consider installing solar

hot water heaters on the hammam roof  to provide a very high percentage

of  the heat and hot water requirements of  the hammam.

3. Consider installing solar photovoltaic panels on the roof  to provide the

major amount of  electricity needed for the hammam.

4. Consider replacing the existing qamarriettes with combination fixtures

that both admit natural light in the daytime and artificial light at night.

5. When designing a new hammam (or any major public or institutional

building) consider both the structural as well as geometric possibilities

that are now possible using modern materials along with the power of

ancient Arabic three-dimensional geometries to generate modern,

sustainability driven buildings that thereby project both the elegance of

Arabic heritage and the possibilities in pursuing a confident future.
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Mon quartier est fier de lui 

Près de la mosquée, loin du marché,

J’ai rêvé tellement de lui 

Fidèle chaque jour 

Fidèle chaque semaine, a lui 

Le docteur muet.

Je cherche mes cousines en bas 

Je trouve mes voisines là-bas

Je brûle mes malheurs,

J’examine mes douleurs avec chaleur 

Je pars le matin sans valeur

Je rentre le soir bien meilleur

Avec des nouvelles multicolores

Je suis en enfer, pardon, au paradis

Dans un monde de grand succès 

Je me sens seule avec un grand souci 

J’allume une bougie précieuse,

Je vois la vérité, sagesse et réalité,

A travers les petits trous sombres des voûtes 

Je vois une pierre loin du ciel.

Après le massage chaud thaïlandais,

Je mange du miel

J’allume une bougie curieuse 

Dans une chaude atmosphère silencieuse
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Il y’a la beauté, le calme et la volonté

Les enfants aquatiques 

Dans l’eau mais pas dans le filet

Je vois des esclaves nues

Et des princesses noblesses

Je me sens timide dans un voyage des nudistes

Je me sens seule dans un monde obscur modeste 

Je sens une peur reflétée dans les yeux 

J’entends le bruit, je crois la guerre sur terre,

Je remplis les vieux seaux, de fontaines, 

de puits mais pas des ruisseaux,

L’atmosphère froide, tiède et chaude,

Des portes lourdes, des murs mouillés,

Et le sol glissant,

Il n’ya ni air, ni vent 

Mais toujours marbre blanc et savon noir,

Je ne suis pas loin de la victoire 

Pardon, docteur muet 

Garde toujours ta gloire,

Et navigues vers la victoire*

Ecrit le 19 janvier 2011

Par Rachida Moutaoukkil 

De la ville de Fès –Maroc.
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